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Abstract 

Mitigating Loss of Control in General Aviation: A Human-Systems Integrated 

Flight Test Method for Mapping Pilot Cognition and Aircraft Dynamics 

 
Authored by:  
Tiziano Bernard, M.S. 
Human-Centered Design Institute (HCDi) 
Department of Computer Engineering and Sciences 
 
Supervised by:  
A. Lucas Stephane, Ph.D. 
Human-Centered Design Institute (HCDi) 
Department of Computer Engineering and Sciences 
 

General aviation (GA) loss of control accidents, in the United States, have continued to occur 

despite efforts by government and non-government research agencies. The lack of data 

during loss of control events (due to the absence of data recorders in small aircraft) does not 

allow for an accurate reconstruction of the accidents, causing accident investigators to focus 

on generic causes like pilot error. 

Flight test research has shown that there are various systems induced causal factors that can 

potentially set up an aircraft to depart controlled flight and do not aid pilot efforts. An 

example of these causal factors is the flap configuration change on certain GA aircraft. 

Although there is sufficient data on aircraft systems, there is a lack of data regarding pilot 

cognition in single-pilot operating airplanes, calling for an exploratory study to design a 

method to complement the already accumulated knowledge (through systems flight testing) 

with human-focused data. 

This study provides a novel flight test method that allows for human-systems integration 

between aircraft dynamics (the behavior of the aircraft), and pilot cognition (the behavior of 

the pilot). The dissertation contributes to the field of flight analysis and human-systems 
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integration by exploring this new method that integrates the Critical Decision Method 

(CDM) cognitive modeling technique with virtual reality simulations.  Given the critical 

and dangerous nature of loss of control, this study provides a high fidelity, high realism 

simulation environment in VR. The flight test method involves a novel framework that 

requires knowledge elicitation (KE) sessions in the form of protocol analysis and critical 

decision method, validated through integrated cognitive mapping during VR simulated flight 

tests. To consolidate the VR simulation experimental setup, this dissertation also includes 

usability tests to demonstrate the applicability and validity of VR as a substitute for 

traditional aerospace simulation methods. 

This study is divided into three main phases: cognitive modeling through KE, usability tests 

for VR use in aerospace research, and cognitive modeling through VR flight tests. The KE 

sessions included six expert pilots, the usability nine expert pilots, and the VR flight tests 

included eight expert pilots. The expert pilots were all certified flight instructors (CFIs) 

except for one GA domain expert. 

The cognitive modeling through KE provided fundamental data in understanding the 

cognitive functions present during traffic pattern operations. The cognitive modeling through 

VR flight tests (with aircraft dynamics) showed however a difference in the way the descent 

is performed. While the KE results focus more on “mental simulations”, the VR tests 

reported a dominance of “mental model development”, indicating that the traffic pattern is 

flown as a unified flight segment. 

The cognitive modeling provided in this document also describes niches for LOC, especially 

with details on flap configuration changes. It was found that trim change should be more 

system-centered and less human-centered, and that LOC can be mitigated through the use of 

energy management training in GA, through adequate aircraft design changes (i.e. modifying 

aerodynamic parameters by modifying the actual design), and through the use of situation 

awareness enhancing technology like augmented reality visuals. 

Finally, recommendations are provided to improve the method and collect further data to 

continue the efforts of mitigating LOC in aviation. The novel method was also identified as 
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a means of enhancing (or defining) design requirements for multiple applications (e.g. 

aviation, automotive, control rooms, etc.), training (e.g. using expert cognitive modeling as 

a baseline for proper cognitive activity and identify lackings of student pilots’ cognitive 

activity), and even automation (including artificial intelligence - AI). 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

Chapter Abstract 

The first chapter of this dissertation introduces the concept of loss of control (LOC) in 

the aviation domain. Particular emphasis is placed on the efforts of United States 

agencies to reduce LOC in GA. Statistics of LOC events are also provided to highlight 

the impact on aviation safety. Finally, the author outlines the research question of this 

dissertation.  

 

1.1 Concerning Loss of Control 
LOC, in the aerospace domain, is a topic of extensive research due to its impact on aviation 

safety. LOC is defined as any aviation related event in which the aircraft departs a nominal 

flight regime and enters a domain of off-nominal flight. Uncontrolled flight occurs when the 

envelope of normal operational flight is exceeded (not to be confused with the definitions of 

stability & control) [1].  Given the extensive interest in LOC, various acronyms are used to 

differentiate different situations. The most common are LOC (“loss of control”) and ILOC 

(“inflight loss of control”, also referred to as I-LOC, or LOC-I).  

Every year about 48% of general aviation (GA) accidents are caused by I-LOC [2]. 

According to the FAA, this approximates to 450 fatalities yearly [1]. The situation is also 

critical in commercial aviation, where I-LOC is the first cause of deaths worldwide with 

1,345 fatalities in the period between 2007 and 2016 [3]. 

As part of the United States government, the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) 

is responsible for identifying, investigating, and analyzing accidents and incidents in 

transportation. The 2017-2018 “Most Wanted” list, issued yearly by the NTSB, includes an 

accentuated need for reducing LOC events in general aviation: “Prevent Loss of Control in 

Flight in General Aviation”. The document states that about 50% of all accidents in GA are 
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a result of LOC and that the solution includes training in stall recognition & avoidance, 

attention management, weather planning, and awareness of technologies that can aid the 

prevention of these events [2]. 

The study of LOC (and its recovery and prevention) requires clarity of definition for 

interventions to be implemented. The quantity of variables present during LOC are so vast 

and nonlinear that it is often difficult to provide a single definition for LOC. Nonetheless, 

several attempts are made to provide a better characterization. One of these efforts, by the 

Centre for Mobility & Transport at Coventry University, redefines ILOC as a “deviation 

from intended flight path such that the safety of the crew, passengers & aircraft is 

significantly threatened.” This situation could be induced by human, environmental, or 

system factors, and often results in an unusual attitude which can lead to an aerodynamic 

stall. The solution for the situation is dependent on crew readiness, optimal environmental 

conditions (speed, altitude), and optimal controllability (control authority) [4].  

The act of defining also requires extensive event analysis. GA aircraft seldom have a flight 

data recorder (“black box”) onboard, limiting the amount of collectible information (post-

accident) to observation and logical deduction.  

A method for empirical data collection is flight testing. Previous research, performed by 

Bernard (2016) with Dr. Ralph D. Kimberlin (2016), analyzed the effect of flap configuration 

change on longitudinal trim [5]. It was demonstrated that with some airplanes, during traffic 

pattern operations, when flaps are extended or retracted, the longitudinal trim of the aircraft 

shifts position, causing a pitch up moment during approach and a pitch down moment during 

go-arounds. These motions, when not recognized by the pilot, lead to dangerous unusual 

attitudes that are often within the stall regime –leading to LOC [6]. Although this recent 

research provided technical insight on the nature of one LOC causal factor -a system-induced 

flap change- it does not provide data on the nature of the pilot’s behavior during these events. 

It is possible that the reason the trim change is allowed (at times) to occur unchallenged is 

an incorrect attention focus on the pilot’s side. It is also possible that the pilot is often 

engaged in activities that require attention management. For example, looking at the runway 
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during the downwind or base legs requires external observation (i.e. outside the cockpit), 

while airspeed monitoring requires internal observations (i.e. inside the cockpit). A mapping 

of this attention management can be pivotal in understanding pilot behavior, discover one of 

the natures of LOC, and provide remedies. 

 

1.2 Previous and Current Approach to the Issue of LOC 
The United States Department of Transportation, through the Federal Aviation 

Administration (FAA), has placed efforts in advising training enhancements to attempt a 

reduction of LOC events. Although various implementations are in effect, the statistical data 

reported by the NTSB shows that the number of accidents has not fluctuated sufficiently to 

constitute a significant improvement [3] [7]. 

LOC can be caused by various variables, some of which are also encompassed in risk 

management. In brief, a LOC event could be a consequence of fatigue, illness, confusion, 

distraction, or stress, and therefore be at times anticipated through appropriate preflight risk 

management. An example of such efforts are the various smartphone applications that allow 

the user to quickly and efficiently measure their risk factor before operating an aircraft [8]. 

Risk can be decreased through optimal flight planning. The Five-P approach presented by 

the General Aviation Joint Steering Committee (2017) in a Safety Enhancement Topic 

describes how “Single-Pilot Crew Resource Management” should be used as a key element 

towards preventing incidents or accidents [9]. The Five-P approach includes a detailed 

consideration (performed by the pilot in command) to evaluate the plan, plane, pilot, 

passengers, and flight program. The General Aviation Joint Steering Committee is composed 

of various government entities (FAA, government agencies), foreign aviation authorities 

(European Aviation Safety Agency –EASA), the NTSB, and interested industry associations 

(Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association, Experimental Aircraft Association, Society of 

Aviation and Flight Educators, etc.). This shows how involved the study of accident 

avoidance is in the American and European populations. 
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The limitation of data that could only be obtained using data recorders places the pilot’s 

ability under an investigative “spotlight.” Since GA flying is popular in the U.S. and often a 

matter of routine for some users, it is possible to conceive that GA accidents are starting to 

be examined similarly to other routine-type accidents (e.g. traffic accidents). The 

investigators look at the setting, take measurements, and attempt to reconstruct the scene, 

often placing the pilot at the center of suspicion (i.e. the well-known “pilot error” phrase). If 

pilots are to be “under the spotlight,” there should be extended research for a clearer 

understanding of cognitive activity and operational practices that will allow aircraft 

manufacturers, air traffic controllers, and pilots to adjust, or at least understand, their routine 

and guarantee a higher degree of overall safety. 

An example of advanced research in GA safety, sponsored by the FAA, is PEGASAS – The 

Partnership to Enhance General Aviation Safety, Accessibility and Sustainability. This 

partnership, which involves Florida Institute of Technology, Iowa State University, Georgia 

Institute of Technology, The Ohio State University, Purdue University, and Texas A&M 

University, is an active research hub that discovers issues in the general aviation realm and 

provides solutions or recommendations to solve these issues. The topics of interest to 

PEGASAS are many: from runway safety to unexpected events [10]. 

Another example of research in aviation safety and human-centered design was performed 

at the Human-Centered Design Institute by Ruthvik Aldoori (2015) in his research involving 

video streaming from the cockpit to the ground. This concept, although controversial for 

some pilots, demonstrates interest in advancing support in aviation. Allowing video 

streaming allows for a new level of security and situation assessment. This is not limited to 

increasing problem solving in the cockpit, it could also aid when communications are 

unresponsive (e.g. pilots are incapacitated) [11]. This effort required extensive research since 

it involves the transfer of cognitive functions from the aircraft to the ground [12]. The study 

was trimmed toward GA training since cameras in the cockpit are not well accepted in the 

pilot community [11].  
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1.3 Problem Statement 
Research from NASA Dryden Flight Research Center in California shows that causal factors 

of LOC events can be divided into three main categories: human-induced, environmentally-

induced, and systems-induced [13]. The first refers to human factors like low situation 

awareness, incorrect procedure, spatial disorientation, inadequate training, or human-

computer interaction dysfunctions (e.g. automation confusion). The second is strongly 

related to weather, like wake vortices, turbulence, convective activity, etc. The third relates 

to the design of the onboard systems that could cause the pilot to behave inadequately. These 

could include ATC operations, aircraft system failures, or simply poor system design. 

Section 1.1 of this dissertation presented research performed previously by the author that 

examined the third category of LOC causal factors (systems-induced). The research 

demonstrated that the flap configuration change can adversely affect the longitudinal trim of 

the aircraft leading to unusual attitudes and LOC. The research did not take into account pilot 

intervention (only airplane free-response) and could use further analysis from a human 

perspective.  

This dissertation intends on examining the first of these categories, human-induced, through 

an exploratory study. GA operations are deeply rooted in human performance. Contrary to 

commercial airliners, GA aircraft rely on what pilots call “stick and rudder” ability: the actual 

manual operation of the aircraft. For this reason, an analysis of the pilot’s attention is to be 

performed if new system design suggestions are to be implemented in an effort to reduce 

LOC.  

The main research question of this dissertation is: 

“to provide a human-systems integrated flight test method that maps 

pilot cognition and actions with aircraft dynamics in loss of control 

situations.”  
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By examining the pilot’s behavior through a novel cognitive modeling flight test method, 

this dissertation intends to recommend future training and possible design enhancements. 

Understanding the human aspect of GA operations during traffic pattern maneuvers can 

supplement technical results from previous work and provide a better understanding of LOC. 

This exploratory research, with its usage of VR, will also provide indications to the usability 

experience of VR for aerospace simulation and consider the potential of these lower-cost 

simulation platforms as a replacement for traditional simulators. 

The significance of the exploratory study lies in the ability to map expert pilot cognition in 

a more immersive manner. While traditional cognitive modeling methods elicit knowledge 

through recollection (long- or short-term memory), the VR environment elicits knowledge 

through the activation of distributed cognition. The data collected through the adaptation of 

multiple cognitive modeling and analysis tools in the VR proves in fact to be highly more 

vivid experience for cognitive activation. As demonstrated in the results sections of this 

document, various cognitive patterns surface in VR that have either not been accounted for 

or have not been sufficiently emphasized in the traditional “interview-based” method. The 

results of this integrated modeling method could then be applied for accident investigation, 

accident prevention, training, flight deck design, aeronautical design (e.g. aerodynamics), 

and could of course complement systems flight testing to better integrate the pilot in the 

aircraft (i.e. human-systems integration). 

 

1.4 Research Questions 
The research presented in this document, in alignment with the main research question 

expressed in section 1.3, has secondary research questions that are listed below. 

1. Can cognitive modeling be enhanced through the use of virtual reality to activate 

distributed cognition? 
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2. Can cognitive modeling provide insight into issues currently present in aircraft 

systems? 

3. Can cognitive analysis provide results applicable to the enhancement of training? 

4. Can cognitive analysis provide results applicable to the definition of criteria for new 

aeronautical technology? 

5. Does the scenario specific cognitive analysis provide insight into flap configuration 

changes and trim related issues? 

6. Can the new integrated method be applied to other research scenarios? 

7. Is VR an appropriate substitute for traditional screen-based simulators? 

8. Can VR enhance proprioceptive and visual based flight in simulations? 

9. Can VR provide an environment for other types of training? 

 

1.5 Operational Definitions 
This dissertation revolves around multiple key aspects of aeronautical engineering (i.e. loss 

of control) and human-centered design (i.e. cognition and cognitive engineering).  

Aeronautical Engineering. The Collins dictionary describes aeronautical engineering 

as “the branch of engineering concerned with the design, production, and maintenance 

of aircraft” [14]. 

Augmented Reality (AR). The Merriam-Webster dictionary describes AR as “an 

enhanced version of reality created by the use of technology to overlay digital 

information on an image of something being viewed through a device” [15]. 
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Cognition. The Cambridge Cognition Ltd describes cognition as something that “refers 

to a range of mental process relating to the acquisition, storage, manipulation, and 

retrieval of information” [16]. 

Cognitive Analysis. The analysis conducted for both the construction of a mental model 

and the evaluation of that model. 

Cognitive Engineering. This engineering discipline could be defined, in part, as 

“building things, or design, considering the expectations and understanding of the user” 

[17]. 

Cognitive Modeling. The modeling of mental processing or problem-solving of human 

beings. The modeling can use multiple methods depending on the particular scenario 

(e.g. task, activity, work, etc.). 

Expert Pilot. For the purposes of this research, a pilot who has at least a certified flight 

instructor (CFI) license as described by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in 

the United States of America. 

Flight Test Engineering (FTE). This discipline is defined by NASA as “an 

interdisciplinary effort with the objective of testing an aircraft or system in its 

operational flight environment” [18]. 

General Aviation (GA). The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) defines 

general aviation as “all civil aviation operations other than scheduled air services and 

non-scheduled air transport operations for remuneration or hire” [19]. 

Human-Flight Test (HFT). A new framework described in detail in this dissertation in 

which the human component in the aircraft is tested in line with flight test practices. 

Human-Systems Integration (HSI). The International Council on Systems 

Engineering (INCOSE) describes HSI as an “interdisciplinary technical and 
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management process for integrating human considerations within and across all systems 

elements; an essential enabler to systems engineering practice” [20].  

Knowledge Elicitation (KE). The process of recollecting knowledge (information, 

data) through various methods, including interviews. 

Loss of Control (LOC). According to the International Air Transport Association 

(IATA), loss of control refers to “accidents in which the flight crew was unable to 

maintain control of the aircraft in flight, resulting in an unrecoverable deviation from 

the intended flight path” [21].  

Pilot/Aviator. The individual in control (not necessarily in command) of the aircraft. 

Rectangular Traffic Pattern. The typical traffic pattern used in general aviation flying 

(in the United States of America) is of a rectangular geometry. The various legs are 

called: upwind, crosswind, downwind, and final. 

Super-Expert Pilot. For the purposes of this research, two super-experts are selected: a 

pilot who has extensive knowledge and practice in decades of general aviation flying, 

and a pilot who has extensive knowledge and practice in decades of flight testing. 

Systems-Flight Test (SFT). The typical framework in which the aircraft systems are 

flight tested for correct operation. 

Virtual Reality (VR). The Merriam-Webster dictionary describes VR as “an artificial 

environment which is experienced through sensory stimuli (such as sights and sounds) 

provided by a computer and in which one’s actions partially determine what happens in 

the environment” [22]. 
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Chapter Conclusions 

LOC is identified as an off-nominal situation outside of the intended flight envelope. The 

NTSB has again listed LOC in GA as a “Most Wanted” item in their publications. Efforts 

are also in in place from non-governmental agencies like PEGASAS. The most common 

recommendation by the U.S. government in reducing LOC events is an increase in stall 

training. Flight test research by the author identified flap configuration changes as a 

systems-induced causal factor for LOC but did not analyze the human aspect of the 

maneuvers. It is the research purpose of this study to complement this technical research 

with cognitive modeling to better understand the nature of LOC and related events. The 

dissertation provides a flight test method to map this cognitive activity. The next chapter 

presents an analysis of LOC from the perspective of human-centered design. 
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Chapter 2  
Analyzing LOC through Human-Centered Design 

Chapter Abstract 

Human-centered design (HCD) provides a unique perspective on LOC. LOC is observed 

in complex socio-technical systems in the cockpit, of which the pilot is the primary 

operator –validating a human-centered study. LOC is very difficult to define, and its 

nature is still partially unknown to researchers in aviation human factors, aviation 

safety, or flight test engineering. This chapter guides the reader in a journey within 

complexity analysis and cognitive engineering that provides insight into the existence, 

propagation, and mitigation of LOC. 

 

2.1 Defining Human-Centered Design 
HCD is defined under ISO 9241-210:2010 under section 2.7 [23]: 

“approach to system design and development that aims to make interactive 

systems more usable by focusing on the use of the system; applying human 

factors, ergonomics and usability knowledge and techniques.” 

 
Don Norman (2013) describes HCD as being “a process that ensures that the designs match 

the needs and capabilities of the people for whom they are intended” [24].  

The definition of “designs” can often be ambiguous, as confusion may rise between the 

concept of technological development and human factor development. HCD is often in fact 

observed to be in opposition to technology-centered design (or engineering) [25]. 

Technology-centered design refers to the design process by which the user requirements are 

not always pivotal. In traditional engineering design, a technological system is developed 

and later tested for adaptability with the user through human factors analysis. If the human 
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factors results are not satisfactory, the project will encounter delays and further expenses. 

On the other hand, when technology is adapted from the beginning around the user, these 

issues are reduced.  

HCD is not a substitute for engineering. It is the author’s belief, as a trained aerospace and 

flight test engineer, that HCD is concerned only with the application and study of technology 

to humans, and not with the technological development of systems themselves. When an 

aircraft cabin is designed, engineering is responsible for the structural design, materials 

selection and aerodynamic analysis. HCD is involved only with the ergonomics, layout, and 

already-existing technology applied in the cabin. For example, an infotainment system can 

undergo a human-centered design process. This is because the technology to create one is 

already existing (e.g. HCD is irrelevant in electronic circuit design).  

While Norman describes HCD as a process, Guy A. Boy (2011) describes HCD as an 

approach by which the “Technology-Organization-People” (TOP) model (already seen in 

Booher’s work, 2003) is respected. The TOP model described by Boy and HSI requires 

designs to be aligned with the technology, people, and organizations [26].  

HCD is often associated with user-centered design (UCD). The role of UCD is to fix the 

issues and lackings of technology-centered design [27]. Literature shows that technology-

centered design leads to a high level of complexity that can result in human error [28] [29] 

[30]. It appears that user-centered design is ideologically in fact a synonym for HCD. 

However, there is a subtle difference; while HCD revolves its designs around the person, the 

human operator, UCD focuses on the activity that the user completes. This difference created 

criticisms towards HCD by Don Norman, who in 2005 said that this [HCD] process could 

be harmful to the design and use of the system [31].  

Many of the HCD principles are inspired by HSI, as well as HCI. HSI is a concept used to 

successfully interface people and machines both managerially and technically. The human 

element is of course a pivotal focus of examination as is in systems engineering and 

engineering management [32]. The heart of this focus is a carefully balanced relationship 
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between people, technology, and organizations [33]. As mentioned earlier, this appears also 

in the texts by Boy (2016) [34].  

One of the characteristics of HCD is a cycle based (iterative) process, in which researchers 

continuously gather information, often through participatory design, and iterate prototypes 

until validation can be performed. Figure 1 below is an author-concept of the HCD cycle. 

The cycle starts with (1) understanding, in which the designers and engineers study the 

problem statement and gather requirements. The second step is the (2) conceptual design, in 

which a prototype is idealized. It then undergoes (3) implementation, and (4) test and 

evaluation. These steps undergo various iterations until the final cycle is reached, in which 

the results from the evaluation, through usability engineering, provide (5) supplemental 

understanding to undergo the actual (6) design. The design is then (7) integrated in the 

scenario applicable to the problem statement and eventually undergoes (8) validation.  

 

 

Figure 1. Human-Centered Design Cycle 
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The above figure is of course generalized for a design cycle. HCD can be applied, as Norman 

(2013) described, as a process. The process can therefore be applied to a research cycle as 

well.  

The next section describes the various HCD related topics that involved the background 

research on LOC, including the various philosophical elements relating to complexity 

analysis, aviation safety, and chaos theory. Although not all the content is directly relevant 

to the dissertation topic, it reports the line of thought that the author underwent in reaching 

the conclusion that there is a need for further pilot behavior analysis and cognitive modeling 

methods in GA. 

 

2.2 Chaos on the Flight Deck 
The complexity of LOC is not yet fully understood. Nor it is yet fully measurable. 

Complexity is usually very well observable, and in some cases analyzable [35]. It is first 

observed with the addition of system elements; many of the items used in today’s world are 

composed of multiple systems working together: effectively being intertwined. 

When observing a GA flight deck, the pilot has at his/her disposal multiple instruments: 

control and performance instruments (in general terms). Observing the airspeed indicator is 

a rather simple task: a dial moves pointing at the speed the airplane is performing with 

respect to the incoming air. This is as simple as observing the tachometer on a car, however 

when adding other instruments such as altitude, vertical speed, engine RPM, and many to 

follow, the workload as well as the complexity of the system increases [36]. One instrument 

alone might be a rather “inconsequential piece of information” (e.g. knowing airspeed can 

be useless if you are parked on the ground), but the use of all of them together can lead to a 

collectively generated intelligence in the cockpit. It is often referred to as situation 

awareness. The pilot starts to understand a bigger picture. It becomes even more so if we add 

a hypothetical copilot, air traffic control operators, dispatchers, and ground support crew. 

This becomes a collective intelligence [35]. It is intuitive that collective intelligence is a 
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positive influence in LOC scenarios: better the situation awareness, better the pilot’s 

readiness in recovering. 

Complexity and situation awareness are therefore strongly related. Guy Boy states that a 

possibility of surviving this ever complex and evolving world is active independence, or the 

seeking of knowledge, perception, influence on the environment, to increase the chances of 

success [34]. On the flight deck, better prediction, influence and perception is provided by 

the effectiveness of the on-board avionics. Arguably, situation awareness increases with 

complexity (in a liberalized simpler model) but will eventually decline due to over-

complexity of the situation. In LOC, this highest point of situation awareness is pivotal. 

The interest of complexity on the flight deck is granted by the fact that a cockpit is setting to 

a mixture of multiple highly complex systems whose only interaction is simple. A flight deck 

is complex in itself: multiple gauges that need to be observed and processed, multiple 

controls to be operated, and so on. ATC is another resource available to the pilot. ATC often 

communicates in terms of directions to follow (vectors), or clearances. Ergo, the interaction 

is simple. However, ATC is another highly complex system. And because it is complex, the 

effects of its complexity might influence the pilot’s operations as well. For example, a delay 

in responding to the radios (which can be solved through adaptability). A delay in response 

from ATC could make the GA pilot circle a few more times around itself in order not to 

move from its present location. On a non-adaptive system, such as perhaps a mechanical 

clock system, a delay in the mechanism might on the long run cause a time difference of 

hours. This is the issue related to “initial conditions” that will be examined in this chapter 

and that is fundamental in understanding complexity and chaos. 

The rather “uncertain” nature of complexity results in observational claims. These are three: 

collective behavior, information processing, and adaptation [35]. Collective behavior refers 

to the fact that systems often work in unison without the control of a major leader. A swarm 

of ants, or neurons in the brain, are perfect examples: individually the elements could be 

unappealing, like a simple altitude indicator. However, many elements together create, or 

generate, a collective intelligence. This collective intelligence is often processed (in the sense 
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of information processing) by a controller, or operator. This could be a pilot, or “the mind” 

within the brain. This operator then adapts the various tools at his/her disposal to guarantee 

“success” whether that is landing an airplane safely in an emergency or arriving to a decision 

on which yogurt to buy at a supermarket. 

On July 19, 1989, United Airlines Flight 232 performed an emergency landing using only 

the two DC-10’s wing engines to steer, having lost many hydraulic systems that enabled 

lateral directional control [37]. The engine systems, the hydraulic systems, the gauges, and 

pilots, are all part of the complex system, and the use of engines to steer the aircraft, which 

is not normal protocol, is a clear demonstration of system adaptability. 

When many system elements, interacting among each other, create a changing behavior at a 

“macroscopic”, or observable level, dynamical systems theory applies. Of course, this is the 

case for LOC. The study of dynamics, both in the physical as well as in the abstract 

definitions, begun with the Greek philosophers like Aristotle (384-322 BC). This study was 

often aimed at the heavens (astronomy), with later minds like Galileo, Kepler and Copernicus 

[35]. It was Sir Isaac Newton (1686), that with his three laws started identifying the 

properties of moving bodies in our world [38]. Later, the French mathematician Pierre Simon 

Laplace (1902) stated that it was possible, knowing the position and velocity of every mass 

element, to predict everything about it for all time [39]. 

Today we know this is not true, mainly thanks to the “Uncertainty Principle” set by Werner 

Heisenberg (1927) [40]. He stated, relating to quantum mechanics, that it is impossible to 

measure both position and momentum of an object at the same time. Either you can measure 

one very well, or the other: not both at the same time.  Figure 2 provides a basic yet 

exhaustive idea of the uncertainty principle [41]  [42]. 

The picture on the left clearly shows “speed” or momentum (velocity multiplied by mass) 

but cannot easily demonstrate position. The image on the right can instead clearly show 

position, but not speed (or momentum). This is a simplistic explanation, but the concept is 

very well described. 
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Figure 2. Graphic Representation of Uncertainty Theory 
 

Prediction in these situations can therefore become particularly difficult (just as in LOC). 

These studies led to the rediscovery of chaos (a term coined by physicist T.Y. Lin and James 

Yorke) [43]. A chaotic system is one in which uncertainties in the initial conditions might 

have enormous consequences. For example, we require extreme precision in measuring 

position and momentum of two objects to predict efficiently the future behavior. The study 

of chaos and consequent models demonstrate that more one wishes to predict a behavior, 

more precise must the initial conditions be.  

Although chaotic systems are accepted in the realm of science, scientists and complexity 

analysts continue to tackle the problem to better understand it [35]. An example is the “three 

body problem” that was for a long time analyzed in astrodynamics. Mathematician Poincaré 

was required to invent algebraic topology to answer this astrodynamical dilemma [44]. 

The question of predictability in chaotic systems is highly visible in the non-linear properties 

of these systems. A perfect example in aeronautical engineering and LOC is the lift 

coefficient vs. angle of attack curve. The initial tendency is highly linear. This means that 

for every angle of attack increase, there corresponds a certain lift increase. However, when 

reaching LOC regions, such as stalls, the effects become highly nonlinear. It is now evident 

how predictability becomes an issue. A nonlinear system can be defined as one in which the 

whole is different from the sum of the parts [35].  
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The behavior of a dynamic system can often be characterized by “attractors”. There are three: 

fixed-point, periodic, and chaotic [35]. Chaos is a very large field that spans across many 

disciplines. Scientists were able, through observation, to gather and discover universal 

characteristics that apply to chaotic systems across disciplines. There are three main 

characteristics: (1) Apparent random behavior emerging from a deterministic system with 

“no apparent external source of randomness”; (2) Prediction can be impossible even in 

principle; (3) Order of chaos through Feigenbaum’s constant and the period-doubling route 

to chaos [35]. 

Is the flight deck chaotic? No, but the complexity required for controlled flight can lead 

to chaos. LOC occurs because of both aircraft performance and human interactions (human-

human and human-systems. It is hypothesized that stalls are an attractor to LOC, as shown 

in Figure 3 [45]. This is the reason why stalls are the specific elements investigated in this 

dissertation. 

 

 

Figure 3. Chaos Model Applied to LOC 

This specific research (in stall prevention and recovery) resulted in the coining of a new term 

used by Florida Tech researchers to colloquially refer to the same scenario: LOC-S [46] [47] 

[48]. Very simply, LOC due to stalls. This term specifically describes all LOC events that 

have stalls as an attractor.  
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A complex system is usually composed of a multitude of systems, some of which are 

separable and others that are not [49]. If we examine the various gadgets and daily tools we 

use, this definition applies. We use computers, smartphones, and smartwatches. We are 

witnessing the birth of an age characterized by autonomous vehicles, artificial intelligence, 

and augmented reality. Some of these are separable, like a computer. We can function 

properly without them, however for some these have become inseparable. A company 

executive requires constant reminders about meetings, deals, and notes on a smartphone. 

Eventually these tools become integrated with our functionalities. A GA airplane’s MFD 

makes a pilot’s life easier by displaying fuel quantity, navigation, engine status, airport 

status, and even weather. However, these systems run on electricity which requires a certain 

level of redundancy (backups, etc.). These things add complexity in an area by reducing it 

in another. Allowing advanced avionics to be present on board to reduce complexity might 

paradoxically increase it in a separate or unanticipated scenario. Some could argue that this 

is a “patch” solution, without truly eradicating the problem at its source. A deeper 

understanding of procedural and mental models could be a beginning to this eradication of 

LOC factors. 

Complexity is very closely related to automation, since an MFD automatically gathers and 

compiles data in a clear visualization for the pilot to use. This leads to a commonly thought 

concept that an increase in automation reduces pilot performance since tasks that are usually 

exercised by the pilot are allocated to the system [50]. This is true with automations that do 

not result in a reduction of workload. If before and after a system becomes autonomous, the 

user does not feel a change in workload, the automation should be rethought. In aviation, 

automation is used to reduce pilot workload, allowing the pilot to focus on other tasks. In the 

case of LOC-S recovery, automation must not reduce user performance, because the system 

should engage only when the situation is sufficiently critical, and the pilot’s intervention is 

not observed. This type of system should be a “life-saver”, not a replacement of the user. If 

stall recovery is removed from the pilot’s attention altogether, user proficiency will 

undoubtedly decrease. However, a system that engages when the situation is detected to be 

too off-nominal, then the system becomes meaningful. Additionally, the pilot will observe 
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the recovery (if capable, i.e. not incapacitated), learning what was necessary to resolve the 

situation. This considers also unusual attitudes, if pilots are unsure at first of the situation 

they are in. 

The tasks performed in a cockpit become part of a series of patterns that soon become 

embodied. For example, providing an updated checklist to a pilot who memorized the 

previous edition. A good pilot will always follow the checklists, since it is more likely to 

forget an item by doing a checklist by heart rather than reading it line by line. This might 

result in confusion and delays. The task and activity will not match because of the observed 

cognitive function: a change in the organization and the resources [51]. 

If we treat general aviation as a daily routine, we enter the realm of “everyday-life design”. 

Things are designed to facilitate usability, but the design could be either complex or simple. 

Boy states that complexity can be mastered by familiarity [52]. Familiarity alludes to domain 

dependency. If this line of thought is followed, then the FAA’s indications on LOC-S 

recovery are valid: training is key in reducing LOC-S events. There remains however one 

element that should be considered: adaptability and understanding of the situation. Training 

increases familiarity with a given LOC-S event and (hopefully) with the given causes of such 

events. Not all causes can however be examined. In the eventuality that a pilot is not familiar 

(i.e. the understanding of the situation is not well defined), the adaptability will not be 

optimal, which will mean that assistance could be required. Assistance can exist in the form 

of autonomous flight protocols, but also a copilot, a ground station, or any other agent that 

can provide meaning. Unfortunately, also timing is key. In the case of critical phases of 

flight, like takeoff or landing, time is extremely limited, and autonomous flight protocols 

could not be sufficient. That is a particular case that necessitates further investigation: why 

do LOC-S events happen during critical phases of flight? Is it a simple matter of “pilot 

error”?  And if so, what is “pilot error” [53]?  

20th century aeronautics has found an increase in performance by complexity accumulation. 

More information through an increasing number of systems results in higher performance. 

With time, the quantity of displays in aircraft cockpits (let’s consider a dial display) has 
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increased dramatically until the development of the Concorde (~600 displays among 3 crew 

members) [54]. System integration has been decreasing the amount of displays ever since. 

This is because of human-systems integration (HSI) efforts. This was also thanks to the 

notion of “meaning”. Some of the features that appeared on the Concorde’s cockpit had little 

meaning. The pilots knew what they meant, but most were unobserved for hours before they 

were needed. This is because meaning exists exclusively within a context. A stall recovery 

display is impractical during normal operations, but during its designated context (LOC-S) 

it becomes relevant. 

When designing for a particular context, there are various items that ought to be followed 

and carefully analyzed: simplicity, observability/controllability, redundancy (if the system 

fails, provide an alternative), cognitive stability, and cognitive support. All of these should 

be addressed in a positive context-sensitive system, in aviation or any other environment 

[52]. 

Within a context, complexity can often be solely perceived. This is a consequence of 

ignorance: not understanding what the system is displaying. This is a matter of training and 

is beyond the scope of system redesign. Often, however, the user interface will add 

complexity by the multitude of variables the operator needs. For example, an aircraft with 

four engines will have more information to display than one with two engines. It becomes 

clear then that complexity is often a consequence of various systems working together: 

engines, displays, control surfaces, etc. The “systems-of-systems” (SoS) approach involves 

the integration of many smaller systems into one larger. The integration human-system is 

therefore key in optimizing the system [55]. 

It is counterintuitive that complexity and simplicity should coexist. An airplane is a complex 

system, and aircraft avionics are therefore required to represent that level of complexity. 

Familiarity will reduce complexity with time (via training) [52]. How can a truly optimal 

system for the pilot be defined? Boy and Grote present a key to this dilemma: a socio-

cognitive stability (SCS) [56]. A socio-cognitive stability is the optimal agent workload, 
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situation awareness, decision-making ability and, finally, correct action execution. This 

action needs to be oriented around an effect. Often, this effect will be an attractor. 

Attractors are what LOC-S recovery systems should be designed for. An attractor is an 

envelope that includes all trajectories of a non-linear dynamical system generated from 

different initial conditions [35]. Although the initial conditions involving LOC are often 

unknown and unpredictable in their detail, the known outcome is often a stall. Low airspeed, 

high angle of attack, climbing, etc. are all initial conditions that could lead to a stalled 

situation. LOC-S therefore becomes the attractor of such situations. Through modeling and 

simulation, we can artificially explore these complex situations that involve multi-agent 

systems. Before designs can be conceptualized, an appropriate state of the art background 

research is required. The next section will outline the most common available tools for LOC 

prevention in aviation today. 

 

2.3 State of the Art LOC Prevention Tools in Aviation 
There exist a number of LOC prevention tools in commercial and general aviation. Below is 

a generalized list of equipment that can be found in commercial airliners and some newer 

GA airplanes.  

• Pitch Limit Indicator (PLI). This device is designed to provide an upper limit pitch 

angle before a stall is reached [57]. This design feature on Boeing’s PFD is labeled 

“A” in Figure 4. Of course, situation awareness is increased, but the system does not 

venture beyond an angle of 30º. Because this is a pitch indication, it does not provide 

information on angle of attack (AOA). 

• Boeing Angle of Attack (AOA) Indicator. This instrument appears on some PFDs 

as an additional instrument above the attitude indicator [58]. It provides a gauge 

indication as well as a numerical value of AOA indications. It is labeled “B” in 

Figure 4 below [47]. 
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• Airbus Flight Laws. Airbus Group offers among the most advanced automatic and 

autonomous systems in aircraft design [59]. This has often been criticized in relation 

to the Boeing Company who has opted for a more pilot-centric design philosophy. 

The Airbus flight laws are designed to maintain the aircraft within operational limits 

of the flight envelope. However, both external events and the pilots themselves can 

modify the modality under which the flight laws are operating. Generally, there are 

three levels: normal, alternate and direct. Most of these include a high level of 

automation. For example, in the event of a stall, the first mode (normal) will 

automatically increase power and lower the nose.  

• Stick Pusher. This autonomous system will alert the pilot of an approaching stall. 

If the system (usually after two haptic impulses on the control column) does not 

detect pilot response, it will automatically push the control column forward lowering 

the nose [60]. 

• Warning Horn. This is a general audio feedback system that sends out cues to 

pilots. In GA aircraft, it could be in the form of a loud screech, or in an automated 

voice saying “stall” repeatedly [61]. 

 

 

Figure 4. PFD on the FIT Boeing 737-800 Simulator  

The stick pusher and the Airbus flight laws are recovery tools, and the PLI, AOA indicator, 

and warning horn all behave as preventive tools. Concerning GA, the stall warning horn is 
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the most common system used for stall warning. The AOA indicator, on the other hand, is a 

clear performance instrument that can also act as a control instrument. Control instruments 

are those that alert the pilot to their immediate actions or intentions. For instance, the attitude 

indicator or the engine power gage will represent control parameters as they are immediately 

set by the pilot. Performance instruments, on the other hand, are those that show how the 

airplane reacts to the control parameters [62]. The airspeed or altitude are such examples. 

The reason why the AOA is both is that one can verify AOA once a maneuver is done, or 

use the AOA itself to perform certain maneuvers such as carrier landings (i.e. Navy 

operations) [63]. 

Discussions have been present regarding the use of AOA indicators in general aviation. Since 

LOC-S is strongly related to AOA, it seems appropriate for GA pilots to have such data 

available at their disposal. This led to an FAA press release in 2014 in which efforts are 

complete in having design requirements set for AOA indicators for small aircraft [64]. Part 

of the discussion is the training required for AOA based flying which was already discussed 

in the 1960’s [65] [66]. Military pilots are accustomed and aware of the AOA instrument. 

GA pilots are however not accustomed to this indicator. It is possible that a lack of training 

could lead to the instrument being ignored or misunderstood. This is shown in a brief survey 

recorded by the author in 2016 where only 11% of GA pilots referred to AOA when 

describing stall recovery. Ironically, 33% noted a need for AOA indicators [45]. This might 

suggest that the instrument would not be used as intended. The difficulty in associating AOA 

to visual cues outside the aircraft could be a factor. 

The challenge of incorporating AOA indicators in GA aircraft led the author to the study 

autonomous systems, which would not require training for AOA based flight. Since 

autonomous systems replace the human operator altogether, an appropriate study of pilot 

behavior is necessary. 
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2.4 Pilot Behavioral Analysis Efforts 
There exists a great variety of research tailored toward the psychology of pilots. Most of the 

time these are with respect to certain events, new instrumentation, or completely new aircraft 

altogether [67]. 

An example of such analysis is the use of mathematics and control system theory to integrate 

the pilot in the aircraft as if it were an integrated component. The pilot is treated as a 

mechanical component, with a transfer function of its own. Simulator testing was used to 

determine the time constants required to construct equations that model the pilot’s behavior 

and integrate those equations within the dynamic aircraft motion [68]. 

Although engineering modeling is more mathematical, HCD specializes in those models 

that do not always have linearity and a solid mathematical structure. In HCD and human 

factors, mental models are often created with respect to situation awareness and self-

awareness [69]. These tie into procedural methodology, cognitive reasoning, and 

information processing. Situation awareness relates more to external elements and an 

artifact, while self-awareness relates more to the user itself. This distinction is clearer in 

Figure 5 [70]. The figure shows how there is an arbitrary distinction of consciousness 

between the agent and the environment. This means that situation awareness, which is 

projected outward from the agent, is not to be confused with introspection, which is projected 

inward. 
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Figure 5. Situation Awareness vs. Self-Awareness 

 

The interest of situation awareness in aviation is more closely observable in the Perceptual 

Cycle proposed by Neisser in 1977 [71]. The cycle, shown in Figure 6, provides an 

illustrative explanation of how pilot awareness is a continuous process based on samples of 

the environment (what the environment tells the user), the current understanding of the 

surroundings, and the modifications that these new samples affect what was previously 

known.  
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Figure 6. Perceptual Cycle by Neisser 

 

Situation awareness is one example of a mental model constructed from aviation for aviation 

[72]. Most of these models have been applied to aeronautical engineering and design. 

However, these are used in scenarios where life-critical system are most critical. This 

includes military and commercial aviation. GA, due to its smaller existence but also to its 

less defined operational nature, lacks modeling to better understand procedures in traffic 

patterns. 

 

2.5 Naturalized Complex Systems 
This dissertation has emphasized the need to perform cognitive studies given the high level 

of complexity of the systems and variation in perceived complexity. For this reason, the 

author has defined these new systems “naturalized complex systems”. Naturalized complex 

systems are defined as “complex systems or interactions that have been reduced in perceived 

complexity, effectively becoming a new form of natural socio-technical complexity” [53]. 
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These cannot be analyzed at design times since emerging properties can only be observed 

during and after operations. The study of naturalized complex systems is fundamental in 

the analysis of LOC because they can provide insight into practices that have never 

been accounted for by design engineers. 

 

Chapter Conclusions 

HCD is a design methodology that involves iterations and rapid prototyping through 

participatory design. LOC has a clear human component that is not often considered in 

research, and this is because of the nature of cockpits and sociotechnical systems within 

them. The stall is found to be an attractor to the non-linear dynamical nature of LOC, 

which brought to the coining of the term LOC-S (loss of control due to stalls). Pilot 

behavioral modeling is already existing, with numerous models like situation awareness 

and self-awareness. The next chapter outlines the various prototypes that were designed 

as a result of these conceptual studies on LOC. 
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Chapter 3 
Prototype Designs 

Chapter Abstract 

The author was involved in the design of numerous systems for LOC prevention, 

mitigation, and recovery. These are the Trajectory Recovery System, the Trajectory 

Recovery System Mark II, Augmented Reality visuals, and the Enhanced Space 

Navigation and Orientation Suit. All of these designs were created using HCD, using 

those studies presented in the previous chapter. This chapter ends with an explanation 

of a need for a framework for human-systems integration method for flight testing pilot 

cognition with aircraft dynamics. 

 

3.1 LOC Recovery: The Trajectory Recovery System Legacy 
ILOC reduction is usually associated with the term “prevention”. This is because it is human 

nature to try and prevent a situation from happening rather than having to deal with its 

catastrophic consequences. With almost any type of critical situation this holds. It is easier 

to eliminate the problem before it even starts and spreads. 

Methods applicable to the “prevention” category include (on a broad spectrum) advanced 

systems and crew training. This is clearly observable in the latest NTSB Most Wanted List 

that advises the use of aircraft systems for increased LOC situation awareness, and the FAA’s 

Advisory Circular 61-67C for LOC training [2] [73]. These recommendations fall under the 

“prevention” category, yet also present interesting challenges for “recovery”. Of course, 

prevention is intended for actions that are done or ought to be done before a critical event; 

recovery, on the other hand, refers to procedures post-event. An excellent understanding of 

aircraft systems should present the pilot with powerful information for situation awareness. 

Similarly, stall training will train pilots in recognizing near-stall situations. There is a 
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multitude of examples, starting with Air France flight 447, in which prevention methods can 

fail, and the ability to recover becomes fundamental [74]. In summary, AF 447 resulted in 

inoperative pitot-static probes that provided false information to the pilots. This event broke 

down the crew structure leading to failures in aviation safety (aircraft suffered a crash and 

all souls on board were lost). This event is also identified as a failed interaction between 

crew and aircraft systems [75].  

The author has been extensively involved in the LOC dilemma, its identification, and its 

optimal executable output. In 2015-2016, extensive research was conducted at HCDi in 

advanced recovery methods for LOC-S situations. The intent of the research was to provide 

an avionic system that would aid pilots in case all preventive measures failed, and an actual 

recovery maneuver was required. The system, built under the supervision of Dr. Nicholas 

Kasdaglis (2015-2016) (Head of Cognitive Engineering and Human-Centered Design at 

Mitre Corporation), was named Trajectory Recovery System (TRS) [76]. TRS was designed 

to act as a complex sociotechnical system for optimal pilot-aircraft mediation on airliner-

type aircraft [77]. The system effectively removed the primary flight display (PFD) from the 

pilot flying’s screen replacing it with a custom designed display. The custom design followed 

various HCI and HSI models and principles.  

Figure 7 below describes the design process that TRS underwent between 2015-2016.  The 

initial study on LOC-S was performed through knowledge elicitation through surveys, which 

then led to a conceptual design on graphic software. The first implementation was done 

through “Wizard of Oz”, a method that simulated the system while an operator is actually 

behind the dynamics [76] [78]. The initial evaluation led to further design considerations and 

an actual implementation in a C++ platform and the integration into a Boeing 737-800 high 

fidelity simulator [79]. The system was then validated through usability tests and eye-

tracking studies [76]. The algorithm was designed by the author and the B737-800 simulator 

was tested (again by the author) for stall characteristics [80]. 
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Figure 7. Human-Centered Design Process for TRS 

 

Two models studied during the development of TRS were the “Gulf of Execution” and the 

“Gulf of Evaluation”. These refer to the cognitive gaps between what the system provides 

and what the user understands [81]. Figure 8 below shows a graphical representation of how 

an ideal spot for understanding should be balanced between the intentions of the user (pilot) 

and the information that the system (aircraft) presents. If the avionics provide a very well 

described situation, in line with the pilot’s intentions, then situation awareness will be 

optimal.  
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Figure 8. The Gulfs of Execution and Evaluation 

 
During the design of TRS, it became clear that during stall recovery, the standard PFD will 

not be optimally configured to match pilot intention. LOC-S recovery is usually associated 

with AOA, pitch attitude, power setting, airspeed, and many other factors that engulf the 

pilot’s mind. What was very carefully studied was the complex coupled relation between the 

artifact (the airplane), the operator (the pilot/user), and the task (LOC-S recovery maneuver) 

[82]. The reason why this relation is complex is that the three elements (artifact, operator, 

task), are non-linearly correlated, and they affect each other in multiple ways: looking at 

indication X calls for task Y that operator Z must perform. However, since indication X 

might be non-existent (see AF 447 case), task Y2 needs to be created by operator Z in a 

newly constructed situation [48]. The heart of the TRS design is found exactly in this coupled 

complex issue. 

The situation described follows what Rasmussen (1983) described in his information 

processing model as the “knowledge level” [83]. Rasmussen’s model is reported below in 

Figure 9 [84]. 
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Figure 9. Rasmussen's Levels of Information Processing 

 
Rasmussen’s (1983) model for information processing dictates that any context of cognitive 

processing occurs in one of three levels: skill, rule, or knowledge. If a parallel is imagined 

with pilot training, a student pilot first learns the basics of airplane maneuvering, which 

builds the hard “stick and rudder” skills. Once the student is proficient, he/she moves on to 

the rule level, where emergency checklists and procedures are learned. Training only goes 

this far. Once the pilot gathers years and hundreds (or thousands) of flight hours of 

experience, he/she will perform actions based on accumulated knowledge. In unexpected 

LOC-S type situations, airline pilots think and reason (information processing) through their 

knowledge level: gather information and determine appropriate actions based on their 

knowledge and experience (and if applicable following the appropriate procedures). 

If pilots are however not experienced in a given situation (LOC-S can occur in multiple 

ways), mental overload due to workload could occur. For this reason, TRS was designed to 

provide cognitive countermeasures to avoid cognitive overload [85]. The system provided 
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this countermeasure by eliminating data from the PFD, keeping only pitch attitude data as 

well as power setting. This provided an extensive reduction of information processing [86]. 

Moreover, in order to provide an optimal HSI, a target was positioned on the PFD to guide 

the pilot into the appropriate maneuver for stall recovery [47]. Figure 10 shows the standard 

PFD (left) and the replacement PFD when TRS engages [46]. 

 

 

Figure 10. Custom Designed PFD (left) and TRS Mode engaged (right) 

 
There are various reasons for the target design. One of these is for easy HSI. “Follow the 

target” is a rather simple task for the pilot to follow [82]. The second involves Rasmussen’s 

model as described earlier in this chapter. If information is removed, the required processing 

capacity of the human mind will decrease, since following a target requires only basic 

maneuvering skills. Therefore, the TRS is designed to bring the pilot from a knowledge level 

to a skill level providing a very powerful affordance: the target itself. Another important and 

fundamental reason for this design has to do with bridging correspondence and coherence 

[87]. Often, mental images of received data are formed by the user. For example, when the 

pilot looks at the PFD and identifies the pitch attitude, there is a clear correspondence 

between the location of the “wings” between the blue and brown areas of the attitude 
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indicator and the horizon outside the cockpit. There is a clear correlation that the pilot can 

form. However, a fundamental parameter in LOC does not have such quality: AOA. An 

aircraft can have a positive pitch attitude yet a negative AOA; likewise, a negative pitch 

attitude but a positive AOA. The TRS target provides pitch attitude indications for optimal 

AOA recovery. It allows the pilot to perform high precision AOA maneuvering (which 

cannot be normally visualized) through easily understandable (and visually accessible) pitch 

attitude changes. This conversion was possible through an elegant algorithm that calculates 

the flight path angle of the aircraft (which occurs at zero degrees AOA) [46] [48].  

The system was integrated and tested on a high-fidelity Boeing 737-800 flight simulator by 

Mr. Alexander Troshchenko [79]. The simulator used Prepare3D Lockheed Martin software, 

and allowed for data transfer through SimConnect. The TRS was built using advanced C++ 

features in an OOP fashion [79]. The simulator is shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12 below. 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Boeing 737-800 Flight Simulator (front)  
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Figure 12. Boeing 737-800 Simulator (side) 

 
The evaluation of the TRS presented positive results such as increased situation awareness 

and reduction of workload. The system was deemed satisfactory by the system usability scale 

[76]. 

Although TRS represented an academic breakthrough in cockpit HSI and cognitive science, 

it was specific to airliner operation. TRS, as it was operated and tested, had limitations, 

especially on altitude. Because the algorithm operated under “ideal flight path angle 

guidance”, altitude loss was required to guarantee a zero angle of attack achievement. This 

meant that sometimes there could be a large altitude loss. The flight test engineer during the 

TRS project (the author of this dissertation) performed extensive operational tests to 

determine how important the change in altitude would be. On average, 1,500ft were lost 

when testing TRS at 20,000ft. This value comes from operational tests and not from pilot 

usability tests (which often lost more altitude due to deep stall testing). 
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Because altitude loss is extremely critical, the system is limited by initial altitude (i.e. altitude 

at LOC entry). This means that the system cannot operate during critical phases of flight (i.e. 

traffic patterns). When operating under those conditions, research needs to be focused on 

prevention, and not on recovery alone. 

The HCD cycle, as discussed earlier in this dissertation, requires a series of design iterations 

that allow for both research outcomes and innovative ideas. Often, these iterations lead to 

the discovery of new problems that were not considered earlier (i.e. emerging properties). In 

the case of the author’s work on LOC-S, the TRS legacy led to a second iteration that took 

a more specific look at autonomy, and a third iteration required the author to move to the 

domain of prevention specifically for general aviation.  

Figure 13 shows how the first TRS focused on human intervention to return to a nominal 

situation. The second iteration of TRS focused on a human failure event and used 

autonomous intervention as the solution. Figure 14 highlights the area of intervention for the 

Mark II. 

 

 

Figure 13. TRS Mk. 1 Area of Focus 
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Figure 14. TRS Mk. 2 Area of Focus 

 

3.2 Thoughts on Automation: The Trajectory Recovery 
System Mk. II 
The TRS Mk. II underwent extensive design reviews in an attempt to modernize the concept 

of automation and autonomy. Autonomy and automation require various philosophical 

discussions with regards to authority, cognitive task sharing, and complexity analysis. These 

will be discussed later in this section and were anticipated in section 2.2 (Chaos on the Flight 

Deck). 

Several considerations were made with respect to automation and the criticisms related to it. 

These criticisms were addressed in the design of this new system.  
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The use of automation transforms the role of the user. Initially a controller, the pilot now 

becomes a supervisor [34]. It can be argued that the human operator becomes effectively 

part of the mechanical system (a highly sophisticated and complex element) through a 

transfer of cognitive functions from user to machine [88]. 

Even in the simplest of cases, cognitive engineering is a fundamental aspect when dealing 

with human-machine systems. As user workload begins to increase, much of those tasks 

required of the humans are delegated to machines, often by means of automation. This led 

to the development of research fields and terms such as supervisory control because users 

become managers of various artificial agents that perform their previously entrusted tasks 

[89] [90]. In these situations, there must be a carefully balanced quantity of workload, 

interest, and awareness. An unbalance of these will often lead to a loss in performance. For 

example, too much autonomy can cause boredom, reducing situation awareness. Automation 

therefore presents itself with many unexpected limitations [91]. 

Like many complex dynamic systems, there are various aspects of the human-centered 

design process that are imperative with artificial agents. These are precision, explanation, 

and global evaluation. These are briefly defined below: 

1. Precision: Since users perform a multitude of cognitive tasks, it is important to 

clearly state which functions are given to the machine. 

2. Explanation: Like any scientific process, the reasoning behind this cognitive 

function transfer ought to be clearly traceable and documented. 

3. Global Evaluation: Since the user is in charge of operating and/or managing these 

systems, usability engineering should be performed in order to evaluate and verify 

the system’s operability. 

When describing artificial agents, the term automatism immediately appears: an artificial 

agent is most of the times an “automated” agent. The cognitive functions that are often 
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associated with it are task tracking, task computing, task alternatives, and often reasoning. 

Of course, these live within clear and well-defined contexts. 

The context is required for both user understanding and for system safety. In a cockpit, the 

pilot must know how far the autopilot system can go, but also what are its limitations. A 

certain level of adaptation, as we have seen in complexity science, is required. Adaptation 

involves the use of different cognitive capabilities depending on the type of system that is 

being used. 

To study both the original design as well as the automatism, cognition should be examined 

at both the micro and macro levels. Micro-cognition refers to the way cognition occurs within 

the human mind. Macro-cognition instead involves the realistic task as compared to an 

experiment performed in a highly controlled environment [92]. The cognition processes will 

differ when dealing in rapid or slow systems. Rapid systems require a very sharp and quick 

mind to follow, while a slow system requires a very patient user with a high level of 

vigilance. 

A common factor is the dynamically changing system. Dynamic systems have been 

described earlier in this document, however the perception that these dynamics have on the 

operator (i.e. the pilot) depend heavily on the user’s expertise. This is a given, but it might 

not be extremely explicit. In the case of TRS, the pilot understands why the system is 

behaving in such way and trusts it to recover. However, only the flight test engineer (FTE) 

that was involved in the system development will understand both the piloting and 

engineering points of view. Similarly, only the engineer involved in the algorithmic design 

will understand the true computational power of TRS. 

With regards to the social aspect -the “People” (recall the TOP model) component of human-

systems integration, there should be some discussion on societal perspectives in the cockpit. 

The actions that people (and pilots) choose to perform often respect a social context. In 

philosophy, this is called social relativism. In the great search of ethics, which is to find 

definitions of right and wrong, there exists a philosophy that identifies right and wrong by 
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what a society agrees on being good or bad. This is the current model in which the western 

society lives in. This abstracted society, often referred to as a social structure, represents how 

people take actions and abide by socially accepted terms and conditions. These terms and 

conditions, taught in families and schools, are designed to install in every member of society 

an implicit sense of right and wrong [93].  

In the cockpit environment, there are certain rules that are implicit, yet very well known (just 

like in society). The pilot in command has the final say on flight deck matters. Crew resource 

management requires collaboration, but not all captains are content with discussions. If this 

is the case, first officers will most probably follow captain’s orders in a strict hierarchal 

structure [94].  

The social structure is not necessarily society itself. It can be a smaller abstraction such as a 

company, a corporation, a hunting club, an airline, or a flight school. Each of these structures 

have explicit terms and conditions, often referred to as constitutions. For example, certain 

airlines have personalized checklists to follow what their company agrees on being the best 

practices. That becomes the new “socially accepted”. If a pilot wishes to work within this 

new social structure, they need to modify their beliefs of right and wrong to follow the correct 

protocol. Often the goal is to reach a certain social status, or shared state. This is a status 

resulting from facts and commitments done when abiding by the social structure. Not only 

are actions important, but facts as well. Facts are elements of the state of a social structure 

that is sanctioned by that social structure. Also the facts need to be socially sanctioned for 

them to be accepted in the social structure.  

There is a series of things a pilot can do on the flight deck. These are intentions to a have a 

real-world effect. In society these are referred to as actions. Retracting a landing gear, 

engaging the landing lights, extending the flaps, are all actions. However, during a LOC 

emergency, there is often confusion to which actions are required to control the situation. 

These actions become social actions, because these are intended to achieve a result within 

the social structure. Of course, these require authority, which is something of extreme 

interest in autonomous flight dynamics. The key is to engage an environment of joint actions, 
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rather than single sided actions.  

Although various societal units possess this structure, it obviously possesses a certain level 

of complexity. This happens to be a positive influence because added complexity actually 

reduces chaos and increases efficiency within these societal units [35].  

The cockpit, for example, possesses a high number of instruments, procedures, practices, 

protocols, and regulations. All of these together assure a streamlined action. The reason for 

this added complexity is also the fact that societies do not concretely exist. The society is an 

abstraction, and so is the “crew resource management” in a cockpit. It is agreed that it exists, 

but it cannot act on its own. It acts through the actions of various elements within it. For 

there to be a positive event, various roles are in place: captain, first officer, flight engineer, 

head cabin assistant, cabin assistants, etc. These roles are identified relationships between 

participants and the social structure. The actions that these roles choose to pursue are granted 

by either rights or authority. Authority is a topic of great study in flight deck human factors 

and operations. To understand the requirements of the role and how that role could be 

optimized, automation was considered as well.  

The initial design aspects of the TRS Mark 2 were centered about “what” was supposed to 

be automated. A paper by Cummings et al. (2016) was used as a benchmark for these initial 

aspects [95]. This paper used interviews to collect data from experienced pilots in the 

mapping of requirements for “good copilots.” In summary, pilots were asked what qualities 

good copilots have (or do not have) and the authors constructed requirements based on their 

answers. Because GA is primarily single-pilot based, automation is required to be an agent 

in the cockpit, an “ally,” and should be designed as such. Some of the requirements are 

already present in TRS, like an “ubiquitous nature”, or “contextual awareness.” Others 

include “authority misunderstanding” and “disengagement orders.” Table 1 below 

summarizes the design requirements [45]. These were created by the author based on the 

paper by Cummings et al. (2016) and are also published through Springer in Autonomous 

Stall Recovery Dynamics as a Prevention Tool for General Aviation Loss of Control in 
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summer 2017 [45]. These requirements took into consideration also authority, and the value 

of the “pilot’s opinion” as a joint cognitive system [96]. 

 

Table 1. Design Requirements for TRS Mk. 2  

CO-PILOT FEATURE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

Ubiquitous Nature 
The system should always be online and 

appear to the user only when needed. 

Situation Awareness 

The system should be knowledgeable of 

the aircraft’s current state through data 

feed and analysis from airplane systems. In 

this way it will know when to engage. 

Procedural Knowledge 
The system should possess the procedural 

knowledge for the required situation. 

Workload Anticipation 

The system should provide, if needed, 

guidance to the user in alternate ways if 

the system fails, in order to avoid 

automation surprises. 

Disengagement Criteria 

The system should respect the pilot in 

command’s (PIC) decisions and should be 

equipped with a disengagement system to 

allow the PIC to perform whatever he/she 

decides. 
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Ubiquitous nature requires the system to be vigilant at all times, without the need to be 

“loaded” or “loading” while it is being engaged. This necessity is reinforced by the minimal 

time available during LOC identification and recovery. The contextual awareness links to 

the ubiquitous nature since TRS Mk. II needs to receive a data feed to operate its algorithm. 

With regards to workload anticipation and procedural knowledge, the designers anticipated 

multiple scenarios. The first involved the system knowing what the correct protocol is. That 

is based algorithmically and works autonomously. The second is the knowledge of “manual 

procedures” in case automation fails. The issue with “automation surprises” is that they are 

often unanticipated, confusing, and complex in nature. This causes the workload to increase 

exponentially in the cockpit [97]. 

TRS Mk. 2 operates in four different modalities: 

1. Normal Modality: Standard PFD visual, no changes. 

2. TRS Modality: The PFD is replaced by the TRS design. The only difference from 

the original TRS is that a disengagement option is visible to the pilot by disengaging 

the autopilot. 

3. TRS Failure Modality: If TRS fails, it provides on the screen a procedural checklist 

for the pilot to follow, with text identifying the need to follow the checklist and that 

the TRS is inoperative. 

4. Recovery Summary Modality: The PFD returns to its original design. Text 

identifies the situation as being resolved and recovery summary data is presented 

(minimum airspeed, maximum angle of attack, altitude loss, and cause for TRS 

engagement). 

These different modalities are shown in the figures below [45]. Note that these figures are 

custom designed to demonstrate a representative illustration of the Mk. 2. Figure 15 shows 

the standard PFD during normal operations. 
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Figure 15. PFD during Normal Operations (normal mode) 

Figure 16 and Figure 17 represent the TRS modality with the system engaged. Like its 

predecessor the text TRS MODE appears vertically down the sides. The target appears, and 

most data is removed (altitude, airspeed, bank angle, etc.). In addition is the text at the bottom 

of the PFD that reads “Disengage Autopilot on Yoke to Cancel.” Most GA aircraft have an 

autopilot disengage on the control column. This allows for a more flexible authority 

management, yet extensive studies are required to verify reaction times in both critical and 

non-critical instances [98]. 
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Figure 16. TRS Mk. 2 engaged (TRS mode) 

 

Figure 17. TRS Mk. 2 engaged during a bank (TRS mode) 

Figure 18 shows the newly added failure mode. The screen immediately informs the pilot to 

“follow the checklist” which is displayed in the center of the screen: “reduce pitch attitude! 

Max throttle!” On the bottom of the screen there is a text that reads “TRS failure mode.” 
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Figure 18. TRS Mk. 2 during a system failure (TRS failure mode) 

Figure 19 below shows the newly designed recovery mode, in which recovery data is 

presented to the pilot. 

 

Figure 19. TRS Mk. 2 in recovery summary mode 

The addition of recovery parameter presentation is also for training purposes. Students can 

perform stall recovery by disengaging the TRS and see how well they recovered from the 

stall. Providing that data also increases situation awareness by providing information on the 
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newly defined airplane status (new altitude, new airspeed, etc.). This also encourages trust 

in the instrumentation, which often creates a discrepancy between pilot understanding and 

instrument data [99]. 

The algorithm for the new TRS Mk. 2 is based upon the original algorithm designed by 

Bernard (2016) and updated with advanced control system design by Mr. Armando Alvarez 

Rolins (2016) [46]. The controller was decided to be optimized around recovery time. For 

proof of concept, the engineers limited the algorithm to longitudinal motion only (pitch), 

designing a multivariable feedback controller (since different control surfaces are actuated 

simultaneously). The new control system is a linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controller 

which uses both optimal control and Kalman filtering [100]. The robustness of the system is 

also tailored using loop transfer recovery technique [101]. The linear longitudinal equations 

of motion, the vector form of the system state, and the linearized longitudinal equations of 

motion for an F-8 aircraft (equations not available for GA aircraft of choice), and the 

quadratic performance metrics for the LQG formulation are all reported in Appendix A. The 

control system was simulated and tested through MATLAB and the results are reported in 

Figure 20 [46]. The controls free response (labeled in green) shows how the airplane would 

behave if the pilot did not act during the stall (in line with the author’s previous flight test 

research).  For horizontal velocity, the time required to match the control system’s (110 m/s) 

is 50 seconds. The system instead takes only 5 seconds. For AOA the free response oscillates 

back and forth even in the negative angles (-5º) and takes 5 seconds to settle. Also the control 

system requires about 5 seconds, but oscillates only in the positive AOA changes. This is 

clearer in the pitch attitude changes, where the free responses reaches values around -20º, 

while the control systems oscillates around 4º taking only 4 seconds to settle (vs. 8 seconds 

for the free response).  

The control system was never applied to the actual TRS design on the Boeing 737-800 

simulator due to very limited CPU. Its testing was limited to the MATLAB environment.  
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Figure 20. TRS Mk. 2 Control Systems Performance 

 

3.3 Solutions in Augmented Reality Visuals 
The TRS Mark II found a solution with automation for those instances in which pilots are 

incapacitated or not aware of their surroundings (i.e. low level of situation awareness). A lot 

of these situations, especially in critical phases of flight, present a visual challenge to the 

pilot: his/her attention needs to be sufficiently well balanced between looking inside and 

looking outside. This is could be a reason why certain LOC situations are not immediately 

recognized. 
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Another tentative visual prototype was developed by the author in an attempt to merge this 

issue. The visual prototype involved the design of visual cues on AR platforms (i.e. glasses). 

The concept was to provide information to the user wherever he/she is looking.  

AR is not a brand-new concept, since items like Heads-Up Displays (HUDs) have been used 

in military aircraft for several decades. The cost and complexity of these systems has of 

course limited their use (e.g. low cost-effectiveness on GA aircraft). 

With modern technologies, both virtual and augmented realities have been more present in 

the market, with research flourishing in various fields, including cockpit research, 

maintenance guidance for aviation assembly lines, and ATC enhancements for situation 

awareness [102] [103] [104]. 

The author’s intent, in using AR, was also to expand beyond LOC causal factors and explore 

also LOC initial conditions, which include airspeed, altitude, attitude, airspace, etc. The key 

is an enhanced situation awareness, which is briefly demonstrated in the designs shown 

below in Figure 21 and Figure 22. 

 

 

Figure 21. AR View during a Partial Engine Failure 
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$24,900 with a better precision of about 0.1º-0.3º [105]. Newer versions are currently under 

development to add synthetic vision to the navigation guidance. Figure 23 below provides 

an illustration that shows the various features that Aero Glass intends to include in their 

systems [106]. 

 

 

Figure 23. Aero Glass Features Illustration 

Although AR is a platform with a high level of potential, they still require a framework for 

LOC designs and protocols. Although designs are fairly straight forward to implement in 

available technology, the efficiency of the designs themselves requires further research and 

understanding. 
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3.4 Solutions in Wearables: The Enhanced Space 
Navigation & Orientation Suit 
While many studies in aviation LOC are related to visuals like the designs shown earlier in 

this chapter, the author was also involved in the design of a proof of concept space suit that 

utilized haptics for navigation and orientation [107]. 

Haptic feedback, in the form of vibrations, is a powerful physiological input method for 

guidance and navigation. The technology was first explored in the 1980s for defense 

applications (including serious games). The addition of the “touch” sense complements both 

visual and auditory cues. Today, haptic technology is widely observed in the gaming 

environment to increase realism and user satisfaction (and experience) [108]. 

One of the furthermost experts in military applications for haptics is United States Navy 

Captain Angus H. Rupert, M.D. He is attached to the Naval Aerospace Medical Research 

Laboratory in Pensacola, FL, and developed the Tactile Situation Awareness System. The 

system not only can provide increased situation awareness through orientation, but also 

enhanced control feedback. For example, military pilots were successfully able to maneuver 

an aircraft following the haptic feedback and maintain hover with a helicopter (all 

simulated). This research is still ongoing today [109] [110]. 

The author led, under the supervision of Dr. Stephane, the ESNOS project for the Thales 

Arduino Challenge 2016. ESNOS, the Enhanced Space Navigation and Orientation Suit, is 

a proof of concept astronaut suit developed with haptic vibratory technology to provide 

enhanced navigation and orientation. Since the project was an academic competition, the 

students chose a different application than aviation (since Capt. Rupert had already 

demonstrated the effectiveness of the technology in the field) and settled on Extra-Vehicular 

Activity (EVA) operations. The technology, however, is applicable to LOC as well, which 

was the primary application idealized by the author back in 2015. 

The main human aspect that the suit tackles is situation awareness, which is of interest in 

LOC.  Because astronaut cognition can become partially or totally impaired during EVA 
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emergencies, situation awareness needs to be complemented by self-awareness as well [111]. 

An example of integration within these self-awareness requirements is observable in the 

SREF – Self-Regulatory Executive Function model, which accounts for cognitive 

information, and body state information in relation to external feedback [112]. This unifies 

situation and self-awareness. ESNOS was conceptualized to reach this goal. 

The ESNOS suit has the following features: guidance & navigation, positioning, orientation, 

panic mode, and system switch. The system is controlled through a custom-built user 

interface by a separate operator. The system is designed to aid an astronaut in the case he/she 

becomes spatially disoriented and required guidance. The guidance is provided by a second 

individual who can see where the astronaut is and where he/she needs to go. Future 

enhancements included the possibility of making the system autonomous.  

Figure 24 shows the layout of the suit’s components [107]. Haptic guidance is provided by 

a total of five vibration motors placed in strategic locations: two in the front, one on each 

arm, and one in the back. The control panel that hosts the Arduino with the circuitry is located 

in the back.  
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Figure 24. ESNOS Suit Components 

 

The individual components include a GPS, a 3-axis accelerometer, ink sensors, vibration 

motors, and a Bluetooth module. The system was subjected to initial usability for proof of 

concept demonstration. Figure 25 shows the team at work during the development of ESNOS 

[107], and Figure 26 shows the suit as a whole with the user interface on a laptop and the 

control panel. 
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Figure 25. ESNOS Team during a team meeting 

 

 

Figure 26. The ESNOS Haptic Feedback Prototype 
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Although ESNOS demonstrates an ability for situation and self-awareness, the use of 

wearables is impractical for GA operations. Most GA cabins are non-pressurized, without 

air conditioning, and clothing is usually based on weather. Imposing a requirement for a suit 

is not going to gain popularity. Of course, the circumstances are different for military pilots 

who wear a suit on every flight. Moreover, there is a need for a detailed study on how haptics 

could be utilized. The integration with a simulation environment is also extremely 

challenging and requires software engineering skills well beyond the scope of a doctorate in 

HCD. 

 

 3.5 The Need for a Specific Design Framework/Method 
All the designs described in this chapter are based on human-centered, human factors, and 

HSI principles. These principles, such as situation awareness, need to be applied to the 

specific discipline, and even the specific scenario for which the designs are considered. The 

TRS was concerned with commercial “airliner” aviation, the TRS Mk. 2 looked at GA, and 

so did the AR designs. However, even the latter two were based on generalized pilot models 

that do not necessarily apply to either general or commercial aviation. The TRS Mk. II 

specifically looked at single pilot operations, which are however not exclusive of GA. 

There is a clear need for a framework that can investigate pilot behavior in GA during critical 

phases of flight. This method is required to gather data from expert GA pilots in order to 

construct cognitive models of GA operations. This data needs to be cross-examined through 

real flight test simulations. The framework should be able to output patterns that identify 

cognitive processes and functions. These can be used to draft new training procedures, new 

design requirements and provide insight into human behavior that might allow LOC causal 

factors to break through current safety barriers. 

Information should be gathered in the form of knowledge elicitation and then verified in real 

flight tests. The most realistic data should be taken during real flights; however, cognitive 
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modeling would require the flights to be overly-complex (and costly). Therefore, this 

dissertation research looked into VR, of which the setup will be described in the next chapter. 

The studies that the author conducted during his doctoral studies can be expressed as a 

human-centered research cycle. Figure 27 summarizes how the studies of the TRS and TRS 

Mk. II led the author to realize that there is a strong need for a human flight test method to 

understand GA pilot cognition during critical situations. 

 

 

Figure 27. HCD Research Process Cycle 
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A summary of the overall efforts is depicted in Figure 28. A QOC (questions-options-

criteria) approach reveals the interest of this dissertation very clearly. The options have been 

identified and studies in this chapter (TRS, etc.) and the criteria need to be identified more 

clearly to provide enhanced design considerations. The cognition data, which will aid in 

identifying criteria will be collected through scenario-based design (SBD), from a case study 

present in systems flight test (SFT). In this way the SFT framework will truly be integrated 

with a human flight test (HFT) framework (which is missing). 

 
 

Figure 28. Questions, Options, Criteria for LOC Mitigation 

 

Chapter Conclusions 

All the designs presented in this chapter were found to be satisfactory in principle, yet 

they lack specific requirements for GA applications. This is because there is no design 

rationale to account for specific pilot behaviors during critical phases of flight (LOC 

scenarios). The next chapter presents such a method in efforts to perform flight testing 

in VR. The author will also outline knowledge elicitation methods with cognitive 

modeling methods in an effort to provide sociotechnical stability for an optimal HSI. 
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Chapter 4 
Flight Testing in Virtual Reality 

Chapter Abstract 

VR is presented as a simulation platform worth consideration for advanced aerospace 

research and flight testing. The full-immersion experience of these headsets can well 

replicate actual flight. This chapter also explains efforts between FIT, FOVE, and IPACS 

Simulations in Germany for software-hardware interaction. The chapter also fully 

describes the flight test method for mapping pilot cognition with aircraft dynamics. 

Traditional flight test is primarily concerned with aircraft systems. This chapter introduces 

a flight test method that maps pilot cognition and actions with aircraft dynamics for 

achieving human-systems integration.  Figure 29 shows how the already existing framework 

of systems flight test (SFT) can be integrated with the newly proposed human flight test 

(HFT) framework. This combined model is completed by human-systems integration which 

occurs between the two frameworks. 

 
Figure 29. Systems Flight Test & Human Flight Test Model 
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4.1 Virtual Reality and Traditional State of the Art Flight 
Simulators at Florida Tech 
VR headsets and related equipment offer a high-fidelity simulation experience. This section 

will briefly outline various options available to the researchers with some basic financial 

considerations.  

When investigating VR equipment, the intent was to investigate only those options that allow 

eye-tracking (ET) as well which is recommended as a future enhancement to the method. 

The options are not many, given that the birth of these platforms is recent. Table 2 below 

reports the major manufacturers and the related cost. 

 

Table 2. VR Platforms with Eye Tracking 

PLATFORM APPROXIMATE COST 

Tobii Pro (through HTC Vive) $9,900.00 

FOVE VR $599.00 

SensoMotoric Instruments $11,900 

Ergoneers Eye-Tracking HMD NA (contact required for details) 

 

Because of the increasing popularity of ET technology, many companies sell subsystems 

independently for later integration. For example, HTC Vive found a partner in China that 

provides removable ET features. The product is called aGlass and is offered by 7invensun at 

$220.00. This product is still under development (SDK available) and shipping to the United 

States is still limited. Another example of a company that integrates these technologies is 

Flyinside, who provides VR solutions for Laminar Research’s X-Plane, Microsoft’s Flight 

Simulator X and Lockheed Martin’s Prepare3D flight simulation software. Products by 
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Flyinside range around $50.00. Pupil Labs is another company that allows, similarly to 

7invensun, removable ET features. However, the intent is more concerned with physiology 

through pupil analysis rather than actual ET.  

The most interesting option (and cost effective) shown above is the FOVE VR headset. This 

system has built-in ET features, even though they need to be developed in the software (i.e. 

the flight simulator software needs to allow for ET features). Efforts are currently being 

performed in the intent of communicating with various companies, both simulation and 

hardware, to see what the feasibility is for an “out of the box” simulation and ET research 

potential. Currently, communication has been established with both FOVE and IPACS 

developers to integrate the ET features of the FOVE HMD to Aerofly FS2, a high-level flight 

simulator developed by IPACS. 

The FOVE 0 headset was chosen because of cost, ET potential, and its high-level 

specifications, which include a WQHJ OLED display (2560x1440) with a frame rate up to 

70 fps. The field of view is limited to 100º. The ET features are infrared based (two modules 

–one for each eye), with a tracking accuracy of less than 1º. The frame rate for ET is 120 fps. 

Furthermore, it has foveated rendering. 

Other HMDs were considered, but they were not chosen based on either cost or integration 

incompatibility. A phone call with Laminar Research’s owner, Austin Meyer, revealed that 

X-Plane, rated the most advanced flight simulator available in the world by LifeWire [113], 

is developing plugins to allow VR specifically for Oculus Rift and HTC Vive. The CEO 

expected the plugins to be developed and available late 2017 or early 2018 [114]. The 

commercial license for X-Plane (X-Plane Pro) also has a cost of $750.00, compared to the 

$59.99 for the standard license [115]. 

Figure 30 and Figure 31 below are screenshots from X-Plane and Aerofly, respectively, of a 

Cessna 172 cockpit [115] [116]. These images show the extreme detail of the simulation 

software. 
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Figure 30. X-Plane 11 Cessna 172 cockpit 

 

 

Figure 31. Aerofly FS2 Cessna 172 cockpit 
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Florida Tech, as a strong aerospace research university, has at its disposal various flight 

simulators between the College of Aeronautics and the College of Engineering & Science. 

The College of Engineering & Science has two high fidelity airliner simulators, a Boeing 

737-800 and an Airbus A320, and a low fidelity Vesaro rig that can function as both an 

aircraft or car simulator (based on the software and hardware). The College of Aeronautics, 

on the other hand, has a fleet of FRASCA and Redbird simulators for Piper Seminoles, 

Archers, and Warriors. These also include motion platforms. 

The VR solution was however chosen for the increased realism within the scenario. The 

FRASCA and Redbird simulators have visual elements that are clearly not in the real aircraft. 

For example, screen frames, floors, doors, etc. The VR experience, on the other hand, 

provides full immersion in the cockpit. 

 

4.2 Scenario-Based Design: Flap Configuration Change in 
General Aviation Traffic Pattern Operations 
Flight test engineering is concerned with the evaluation and consecutive analysis of inflight 

data pertaining to engineering systems. Historically, flight test operations are technology-

centered because of the high level of complexity of the design itself. For this reason, flight 

test engineers (FTEs) have dealt with the technical aspects of the aircraft alone, focusing on 

the pilot only late in the design process (human factors). This is because the technology had 

to be created. The first application of supersonic flight physics (i.e. the X-1 aircraft) required 

efforts to be placed in the technical design of the aircraft. The FTEs dealt with handling 

qualities, which is the closest aspect related to human-systems integration. 

In current aeronautical endeavors, especially in general and commercial aviation, the design 

of new cockpits is not extremely innovative (cockpits have not been subjected to a complete 

redesign in the past decades), allowing for deeper human factors analysis. This perspective 

of “test and evaluation” is indeed part of the flight test process. Quoting Dr. Ralph D. 

Kimberlin (2003), it is in fact during flight test that […] 
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“the human crew, which has both tremendous capabilities and finite 

limitations, must begin to interact with the aircraft and its systems. That 

interaction must be examined from the standpoint of human workload, which 

has a component of human psychology and industrial engineering  [117].” 

HCD principles are compatible with this aspect of flight test since they include both human 

psychology and industrial engineering in HCD’s broad definition. 

HCD also advocates the use of scenario-based design (SBD). SBD uses situations to simulate 

the system use and reinforce design requirements [118]. Although this dissertation does not 

provide an actual design (aside from the prototypes described in the previous chapter, which 

are not the main topic of this document), SBD is valuable also as a research method. For this 

reason, the author used previous research relating to a flight test proven LOC causal factor: 

flap configuration change and its effect on longitudinal trim. 

Flap changes occur typically during critical phases of flight and were found to be a causal 

factor of LOC. Because this dissertation intends to analyze the human aspect of traffic pattern 

operations during landing, a deeper introduction to this past research is required for a clear 

understanding of the topic. Sections 4.2.1 through 4.2.2 will cover the aerodynamics 

involved during this scenario, the aircraft that were subjected to flight testing, and the 

experimental results collected during those flights. 

 

4.2.1 Basic Aerodynamics of the Scenario 

Flap use in GA is left at “pilot’s discretion”. There exists no specific checklist that enforces 

the use of flaps. There exists however literature – as in training texts – that provide insight 

into their deployment and retraction. One of these is the Airplane Flying Handbook [119]. 

The deployment is associated to the desired geometric characteristics of the traffic pattern. 

Figure 32 shows, for example, where flaps are usually deployed during landing [5]. Because 

flaps change the aerodynamics of flight, their use alters the flight profile, which allows the 
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pilots to alter the geometry of the traffic pattern. For example, altitude and airspeed can be 

modified by using flaps [119]. 

 

Figure 32. Typical Flap Deployment during Traffic Pattern Operations  

 

The relation between flap configuration changes and LOC has never been explicitly 

mentioned in earlier research, except for mentions in which re-trimming might be necessary 

after flap deployment. However, safety agencies like EASA have noticed a large correlation 

between LOC accidents and traffic pattern operations –which is where the flap configuration 

change occurs [120]. Figure 33 shows the location of these accidents [120]. Comparing 

Figure 32 and Figure 33 it is possible to note some similarities. The only difference is that 

the first figure does not include go-around maneuvers. 
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Figure 33. Location of LOC accidents in a rectangular pattern (EASA) 

The aerodynamics involved during these maneuvers are known (at least in terms of effect) 

but are not always clear in terms of cause. For example, the Airplane Flying Handbook 

mentions that the aircraft should be re-trimmed after flaps are deployed. This means that a 

change in stick force (during trimmed conditions the force is zero) will be expected.  

The pure aerodynamics discussed in the author’s M.S. thesis provide causality to two major 

factors listed below [5]. 

1. Wing Tip Vortex. Lift is generated by a pressure differential between the suction 

and pressure surfaces of a wing. If a wing is finite, pressure interference at the wing 

tip will cause air to flow outward and upward (away from the tip and from the 

pressure to the suction surface). Because horizontal motion is present this flow 

appears in the form of a vortex that increases in diameter as the vortex progresses 

towards the aft of the aircraft [121]. 

2. Downwash. The movement of air described in list item (1) exists also at the trailing 

edge of a wing. This causes air flow to be pushed downward, hence the term “down-

wash”.   
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More specifically, downwash alone constitutes a decrease in performance and does not cause 

longitudinal trim changes. The interference of the downwash and wing tip vortices on the 

horizontal tail is what causes the aircraft to pitch up or down. The change in airflow ahead 

of the horizontal tail (which exists also when flaps are not deployed, but is increased when 

they are) changes the dynamic pressure as well as the AOA felt by the stabilator or stabilizer 

[122] [123] [124] [125]. Of four aircraft tested, only one had limited longitudinal trim 

change. That specific airplane has a smaller tail compared to other three. It is therefore 

hypothesized that tail size is another factor to how strong the longitudinal trim change (and 

stick force change) will be.  

A deeper analysis of the aerodynamics involved can be read in the author’s master’s thesis 

Appendix D [5]. Reporting all the theoretical aerodynamics in this dissertation is beyond the 

specific interest of the research. 

 

4.2.2 Past Flight Test Experimental Results 

Four aircraft were tested between 2015 and 2016:  

1. Piper Cherokee Six (PA32-260) 

2. Piper Warrior III (PA28-161) 

3. Piper Cherokee 180 (PA28-180) 

4. Cessna Skyhawk (C172-M) 

The first three aircraft were tested at both forward-most and aft-most CG configurations. The 

fourth was only tested in the aft-most CG configuration because of time limitations.  

The test procedures involved the deployment of flaps at different gated positions and record 

pitch attitude, airspeed, and altitude. The tests were also performed at a 30º bank angle, for 

which also bank angle was recorded. Some of the results are displayed below in Figure 34 
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and Figure 35. These show a 0-2 flap deployment (no flaps to second setting) for all aircraft 

as shown in the plots’ legend [5]. 

 

 

Figure 34. Airspeed vs. Time for a 0-2 Flap Deployment 
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Figure 35. Pitch Attitude vs. Time for a Full Flap Deployment 

 

The results of the two above figures show a dangerous scenario if the controls are left 

unattended. The airspeed drops below the lowest tolerance for stall speed (on 3/4 airplanes), 

as shown in Table 3 and pitch attitude increases at or above 30º (on 3/4 airplanes), as shown 

in Table 4. The flight test data collected, which is fully reported in the author’s master thesis, 

shows that not all aircraft are prone to this effect, however two of the most common airplanes 

in GA, the Piper Cherokee (Warrior) and the Cessna 172 (Skyhawk) are [5] [6]. 
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Table 3. Summary of Airspeed Results 

Aircraft Stall Speed Minimum Airspeed Time to Stall Speed “G’s” 
PA 32-260 63 mph 40 mph 4 sec .86 
PA28-180 58 mph 65 mph N/A .99 
PA 28-161 51 mph 38 mph 7 sec .65 
C 172-M 54 mph 38 mph 5 sec .997 

 

Table 4. Summary of Pitch Attitude Results 

Aircraft Maximum Pitch Attitude Time to Max Pitch “G’s” 
PA 32-260 30 degrees 6 sec 1.06 
PA28-180 15 degrees 5 sec 1.1 
PA 28-161 31 degrees 6 sec  .78 
C 172-M 32 degrees 5 sec .997 

 

Figure 36 and Figure 37 provide wing view (port side) and cockpit view during a 0-2 flap 

deployment. The increase in pitch attitude is clearly visible in both figures. 
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Figure 36. Wing View during 0-2 Flap Deployment (PA 32-260) 

 

Figure 37. Cockpit View during 0-2 Flap Deployment (PA 32-260) 
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These flight tests, conducted at Florida Institute of Technology, investigate a technical effect 

in aerospace engineering, and were not intended for a human-centered investigation. This 

scenario is life-critical and deserves a higher level of research of the human aspect. 

 

4.3 Human-Systems Integration Flight Test Framework 
HSI is necessary when attempting to map pilot cognition with aircraft dynamics. The 

examination of cognitive processes requires several tools that will cover the basis for an 

exploratory study of an expert pilot population.  

The tools used in this research to obtain the intended HSI are knowledge elicitation (KE) 

methods followed by a VR flight test. This study takes into account several experts. This 

section will define and describe the KE methods as well as the objective flight test integrated 

method that accounts both pilot cognition and aircraft dynamics. 

This method provided in this dissertation requires three steps. These are listed below and 

described in  

1. Systems Flight Test 

2. Pilot Cognitive Modeling 

3. Integrated Pilot Cognitive Modeling with Aircraft Dynamics (VR) 
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Figure 38. HSI Step Process 

 

The first step, “Flight Test Engineering” has already been performed in a previous study. 

This requires an actual flight test (real aircraft) to examine a purely systems aspect of the 

scenario. The second step involves the mapping of pilot cognition through knowledge 

elicitation (described in section 4.3.1). This is a subjective method. The third and last step is 

an integration of steps 1 and 2, in which pilot cognition (both subjectively and objectively) 

is examined with aircraft dynamics. To simulate the aircraft dynamics, a VR simulation is 

used. 

 

4.3.1 Mapping Pilot Cognition through Knowledge Elicitation 

KE is a family of methodologies within usability inspection methods that allows researchers 

to investigate given situations or tasks through interviews. The interviews require the 

participation of domain experts [126]. KE methods can be either contrived (structured, using 

some technique) or non-contrived, which follow a natural, less formal interview process. 

The interviews themselves could however be structured or semi-structured; the contrived 

methods on the other hand use techniques like diagramming, concept mapping, semantic 

networks, sorting, ratings, etc. [127]. The KE methods used in this dissertation and explained 
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in the following sections are non-contrived. The reason for this is the need to allow freedom 

of expression to the participants. These interviews are conducted with 7 expert participants, 

i.e. Certified Flight Instructors (CFIs). These experts will be given an informed consent for 

experimentation and will be asked to identify their expertise based on: 

a. Ratings achieved (CFI, CFII, MEI) 

b. Total Flight Hours 

c. Instruction Flight Hours 

d. Type of Training Received (Part 61 or Part 141) 

e. Type of Training Institution (College/University or Private School)’ 

f. Age 

These questions are tailored at determining not only the experience level of the expert, but 

also the type of background they have. For example, a trained 141 pilot receives a more 

methodical and university specific training rather than a part 61 pilot. These expert pilots 

will be used as a baseline for general aviation training and operation. There is no minimum 

requirement for flight hours since their CFI license already categorizes them as worthy of 

teaching and therefore expert pilots (for the purposes of this research). 

KE methods involve “story-telling”. The specific methods and outputs are described later in 

this section, however can generally provide researchers with the following useful outputs 

[128]: 

1. Cues and Patterns 

2. Rules of Thumb 

3. Necessary Decisions 
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4. Decision-making problematics 

5. Features of Typical Cases 

6. Features of Rare Cases 

Protocol Analysis (PA) is an excellent data analysis method that uses abstraction-

decomposition analysis and transcript encoding from think-aloud problem solving (TAPS). 

Since it is an analysis method, it requires TAPS before the analysis can begin. Moreover, the 

analysis itself does not need to be performed during the interview but can be done later 

without the participant’s presence. Of course, for this to occur, the interview must be 

recorded and transcribed [129]. 

The interview requires the participant to think in retrospect to past experiences. This is 

considered to be plausible since domain experts think and arrive at conclusions through the 

experience they have collected. This is in line with Rasmussen’s model as well [130] [131]. 

Since the landing phase of flight, and the consequent use of flaps is not to be considered a 

rare occurrence, this interview will not require the construction of a hypothetical scenario 

based on archival data [132].  

The TAPS interview process is contrived, and therefore the process is an informal, recorded 

discussion, in which the participant describes all the events, actions, and cues present during 

the approach and landing phase. It is simple and can therefore be applied to almost any task 

[133]. The scope is to provide as much freedom to the expert participating without 

introducing any specific element of interest to the researcher (i.e. flap configuration change). 

The conversation is, again, recorded and transcribed. 

Abstraction-decomposition involves the placement of various interview elements into a 

matrix that identifies the concrete meaning of the phrases spoken when applied in a real-

world scenario [134]. The matrix appears in the form shown in Table 5 [134]. The levels of 

decomposition are represented in columns (whole system, subsystem, component), and the 
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levels of abstraction are placed in rows (goals, measurements of goals, general functions & 

activities, specific functions & activities, workspace configuration).  

 

Table 5. Abstraction-Decomposition Analysis Matrix  

 Whole System Subsystem Component 

Goals    

Measures of the 

Goals 
   

General Functions & 

Activities 
   

Specific Functions & 

Activities 
   

Workspace 

Configuration 
   

 

The matrix needs to be converted for the specific topic of interest, in this case, a general 

aviation cockpit. Note that general functions differ from specific functions by how and why 

a certain action is performed. For example, holding the control column is a general function, 

however holding the control column as a way to anticipate force change is a specific 

function. Markers are placed in each matrix box corresponding to elements the rise during 

the interview. Arrows should point at the order of these markers revealing sequences and 

processes of mental models. Although this is a template, it can be adapted in order to better 

report the studied scenario. In the case of this research, a fourth column was added to include 

the environment. The environment was added specifically as a level of decomposition 

(column) because they refer to important functional components. For this research the 
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environment is identified as a functional component for operations. A revised abstraction 

decomposition table is provided below in Table 6. 

 

Table 6. Adapted Abstraction-Decomposition Matrix 

 Aircraft Instruments Controls Environment 

Goals     

Measures of the 

Goals 
   

 

General Functions 

& Activities 
   

 

Specific Functions 

& Activities 
   

 

Workspace 

Configuration 
   

 

 

The next step is the coding of the transcript to create a “timelined” event line. This appears 

in a three-column table that reports the original transcript, the encoded transcript, and the 

concept & rules derived from the transcribed conversation [134]. An example is shown in 

Table 7. 
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Table 7. Encoded Transcript Analysis Table (example) 

Transcript Encoded Transcript Concepts & Rules 

“and then I realize that the 

airspeed is too high and…” 

“airspeed is too high” Airspeed is required to be 

below 101 knots. 

Etc. Etc. Etc. 

 

Since the table expands vertically with time, the concepts and rules can be put into a temporal 

context and a checklist can be constructed based on rules and concepts that should be always 

be within the pilot’s awareness. 

The Critical Decision Method (CDM) is a targeted interview method that relies on an 

iterative process to investigate deep into events, decisions, and cues that lead to actions 

during a critical situation [133]. The method is rather elaborate since it requires recalling an 

event in detail over various iterations. It can be helpful in determining appropriate procedures 

for critical situations and identify sequences within those procedures that behave as a 

function of style, equipment, and skill [134].  

The origin of CDM revolves around the study of decision making within naturalistic settings 

[133]. This is one of the reasons why CDM was chosen; as described in the second chapter 

of this dissertation, it is hypothesized that many decisions pilots make are so embodied that 

become naturalized complex systems. These naturalized complex systems are often found 

within naturalistic settings. 

The facilitator and expert need to be equally technically aware, requiring the facilitator to be 

an expert in the field. The specific order of these iterations is briefly listed and explained 

below with regards to the specific research scenario. 
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1. Select Incident. The facilitator guides the expert in recalling an approach and 

landing conducted in the recent past. This includes a description of the effect of flap 

configuration changes. Given the routine nature of the approach phase and flap use, 

this should not be particularly difficult. 

2. Initial Description of Event. The facilitator asks the participant to begin narrating 

the event, asking for details. There is minimal intervention from the facilitator.  

3. Recap from the Facilitator. The facilitator recaps the narration and attempts to add 

as much detail as possible asking for the expert’s help to fill in all the missing gaps 

of information or misunderstandings. After this, both facilitator and expert should 

be perfectly synchronized on the details of the event. 

4. Construction of Timeline. The facilitator and expert construct a clear timeline by 

repeating the story again in which both identify the important events, decisions, and 

actions. 

5. Situation Awareness Factors. The facilitator goes over the events again trying to 

identify characteristics of the event and construct an understanding of how actions 

succeed. These include cues, decisions, and action consequences. 

6. Analytical Strategy. The facilitator goes over the events again, this time identifying 

“what-if” scenarios of how events could change. This iteration helps understand 

those factors that make a difference in the outcome of the scenario (these could be 

thought of bifurcations in chaos theory). 

The above listed procedure is provided by Hoffman et al. in the companion reading Protocols 

for Cognitive Task Analysis [134]. These, adapted for the research presented in this 

dissertation, are reported in Appendix B. 

CDM has limitations due to either the difficulty in finding real experts in the field, or, the 

difficulty in generating a useful incident [133]. For example, an expert who has lived through 
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a certain critical situation might recall an instance, but one who has not could be problematic. 

In aviation, most pilots who have lived through a real LOC scenario are not likely to survive 

to tell the story. In the case of this research, the scenario is not critical on its own, but includes 

causal factors. Therefore, an element in that particular scenario was elicited to allow 

participants to recall incidents. The scenario was the flap configuration change and the 

change in stick forces. 

CDM is conceived to produce a time-based output. As some researchers have noticed, 

performing the analysis in terms of time can be rather difficult and can cause obstructions to 

a free line of thought [133] [135]. Moreover, the timeline might not be fundamental in the 

analysis. The chronological order, or sequence, could have a larger impact instead of specific 

timestamps. An example is provided within Working Minds by Crandall, Klein, and Hoffman 

(2006), in which a research on Alaskan pilots by Holbook (2002) showed that decision points 

were related more to points on a map rather than in a timeline. This holds extremely true in 

the research provided in this dissertation, where decisions are heavily oriented towards the 

particular traffic pattern leg that the airplane is located in.  

This exploratory study examines “macro-cognition”, the reasoning process within a real 

scenario or natural setting [128]. This is because observations, decisions, and actions 

(ODAs) are very different in a realistic scenario compared to a highly controlled laboratory 

environment. The experiments in this dissertation were indeed conducted in a laboratory, 

however they are within a highly realistic simulator which allows the study of macro-

cognition. Macro-cognition can be described in terms of functions and processes. These are 

tabulated below [128]. 
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Table 8. Functions and Processes of Macro-cognition 

FUNCTIONS PROCESSES 

Naturalistic Decision Making Maintaining Common Ground 

Sense making and Situation Awareness Developing Mental Models 

Planning Mental Simulation and Story-building 

Adaptation / Replanning Uncertainty and Risk Management 

Problem Detection Identifying Leverage Points 

Coordination Managing Attention 

 

The various elements tabulated in Table 8 can be graphically outlined in a cognitive flow 

diagram if correctly correlated to events or actions performed during traffic pattern approach 

operations. Although cognitive flow diagrams are usually provided in terms of a timeline 

(on the horizontal axis), these adapted cognitive flows are organized in chronological order 

based on location of the traffic pattern (legs: downwind, base, final). An example of this 

graphic, which was done for all participants, is depicted below in Figure 39. 
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Figure 39. Adapted Cognitive Flow Template 

 

Finding cognition within KE results is not obvious nor easy. The reason is that there is no 

clear method that objectively and mathematically pinpoints important results automatically. 

Most of the efforts are required of the researcher. Crandall et al (2006) provides a list of 

elements that aim in understanding better cognition within a narration, and identifying 

important elements leaving the non-important behind. These activities, that help in this 

process, are reported in [128] on page 117 and reported below verbatim: 

1. […] Organizing lists, categories, and data codes into more general units [128].  

2. […] Identifying patterns, themes, and cue sets, developing inventories of critical 

cues [128]. 

3. […] Identifying interesting gaps discrepancies [128]. 

4. Examining group similarities and differences [128]. 
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5. Performing statistical analyses to empirically examine clusters, group differences, 

associations, and other type of relationships within the data [128]. 

CDM, as mentioned earlier, clearly provides observations, decisions, and action. It is the 

author’s belief, however, that these are sometimes experienced as a cognitive pattern. For 

every cluster of observations, decisions, and actions found, a formulation was created in the 

form shown below in Figure 40 to more easily represent these within the graphical results. 

 

#
𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

2 

Figure 40. ODA Custom Notation 

 

This custom notation was used for the cognitive flow analysis. 

Before interviewing expert users through protocol analysis and CDM, it was deemed 

appropriate to interview two high level experts in both the GA and FTE domains to 

consolidate the concepts, methods, and experimental procedure as well as validating the 

flight test perspective on the scenario. Figure 41 below shows the intent of interviewing both 

a domain expert and an FTE domain expert. 
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Figure 41. Expert Interviews for Consolidation and Validation 

 

CDM will allow the construction of a second set of procedural checklists, which can be 

compared to the results from PA to determine if the threat of flap change as a factor to LOC 

is being considered by experts during traffic pattern operations. Specifically, Figure 42 

below identifies four outputs from the knowledge elicitation sessions. These are listed below 

with a brief definition. 

1. Abstraction Decomposition: This analysis allows for the decomposition of specific 

actions into more generalized concepts. 
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2. Encoded Analysis: This analysis allows to clearly identify the concepts and rules 

followed during events. 

3. Observations, Decisions, and Actions: This analysis allows the researcher to 

understand what the cues are, visuals, decisions, involved in the decision process. 

4. Decision Requirements: This summative table lists all the requirements for the user 

to successfully make all the decisions during a specific scenario. 

   

 

Figure 42. Research Output from Knowledge Elicitation Sessions 

 

4.3.2 VR for Aerospace Simulation Research: Usability Testing 

Tests were performed on this system setup to determine the usability and applicability of this 

configuration for aerospace simulation. The tests used three methods: system usability scale 

(SUS), 3-dimensional cognitive compatibility situation awareness rating technique (3-D CC 

SART), to see the familiarity level of the cockpit in virtual reality, and NASA Task Load 
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Index (TLX) to determine if the new environment causes an increase in workload while 

performing the task. Appendix B includes all of the questionnaires and methods templates. 

For comparison purposes, the usability tests included the same scenario using a conventional 

LCD screen already mounted on the experimental rig (see section 4.3.5 and Figure 46). The 

results from the two experimental setups were compared to evaluate the use of VR for 

aerospace simulation. Given the limited availability of test subjects, the VR usability testing 

occurred at the same time of the cognitive modeling experiment. This reduced the testing 

sessions by one, totaling two distinct encounters between researchers and expert users: one 

encounter for the KE session and one for the VR usability test and cognitive modeling.  

The SUS is a series of 10 questions designed to determine how comfortable the user is with 

a given system. The questions need to be answered on a 1-5 scale. This test yields a numerical 

value that expresses the overall usability of the VR flight simulation experience [136]. 3-D 

CC SART prompts the user to shade in three scales related to the level of processing, ease 

of reasoning, and activation of knowledge. These are rated between “fast” and “slow”. Level 

of processing refers to the naturalness, automaticity, intuitiveness. Ease of reasoning deals 

with “confusability”, “understandability” or contradiction. Lastly, activation of knowledge 

deals with “recognizability” and familiarity. An equation yields a “single index” of cognitive 

compatibility [137]. NASA TLX, which is an accepted measure of workload, includes six 

questions related to mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, 

effort, and frustration. Although TLX is usually intended as a comparison method between 

various systems, a single analysis of TLX can provide insight into workload issues and can 

help explain outliers in later experiments [138]. This research added a 7th level of workload 

to include “Visual Demand”. This was deemed needed given the importance of the visuals 

for this simulation environment. The addition of this level was inspired from Stephane, 2013 

[139]. 

The experiments intended on using >7 expert pilots (CFIs). Each participant was given an 

informed consent form (App. B) and was asked to answer 5 simple background questions. 

The expert users were subjected to one scenario. Prior to the actual experiment, the pilots 
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were trained in the use of the CH Eclipse yoke in the experimental setup. Mainly, the use of 

electric trim on the left, the electric flap lever on the right (on the yoke), and the location of 

the throttle assembly. Moreover, the absence of rudder pedals requires minor training since 

the software automatically links ailerons and rudders together. 

The test scenario occurred (in the simulation environment) at Hollister Municipal Airport 

(KCVH) in San Benito County, California. The airport map is depicted in Figure 43 [140]. 

The field elevation is 229.6 feet and is untowered. The Cessna 172 was placed on runway 

31, and the pilot was prompted to take off and perform a standard rectangular left turn pattern 

with a pattern altitude of 1,300 ft. This scenario was used for usability purposes and for the 

cognitive modeling. Given the usability procedures, the participants flew both using a curved 

screen and in VR (for comparison). The order of the tests for the participants was 

randomized. 

 

Figure 43. Hollister Municipal Airport (KCVH) Diagram 
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After the scenario, the facilitator provided the usability documents described earlier in this 

section to the participants, answering questions when necessary. After the usability tests 

were concluded, the researchers asked various questions regarding the overall experience 

and thoughts on the simulation environment and research applicability for VR (with regards 

also to the intent of this research – LOC mitigation). The questions were the following: 

1. How does the simulator feel as related to: 

a. Motion Sickness 

b. Overall Feeling 

c. Immersion 

d. Field of View/Level of Detail 

e. Head Movements 

f. Scale and Dimension 

2. What use cases would you foresee this simulator for: 

a. What disciplines (i.e. Human Factors, Control Systems Testing, etc.) 

b. Loss of Control Studies 

c. Training in General Aviation 

d. Other operations 

3. How does the aircraft model behave? Do you foresee applications in: 

a.  Flight Test Research applications 
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b. Academic Research 

c. Aerobatics Training 

4. What elements would you add to the simulator setup?  

The results of the usability tests specifically are provided in chapter 5 of this dissertation. 

 

4.3.3 Mapping Pilot Cognition with Aircraft Dynamics 

KE methods are powerful and provide means of cognitive task analysis (CTA). Although the 

data collected can be insightful and applicable to research scopes, the key element in an 

optimal CTA is observation. There are multiple ways to accomplish this unification of 

observations and KE. An example is the performing of KE sessions while watching a 

scenario and having both interviewer and interviewee observe it. Another example is 

performing TAPS while the user is performing the task itself. There is however a problem 

when the task requires heavy levels of concentration. If the researcher forces the user to think 

about what he/she thinks while performing the task, some elements could be omitted given 

limited multitasking ability or time (e.g. describing a process could take longer than actually 

completing the task causing a phase between observation and analysis) [141] [142] [143]. 

To map pilot cognition within a dynamic scenario, a VR flight simulator is used. The 

objectivity of the analysis is acquired by a camera recording the screen onto which the pilot’s 

view is projected. Also, audio is recorded through the same system. 

The experiment will also require participants to verbalize their observations, decisions, and 

actions in order to map pilot cognition. To differentiate with ODAs collected during the 

knowledge elicitation, this dissertation offers a new notation with subscripts “KE” for ODAs 

collected during knowledge elicitations and “VR” for ODAs collected in virtual reality 

flights. This also has a subjective aspect. The notation for the respective ODAs is shown in 

Figure 44. 
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#
𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

2
34

																									#
𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

2
67

 

Figure 44. ODA Custom Notation (KE-left; VR-right) 

 

The same cognitive analysis completed with knowledge elicitation results will be done with 

simulation ones. A comparison will then be provided comparing ODA_KEs with ODA_VRs 

and their respective cognitive functions and processes. 

This methodology has the following four characteristics: (1) dynamic (through flight 

simulator), (2) objective (through camera recordings), (3) cognitive (through ODAs), and (4) 

in VR (360º, 3D).  

 

4.3.4 Experimental Set Up 

VR is well known and used in the gaming world [144] [145]. However, not all games or 

simulation software are designed to accommodate VR. It was therefore necessary to verify 

compatibility. 

This research used the FOVE 0 VR headset. The headset was successfully tested using the 

early access of the Aerofly FS2 flight simulator by IPACS through beta access to STEAM 

VR. The experimental set up involved the use of STEAM as a conduit for enabling the flight 

simulator software. The highly experimental nature of the setup led to minor control 

connection issues that were resolved by switching control system from the Saitek Pro Flight 

Yoke to the CH Eclipse.  
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The researchers worked closely with Dr. Torsten Hans, lead software engineer with IPACS, 

to provide a fluid integration between FOVE and Aerofly FS2. Efforts are also initiate to 

build a custom solution for ET in Aerofly. 

The experiment has been set up as shown in Figure 46. A Vesaro versatile simulator rig hosts 

a CH Eclipse yoke system with an integrated throttle assembly. On the side of the yoke 

system rests a FOVE HMD tracking camera. The position of the head tracking camera was 

selected after several tests. The FOVE VR HMD is connected directly to the Asus laptop 

running Aerofly FS2, and the FOVE plugin. All the required connections are visually shown 

in Figure 45. It is fundamental to assure all USB ports are fully powered and that USB 

selected suspend (automatic disengagement of USB ports to increase performance) is 

disengaged from the OS control panel. The simulator rig only hosts the physical placement 

of the controls. All connections are directly placed with the laptop. The only exception is the 

use of a USB hub to accommodate both the FOVE HMD and its head tracking camera. Note 

the requirement for four independent USB ports as well as an HDMI port for the FOVE. 

 

Figure 45. Connections in the Experimental Setup 
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Figure 46. Experimental Human Flight Test Simulator Setup 

 
 

The VR environment does not only provide a 360º view in the cockpit; the user is also able, 

through the use of the HMD tracking camera, to translate within the cockpit. Figure 47 shows 

how the view is not limited, but dependent on the orientation of the user’s HMD (and therefore 

head). Figure 48 and Figure 49 demonstrate how the head tracking camera works. In the first 

image the pilot is looking at the instrument panel from the default resting position, while the 

second image shows when the pilot moves the head forward to more carefully visualize the 

instruments. 
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2. Knowledge Elicitation Analysis.  

The facilitator performs encoded analysis and abstraction decomposition from the 

protocol analysis, and then determines observations, decisions, and actions (ODAs) 

as well as decision requirements from the CDM. Moreover, requirements are 

collected for the simulation environment. The ODAs are used for a cognitive flow 

analysis. 

3. VR HSI Flight Testing. 

Participants are placed in the flight simulator equipped with VR. The participant will 

then be recorded (camera recording screen) as the traffic pattern is flown. The pilot 

will describe what is being looked at, what is being decided, and what is being done. 

This will provide ODA_VRs that are to be analyzed in comparison with ODA_KEs.  

Note: After the scenario, the participant is handed the usability survey. This is not 

used for cognitive modeling. The test was repeated also on the screen, solely for 

usability testing purposes. 

4. Overall Analysis. 

From the collected data in items 1-3, the researchers are able to provide the following 

deliverables: an exploratory study of pilot attention during traffic pattern approach 

operations, the testing of the conceptualized flight test framework for human agents, 

the exploration in the use of VR for aerospace simulation (through the usability 

surveys), a deeper understanding of LOC in aviation, an objective study during 

critical traffic pattern operations, and the HFT framework applied to research in SFT 

(flap configuration change). 
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Chapter Conclusion 

Chapter four explained the reason for the usage of VR technology as well as its potential 

for advanced aerospace simulation research. The proposed research framework involves 

two knowledge elicitation methods: protocol analysis and critical decision method. 

These will be compared with existing practices. Cognitive modeling is then mapped with 

aircraft dynamics in VR and the results (ODA_VRs) are compared with ODA_KEs. The 

comparison yields information on the nature of LOC and human influences on the flap 

configuration change. 
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Chapter 5 
Exploratory Results 

Chapter Abstract 

This chapter covers the results obtained through three studies: cognitive modeling 

through knowledge elicitation, usability of VR, and cognitive modeling through VR flight 

test. The results show that there is a certain level of similarity between KE and VR 

experiments, yet the VR flights truly demonstrate how the traffic pattern is dominated by 

the cognitive process “mental model development” that provides insight into the nature 

of LOC and the requirements for safety. It was also determined that experts use outside 

visuals dominantly, often more than recommended. The usability results all demonstrate 

an improvement in simulation experience, immersion, and realism, validating the use of 

VR for this method and study on LOC mitigation. 

 

5.1 Knowledge Elicitation Sessions 

5.1.1 Generalized Results: Abstraction Decomposition 

Protocol Analysis, which uses encoded analysis and abstraction decomposition, yielded 

results that had to be edited after the initial findings. It was immediately observed, in fact, 

that pilots tended to be extremely generic in their procedures during descent operations (in 

the traffic pattern), and details had to be inquired by the facilitator. More specifically, 5 of 

the 6 participants did not mention at all the use of trim, unless asked for by the interviewer. 

This observation indicates that trimming is done almost involuntarily and is not considered 

by all as a “major control device”. This observation was correctly hypothesized by the 

author, who believed that most pilots would not mention trim during protocol analysis 

spontaneously, and that this would only come afloat during CDM. However, for 

completeness of results, the protocol analysis was reviewed to account for the original lack 

of trim (therefore all results concerning protocol analysis do report trim). 
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The abstraction decomposition results in terms of distribution among the different 

abstractions and decompositions are displayed in Table 9 [146]. From this table the reader 

can understand where the pilots’ focus is spent during the scenario.  

For a total distribution of individual abstractions and decompositions, Table 10 and Table 

11 were compiled. These report individually the pilots’ attention in terms of systems and 

subsystems, and the different abstractions. 

Table 9. Abstraction Decomposition Spread Results 

 Aircraft Instruments Controls Environment 

Goals 7.7% 0% 0% 0% 

Measures of the Goals 0% 26.4% 0% 12.4% 

General Functions & Activities 13.3% 0% 0.6% 1.9% 

Specific Functions & Activities 0% 4% 18.7% 0% 

Workspace Configuration 0% 1.2% 0% 13.8% 
  

Table 10. Distribution among Individual Decomposition Elements 

Decompositions:  

Aircraft 21% 

Instruments 31.6% 

Controls 19.3% 
Environment 28.1% 

 

Table 11. Distribution among Individual Abstraction Elements 

Abstractions:  

Goals 7.7% 

Measures of the Goals 38.8% 

General Functions & Activities 15.8% 

Specific Functions & Activities 22.7% 

Workspace Configuration 15% 
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The results clearly indicate that there is a lot of emphasis on “measurement of goals” within 

both the decompositions “instrumentation” and “environment”. Pilots spend a reasonable 

amount of cognitive activity on verifying their correct position and correct parameters to 

guarantee safety (e.g. airspeed, altitude, etc.). The abstraction “measurement of goals” 

accounts in fact for 38.8% of all reported statements in protocol analysis, and “instruments” 

and “environments” account for a cumulative 59.7% of cognitive load for decompositions. 

Globally, “measurements of goals” via “instruments” and “environment” account for 38.8% 

of these statements. It is interesting that these two different decomposition categories require 

different visual attention focusing, since the instruments are located internally, and the 

environment is located externally. This truly shows how situation awareness during VFR is 

acquired through looking both inside and outside. Although the percentage is higher for 

instrumentation, this does not mean that the total time spent looking inside is larger than 

looking outside. In fact, pilots report quite the opposite [146]. Figure 51 reports the average 

among participants of the distribution of sight between inside and outside the cockpit for the 

three legs of the traffic pattern during descent. The data reports that pilots spend an average 

88% of their vision outside during extended downwind, 78% during base, and 84% during 

final. Although the number of individual objects verified or checked is higher inside the 

aircraft, most of the flying is done by looking outside.  
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Figure 51. Vision Distribution between Inside and Outside the Cockpit 

 

Within the abstraction decomposition chronological order there exist some interesting 

patterns that show exceptional piloting skills. Two of these are the following: 

1. General Functions & Activities ® Specific Functions & Activities 

2. Specific Functions & Activities ® Measurement of Goals 
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The first indicates that performing an activity which is typical protocol often requires the use 

of another system (i.e. performing another activity) of which function is dependent on the 

previous general activity. The most common example observed in the study was the use of 

flaps (general function & activity) immediately followed by trim (specific function & 

activity). This example is in line with the study conducted by Bernard (Bernard 2016) under 

Ralph Kimberlin in which it is observed that most aircraft require a particular use of trim 

during traffic pattern operations to keep the aircraft within nominal flight situations [5]. 

Another element in common with the previous technical flight test study is the fact that some 

pilots do not trim because of physical characteristics. Forces exerted by the controls on the 

pilot can appear different in magnitude given physical strength, and some participants 

reported minimal trim use given their strength. One pilot in particular did however specify 

that if a student pilot is particularly light weight, he/she will need to retrim a lot to counteract 

the stick forces due to the flap configuration change. This shows that even at a cognitive 

level flap configuration changes are indeed problematic. 

The second pattern above was observed, for example, in a case in which pilots retrim and 

then perform a visual scan. From the interviews it appears that counteracting forces and 

retrimming requires a substantial amount of focus and attention. This causes a loss of 

situation awareness that pilots immediately attempt to regain by performing visual scans. 

Another area of interest was the abstraction “workspace configuration”. The reason for this 

is that various studies, as mentioned earlier in this dissertation, discuss the possibility of 

adding an angle of attack indicator in the cockpit. The low result (1.2%) for “workspace 

configuration” inside the cockpit indicates that most cognitive activity is present elsewhere. 

The only result shown refers to one participant who during a bank continuously scans 

between airspeed indicator and forward-port given the strategic positioning of the airspeed 

indicator. It is conceivable that the addition of an AOA would not only require a restructuring 

of training methods, but also cause an unbalance within cockpit layout and configuration. 

The highest amount of “workspace configuration” interest lies with the environment 

(adapted decomposition level), in which the pilot acquires situation awareness given the 

specific geometric configuration of the airport and traffic pattern. An important point is that 
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environment was added as a column also to differentiate between environmental and 

proprioceptive cues.  

Pilots reported that although most of the flying is done via visual means (i.e. looking outside 

or inside), there exist a rather large component of flying that is proprioceptive. Figure 52 

below reports this distribution. 

 

Figure 52. Distribution between Visual and Sensation (Proprioceptive) Based Flying 
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Another interesting theme is landing (on final) through complete visual “measurement of 

goals”. This indicates that the pilot, during final, uses almost only external visual cues to 

guide the aircraft to the ground. This is an excellent example in which expertise allows pilots 

to gauge airspeed and altitude by looking outside, yet less experienced pilots could encounter 

severe problematics (e.g. looking outside too much without realizing a large drop in 

airspeed). 

 

5.1.2 Cognitive Analysis through Observations, Decisions, and Actions (ODA) 

Observations, decisions, and actions (ODAs) are a useful tool to analyze cognitive activity. 

These individual elements have been bundled into cognitive patterns that refer to a specific 

or common task. The data is collected through CDM. All final integration lists of ODAs can 

be found in Appendix D in this dissertation. 

This study found 36 distinct ODA cognitive patterns and are reported in Table 12 [146]. The 

table also reports the participants who activated the ODA and the count per participant. 

Moreover, the table also indicates whether a frequency of 1 is expected per participant (i.e. 

the ODA can be activated only once and therefore there shouldn’t be more than one 

activation per participant) and what is the commonality between all the participants. 

The table yields interesting results with regards to commonality. Only two of the 36 ODAs 

were activated by all participants: ODA 10 (turn to base) and ODA 11 (airspeed verification). 

Only eight were shared by the majority, showing that the remainder were very particular and 

specific to each participant. This is visible in Figure 54 [146]. However, it appears that some 

ODAs had a high frequency of appearances, like airspeed, that appeared a total of 15 times 

across all participants (the maximum observed per participant was four) as show in Figure 

53 [146]. 
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Table 12. Complete List of ODAs, Count per Participant, and Commonality 

ODA ID P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 Exp. f = 1 Commonality 

 
1 I  I  I  YES 50% 

 
2  I     YES 16.6% 

 
3    I   YES 16.6% 

 
4      I YES 16.6% 

 
5 I  I    NO 33.3% 

 
6  II  III   NO 33.3% 

 
7   I    NO 16.6% 

 
8    I  I YES 33.3% 

 
9     I  NO 16.6% 

 
10 I I I I I I YES 100% 

 11 I III II III II IIII NO 100% 

 
12  II  III   NO 33.3% 

 
13 I   II   NO 33.3% 

 
14 I I   III I NO 66.6% 

 
15 I      YES 16.6% 

 
16   I I  I YES 50% 

 
17     I  YES 16.6% 

 
18 II  II    NO 33.3% 

 
19  I  I   NO 33.3% 

 
20 I I I I  I YES 83.3% 

 
21     I  NO 16.6% 

 
22     I  NO 16.6% 

 
23     II  NO 16.6% 
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24     II  NO 33.3% 

 
25  I  III   NO 33.3% 

 
26  I     YES 16.6% 

 
27 I I I I  I YES 83.3% 

 
28     I  YES 16.6% 

 
29     I  YES 16.6% 

 
30      I NO 16.6% 

 
31      I NO 16.6% 

 
32  I     NO 16.6% 

 
33  I     NO 16.6% 

 
34  I     NO 16.6% 

 
35  I     NO 16.6% 

 36  I     NO 16.6% 

TOTAL  ODAs  PER PARTICIPANT 11 20 11 21 17 13  

 

 

 

Figure 53. Total Quantity of ODA Recurrences among all Participants 
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Figure 54. ODA Commonality among Participants 

 

Although individual ODA analysis is important, cognition often works within a theme, 

timeline, or extended pattern. For this reason, cognitive flow analysis (CFA) was performed. 

CFA allows the researchers to divide events and attribute different cognitive functions or 

processes. In the case of this study, the events were substituted by ODA cognitive patterns. 

An example of a completed cognitive flow analysis is reported below in Figure 55.  The 

timeline was altered to reflect traffic pattern location (which is still chronological but not 

time stamped), and for every ODA pattern a single or multiple cognitive process and function 

was assigned. 
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Figure 55. Example of Completed Cognitive Flow Analysis LARGER 
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CFA provides a global view of cognitive activity using ODAs during the traffic pattern 

descent (extended downwind, base, final). 

To represent the data in a more orderly manner, the analysis was then divided into four main 

segments: (1) the beginning of descent, (2) extended downwind, (3) base, and (4) final. The 

results were branched by cognitive function and cognitive process per participant. Each 

process or function was connected to the respective ODA. All of this was done through 

concept maps as shown in Figure 56 (for the beginning of descent, cognitive functions only). 

Figure 57 reports the different cognitive processes with the respective ODAs for all 

participants.  

The concept maps shown below branch out to a single cognitive pattern. Given that 

participants activate between 11 to 21 ODAs, only the analysis will be reported in this 

chapter. For the complete concept maps please refer to Appendix E. 

The various cognitive functions and processes were encoded in order to perform an 

indicative numerical comparison. Commonalities were found to understand the cognitive 

focus of pilots during the various traffic pattern legs. The similarities were tabulated in Table 

13 to Table 16.  
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Figure 56. Concept Map displaying all Cognitive Functions (including respective 
ODAs) for all Participants during the Beginning of Descent 
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Figure 57. Concept Map displaying all Cognitive Processes (including respective 
ODAs) for all Participants during the Beginning of Descent 
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Table 13. Beginning of Descent Cognitive Function and Cognitive Process 
Commonalities  

Functions Similarity 

Sense Making & Situation Awareness 100% 

Planning 100% 

Processes  

Leverage Point Identification 100% 
Mental Simulations 83% 

Mental Model Development 16.6% 

 

Table 14. Extended Downwind Cognitive Function and Cognitive Process 
Commonalities 

Functions Similarity 

Sense Making & Situation Awareness 100% 

Adaptation 83% 
Problem Detection 50% 

Planning 100% 

Processes  

Mental Simulations 83% 

Leverage Point Identification 100% 

Mental Model Development 83% 

Attention Management 66.6% 

Uncertainty & Risk Management 66.6% 
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Table 15. Base Leg Cognitive Function and Cognitive Process Commonalities 

Functions Similarity 

Sense Making & Situation Awareness 100% 

Adaptation 50% 

Problem Detection 50% 

Planning 100% 

Processes  

Mental Simulations 83% 

Leverage Point Identification 100% 
Mental Model Development 50% 

Attention Management 100% 

Uncertainty & Risk Management 83% 

 

Table 16. Final Leg Cognitive Function and Cognitive Process Commonalities 

Functions Similarity 

Sense Making & Situation Awareness 100% 

Adaptation 66.6% 

Problem Detection 66.6% 

Planning 83% 

Processes  

Mental Simulations 66.6% 
Leverage Point Identification 100% 

Mental Model Development 50% 

Attention Management 83% 

Uncertainty & Risk Management 83% 

 
 

The above tables report that the majority (>50%) of participants had the same cognitive 

functions and processes during the various segments. This particular result is in heavy 

contrast with the ODA patterns, that show very little commonality among participants. This 

indicates that although the observations, decisions, and actions are different among 

participants, the overall cognitive activity is similar. For example, “leverage point 
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identification” could be done in multiple ways, yet the concept of identifying a leverage point 

is present among all participants. There was only one exception during the beginning of 

descent segment in which only one participant used “mental model development”. This 

particular expert was in fact developing a mental model even prior to entering the descent, 

showing advanced situation awareness and piloting skills. 

During CDM, and clearly reported by ODA patterns, there is a relevant quantity of 

proprioceptive elements. A common example is trim: it appears that many pilots retrim by 

sensation rather than by other variables like airspeed or pitch attitude. It was also visible 

from hypothetical questions during CDM that if the sensation is imprecise, so will be the 

maneuver and the outcomes of that maneuver. In essence, imprecise trim actions could lead 

to improper attitudes and locations (wrong altitude, pitch, airspeed) that would lead to a 

wrong geometric pattern. Depending on how the pilot responds to correct the situation, 

multiple outcomes could occur, including LOC.  

The “attention management” cognitive process is very interesting as it requires both internal 

and external visual management. Because attention management is not simple, participants 

gauge aircraft performance through visual cues, sometimes ignoring instrument indication. 

Examples of this are: 

1. Power Reduction based on nose descending below the horizon 

2. Correct airspeed based on visual gauge of runway passing by 

3. Correct pitch based on dashboard location with regards to the horizon 

A sole participant reported remarks on AOA. This single participant uses the heading 

indicator on top of the dashboard as a means of measuring safe AOA. The pilot’s experience 

has shown that flying in the descent at an attitude at which the heading indicator is above the 

horizon the AOA is close to critical. Therefore, the expert flies the descent with the heading 

indicator below the horizon at all times. This factor does not reinforce any need for AOA 
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indicators since a measure of safe AOA does not necessarily imply the requirement for a 

specific value. 

Some ODA patterns lack individual elements (e.g. no observation, no decision, or no action). 

An interesting one is the use of trim. It was found that the action of trimming or retrimming 

does not necessarily require an observation. This is due to advanced mental model 

development, in which the pilot anticipates a change in stick force and is ready to retrim 

without needing the process of observation to realize the uncertainty/risk. Similarly, another 

expert pilot understands the risks involved in trimming and if the airplane is known the 

mental models are present, while if the airplane is not, the participant is ready to interact 

with the trim (i.e. recognizing the risk). 

Other ODAs simply have observations, and most of these act as verification. For example, a 

visual scan, or an instrument scan. These occur often, even though only airspeed is present 

for all participants (and is the most common ODA pattern). See Figure 53 for details. 

Retrimming the aircraft, which is related to stick force changes (cue) shows an interesting 

pattern also. It appears that retrimming the aircraft (uncertainty and risk management) 

necessitates the pilot to verify instrument readings (attention management). It appears this is 

due to maintaining (mitigating the loss of) situation awareness. If this is needed after 

retrimming it is possible to hypothesize that there is too much attention lost during 

retrimming altogether.   

 

5.1.3 Concerning Naturalized Complex Systems 

This study has identified 5 main points that fall under naturalized complex systems. These 

are reported and described below. 

1. Trim Change is Embodied. The use of this aircraft system improves through 

training and experience, becoming effectively implicit. In fact, most participants do 

not even mention trim during the protocol analysis. An expert pilot and flight test 
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pilot mentioned that this acquired knowledge is aircraft specific, as all airplanes have 

slightly different (if not very different) trim change consequences [5]. Another 

participant explained having innate knowledge on how many trim wheel spins are 

necessary to remove the stick forces. With regards to this specifically, there is 

observable evidence in an ODA with missing observational cues. This will be 

discussed in detail in section 5.1.4. It will be discussed how there is no specific 

standard for retrimming methodologies. 

2. AOA Measurement through Compass Position. A very interesting observation 

was report by one expert pilot with regards to AOA. The pilot said that “safe AOA” 

can be gauged by observing the position of the compass with respect to the horizon. 

Given the typical traffic pattern descent airspeeds, the pilot makes sure the aircraft’s 

pitch is negative to the point in which the compass is below the horizon. This, in the 

experience of the expert, is a good measure of being below the critical AOA [53]. 

This also shows that there is a certain interest in AOA indication in general aviation. 

3. Absence of Trim Given Physical Ability. There is a variable, which has been 

already observed in a demographic study by the U.S. Government: physical strength 

to counteract stick forces [147] [148]. This was observed in one participant, who 

states there is no need to use trim because there is sufficient physical strength to 

counteract the stick forces. Although this is not a common practice, it still is present. 

As recommended in previous studies, the stick forces should be limited to account 

for all demographics [5], since there are some that because of extreme strength do 

not feel cues relevant to stick forces. 

4. Airspeed Monitoring during Bank. The only reference, in abstraction 

decomposition, to instrumentation workspace configuration is the positioning of the 

airspeed indicator at the top left series of the “six pack” allowing the pilot to read  

airspeed and look outside in the bank with minimal head or eye movement. This is 

possible given the cabin configuration of the aircraft flown. 
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5. Presence of Proprioceptive Flight. The division between proprioceptive and visual 

flight shows that visual flight is higher. This is expected, however, there is a presence 

of proprioceptive flight that has never been accounted for. For example, the cues for 

retrimming are based on stick forces, airspeed, or “aircraft ballooning”. The 

percentage for proprioceptive flight is reported at 34% on extended downwind, 31% 

on base, and 38% on final. This means that the senses are very well tuned, and new 

system designs could attempt to take this into account. 

 

5.1.4 Concerning Loss of Control and Flap Configuration Changes 

LOC inducing elements were not directly expected from these knowledge elicitations since 

the purpose is to determine how procedures ought to be, and from that deduce what could 

cause LOC. There are various hypothetical situations that expert users provided to the 

facilitator. These are reported in the list below with the negative outcomes that each may 

entail. 

1. Higher than Required Pattern Altitude. Pilots might need to increase the flap 

angle deployment to reduce airspeed and altitude at a faster rate. Pilots could also 

reduce all power. This might bring pilots dangerously close to stall speed due to a 

large pitch up moment due to the flap deflection and not sufficient energy to 

maintain airspeed. 

2. Missed Cue Abeam the Touch Down Point. Missing the abeam TDP cue could 

result in an extended downwind at a higher altitude and speed, requiring multiple 

flap setting deployments causing a reduction in airspeed and a large pitch up 

moment. Missing this cue could cause an increase in stress and workload allowing 

for human error (e.g. pilot forgets to reduce power and therefore pitching up moment 

is increased). 
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3. Improper Grip on Controls. Pilots might fail to have a sufficient grip on controls. 

This might cause difficulties in recognizing the stick force change after the flap 

deployment. This missing cue could not prompt the pilot to use trim. The aircraft 

can then enter a LOC situation if the pitch attitude change is not corrected. 

Moreover, pilots might not be fully accustomed to stick forces and might not 

understand well when trim is required. If the pilot in question is physically 

challenged, stick forces could be very sudden and the pilot might have limited time 

to trim to counteract the effects. This was observed also in flight tests by the author. 

4. Other Traffic in the Pattern. The presence of other aircraft in the traffic pattern 

will increase stress and workload because pilots need to perform more visual scans 

to keep the other aircraft in sight. An excessive external visual scan, especially if not 

directly ahead of the aircraft might make pitch attitude changes from flaps difficult 

to detect. 

5. Lower than Expected Airspeed on Downwind. The traffic pattern leg geometry 

during descent is defined also by parameters preceding that particular leg. For 

example, parameters on final will also be dictated by parameters on base, and those 

on base from downwind. Therefore, a lower airspeed during downwind could 

propagate to final entering airspeeds dangerously close to stall speed. 

6. Internal Instrument Scans too Frequent. Pilots might spend too much time on 

instrumentation scanning losing external situation awareness. The loss of awareness 

might result in pilots focusing externally for a prolonged time losing internal 

situation awareness. This increase of required attention management could lead to 

an even worse loss of situation awareness. 

7. Improper Attitude for Flap Changes. Pilots could deploy flaps during banks 

which could lead to different outcomes. If power is reduced during the maneuver the 

aircraft could enter an unbalanced stall. If power is instead increased, left turning 

tendencies might become more influential. Both of these could lead to LOC. 
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8. Acknowledgement of Mistakes. Many interviews showed that student pilots and 

low flight hour pilots often increase in stress level when they realize they made a 

mistake. Pilots in this state are prone to make further mistakes, especially if under 

judgement by ATC or other individuals in the airplane (e.g. flight instructor, 

examiner, or other influential figure). 

When prompted to explain how the situation is to be handled from all these hypothetical 

situations, all experts referred to the use of power, attitude, and flap changes as a means to 

correct traffic geometries. This yields a topic of study: aircraft energy management 

(described later in this section). 

This dissertation has based LOC inducing factors on a previous study by the author under 

Dr. Ralph D. Kimberlin in 2016 (Bernard, 2016): flap configuration changes. Because it is 

known that this configuration change can be a causal factor, this new study requires an 

understanding of flap and trim use specifically. The ODA patterns that include flap changes 

show that there are seven distinct relevant cues. These are listed below.  

1. Aircraft is abeam the Touch Down Point. 

2. Aircraft is on Base. 

3. Aircraft is on Base with Wings Level. 

4. Aircraft is on Final. 

5. Aircraft is on Final with Wings Level. 

6. Safe Airspeed is Verified. 

7. Nose Drops below the Horizon. 
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All of these cues are heavily based on location. The first cue is very specific and requires a 

lot of external visual scanning (“abeam touch down point”). This cue, paired with the cue 

for turning base, which is for all participants the “45º point to the touch down point”, requires 

an extensive external visual scanning, which limits instrument-based situation awareness. 

This ODA pattern sequence is visible in Figure 58. Other cues listed above require a position 

which although specific, it is not specific enough to call for special or concentrated visual 

scans. Being on base or final, or having wings level on these legs does not require a visual 

confirmation. It should be noted that the reason why there is a distinction between “wings 

level on downwind/base/final” and “aircraft is on downwind/base/final” is that not all 

participants describe performing a perfect rectangular pattern, and therefore a particular leg 

might not present itself with “wings level”. Two of those ODAs require internal or 

internal/external observations. The internal observation is the observation of the airspeed 

indicator. The internal/external observation is the relation between external references and 

internal elements: the dashboard (internal) dropping below the horizon (external). These 

seven ODA patterns are reported below in Figure 59.  

 

 

Figure 58. ODA Patterns for Flap Deployment and Turn on Base 
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in the use of flaps is that they are a single element in the overall continuous chain of events 

that start on downwind and end when the aircraft has landed on the ground. 

Like for flaps, it is important to also reflect upon the cues for trimming. Four were found. 

These cues are listed below, and the ODA patterns are reported in Figure 61. 

1. The pilot observes the airspeed is decreasing. 

2. No cue required (!) 

3. Stick force observed on the controls. 

4. Ballooning of the aircraft. 

 

 

Figure 61. ODA Patterns for Trim Changes 

 

These four ODAs include a proprioceptive component. Only one includes also a visual cue 

within the cockpit. The first in fact calls for a visualization of the airspeed indicator. 

However, a loss in airspeed is also proprioceptive in nature, since the power setting change 

from downwind to extended downwind is large. The second ODA is from a participant who 

is able to anticipate situations even before the other expert pilots. Therefore, the cue for 

retrimming is not present: it is an “expected” event. The third ODA shows that a cue for 

retrimming is a stick force. This is a consequence of flap changes that was documented well 

by the author in the previous flight test study [5]. The last ODA heavily based on 
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proprioceptive senses, since “ballooning” is felt rather than observed (only minimal 

instrumentation changes occur).  

Another interesting aspect to examine is the trimming method used by the various 

participants. Of course, the simple action of trimming is either spinning the trim wheel or 

manipulating the electrical trim button. However, there are different parameters that pilots 

look at when trimming. The various methods are listed and described below: 

 

1. Maintain Altitude. The pilot deploys the flaps and holds altitude by counteracting 

the force from the controls. The intended effect is a loss of airspeed. When the 

intended airspeed is reached, the pilot retrims to maintain that airspeed. 

 

2. Maintain Airspeed. The pilot retrims to maintain the same airspeed as before flaps 

were deployed. 

 

3. Maintain Pitch Attitude. The pilot deploys the flaps and maintains the pitch 

attitude. The pilot then retrims maintaining the pitch until all forces are canceled. 

 

4. Cancel Stick Forces to Maintain Previous Parameters. The pilot simply retrims 

until the stick forces are canceled. There is no intention for specific target 

parameters. 

 

What is evident from the above listed methods is that there is no one method used by pilots 

to retrim. From a proprioceptive standpoint the feeling of stick force reduction is 

fundamental, but not always a guiding force. There exists no specific rule on trim change 

methods; however, this study showed that airspeed indicator observation is the most 

common ODA recorded. It seems appropriate to therefore mention that trim should be 

applied following airspeed guidance. This will reduce risks of airspeed fluctuations. It is also 

true that there should not be high stick forces from a systems standpoint. In fact, trimming 

or retrimming appears under the cognitive function of “adaptation”. Adaptation is a large 
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cognitive function, heavy in workload, and should not be the case. Moreover, the observation 

of stick forces falls under the cognitive function “problem detection”. Therefore, whether 

flap use is considered a necessity or a simple matter of procedure, most pilots do process it 

as “uncertainty and risk management” – a problem that needs to be addressed. 

In terms of abstraction decomposition, the experts report flap changes under “general 

functions and activities” under the “aircraft” decomposition. This shows a sense of 

embodiment of the aircraft since flaps are not seen as a control in the cockpit but a feature 

of the embodied aircraft. On the other hand, retrimming in the pattern is reported under 

“specific functions and activities” under the “controls” decomposition. Although the 

collocation of these elements in their respective categories is understandable, there is a 

cognitive incompatibility between trim and flaps. One is embodied, the other is not. As 

Ralph Kimberlin mentions, trim changes should be decreased radically [117] [122] [6]. 

This would solve this cognitive ambiguity. 

There is a participant in this study that has not reported any use of trim. Rather, the 

participant reported that the airplane is “let go” after a flap configuration. Upon further 

questioning, the pilot reported that the control stick is held until the force is reduced. Part of 

this reasoning was self-attributed to physical ability. Following the reduction of stick force 

there is a reduction in airspeed, and therefore a loss of kinetic energy. The airplane is let go 

at the moment when the force is close to zero, allowing the nose of the aircraft to decrease. 

Although the absence of trim use is open for discussion, there is an interesting aspect to flap 

changes and trim use: energy management. 

Aircraft piloting, especially in traffic pattern operations, is heavily related to energy 

management. When observing a flap change, a loss in airspeed is seen by a rise in altitude 

(when the aircraft’s free response is observed) [5] [149]. The latter participant opted to lose 

airspeed and (at least) maintain altitude by counteracting the force by hand. The energy is 

therefore expanded through that physical exercise. Energy management is therefore an 

aspect that can shed some light into LOC, as already observed in multiple studies [76]. The 

use of trim should be contextualized within this energy management, requiring students to 
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study trim use and trim management. Pilots are trained with regards to energy management: 

how aircraft parameters can be modified using attitude and power setting. Deflecting control 

surfaces through the use of trim (whether it is a trim tab or a full stabilator trim) modifies the 

aerodynamics of the aircraft in order to alter the effects of energy dispersal.  

This is a niche for LOC: incorrect energy management while using flaps and trim. It is 

a paradox that flaps are available as a means of safety enhancement, yet that 

enhancement comes with consequences that need to be managed through the correct 

use of trim. 

Both pilots and engineers should focus on this aspect redesigning elements to allow for 

reduction in stick forces or modifying trim systems to be less human-centered and be more 

systems-centered. Minimal stick force changes would occur once airspeed has already 

decreased, however the airspeed at which this occurs could be too close to stall speed. 

A last aspect that this study wishes to observe with respect to LOC is the division of internal 

vs. external visual scans. Figure 51 reports that pilots on average spend more time observing 

outside rather than inside. The figure reports a distribution of 88% outside and 12% inside 

on downwind, 78% outside and 22% inside on base, and 84% outside and 16% inside on 

final. With regards to visual scanning, the Aircraft Information Manual (AIM), part of the 

Federal Aviation Regulation text (FAR/AIM), reports that pilots should spend inside 

between 25%-33% of the time. In terms of time, it should be no more than 4-5 seconds inside 

for every 16 seconds spent scanning outside [150]. From an initial inspection, pilots report 

spending too much time scanning outside, and not sufficient time scanning inside. Table 17 

reports the numerical comparison (in percentage) between reported values and guidelines for 

visual scanning within the cockpit.  
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Table 17. Comparison between Reported and Guideline Visual Scanning within the 
Cockpit 

Pattern Leg AIM Guideline Reported Value Discrepancy (with minimum) 

Extended Downwind 25-33% 12% -13% 
Base 25-33% 22% -3% 
Final 25-33% 16% -9% 

 

 

All reported discrepancies are negative, showing that pilots spend too much time 

scanning outside rather than inside. On downwind, the discrepancy is at maximum (-

13%), minimal on base (-3%), and increases again on final (-9%). These results are 

understandable, since on extended downwind there are two leverage points: “abeam touch 

down point”, and “45º to touch down point”. These two leverage points require extensive 

outside visual scanning. On final, the pilot is focused on the runway since the element of 

runway alignment is present beyond the need for geometrical alignment (i.e. being parallel 

to downwind). Nonetheless, these guidelines should be more closely followed.  

Finally, it is important to keep in mind that the descent operations in the traffic pattern are 

observed cognitively in a continuous flow, and therefore the pilots maintain the same level 

of focus throughout. All flight segment analyses should be observed aerodynamically as a 

unified “run”. 

 

5.2 Virtual Reality Usability Tests 
The method proposed in this dissertation relies on the use of a highly immersive simulation 

technology: VR. In order to further validate the use of this simulation environment, a series 

of usability tests involving 9 expert users were conducted. These tests were also conducted 

on an LCD screen in order to compare traditional simulation setups with VR. The results are 

reported in the following sections. In order to randomize the results, the first system tested 
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was alternated with every participant (i.e. Participant 1 tested the screen first, participant 2 

tested the VR first, etc.). All participants experienced both VR and the traditional screen 

setup. 

 

5.2.1 System Usability Scale (SUS) Results 

The SUS reported values of 55.8 and 85.8 for the LCD screen and VR, respectively. These 

values are graphically represented in Figure 62. The definite improvement through the use 

of VR is an excellent result. It should be noted that the screen actually performed below the 

threshold for usability. Moreover, the SUS results were also used as a measure of learnability 

of which the results are shown in Figure 63. 

 

 

Figure 62. Systems Usability, Screen vs. VR 
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Figure 63. Learnability Index, Screen vs. VR 

 
 
 
 

5.2.2 3D Cognitive Compatibility (CC) Situation Awareness Rating Technique 
(SART) Results 

The 3D CC SART results are displayed below in Figure 64. The VR has scored higher with 

a value of 10.4 versus the 4.8 for the LCD screen. This demonstrates an important stance on 

the use of VR since it provides a higher index of cognitive compatibility. 
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Figure 64. Single Index of Cognitive Compatibility, Screen vs. VR 

 
 

 

5.2.3 NASA Task Load Index (TLX) Results 

Although the use of NASA TLX is indicative on the workload of a given task, the use of 

such measure can still be useful to determine the different levels in workload that might 

identify anomalies in the system. The results from the adapted NASA TLX are shown in 

Figure 65. 
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Figure 65. NASA TLX Results, Screen vs. VR 

 
On every measure of workload (in NASA TLX) the VR has scored lower. It should be noted 

how “visual demand”, which is part of the adapted NASA TLX initially used by Stephane 

(2013) still scored lower on the VR than the LCD screen. It is hypothesized that the higher 

level of immersion of the VR provides more natural and instinctive visuals, reducing the 

overall visual demand. 
 

5.2.4 Validation of VR for Current Research 

The standardized usability measures described in the previous section all demonstrate the 

improvements in the simulation experience that VR can provide compared to an LCD screen. 

To demonstrate even further the compatibility of this simulation method for the research 

described in this dissertation, a specific series of questions were asked to the participants. 

These relate to realism, visual abilities, and immersion. Since traffic pattern operations 

involve using visuals as references for position and speed, the participants were asked to rate 
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the ability to use visual references. The VR has a definite improvement as shown in Figure 

66.  

 

 

Figure 66. Ability to Use Visual References, Screen vs. VR 

 

These results are useful since maneuvering at low altitude often requires the use of visual 

references to properly plan the flight. 

Figure 67 below provides an indication of the overall realism of the simulator. This 

encompasses the realism of the dynamics, the visuals, and how the outside interacts with the 

inside. VR is definitely superior in this aspect as well. 
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Figure 67. Level of Overall Realism, Screen vs. VR 

 

Figure 68 below provides an important measure to determine if the cockpit surroundings are 

in fact appropriately realistic for a full immersion in the cockpit. Figure 68 shows how in the 

cockpit the realism provided is higher in VR. 

The participants provided a commentary on the system indicating that the simulator was 

often more realistic than expected and the level of detail was sufficient for the task at hand. 

The realism was enhanced most by the ability of the FOVE HMD to track head movements 

which allowed the users to instinctively move their bodies to acquire better positions within 

the cockpit (i.e. move closer to a gauge) and acquire better visuals (i.e. lean forward or lift 

the head to see above the instrument panel). With regards to scale and dimensions, the users 

only mentioned that the position of the head (i.e. the coordinates 0,0,0) were slightly too high 
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and for that reason the gauges appeared to be a little smaller than usual. This limitation was 

not an impediment to completing the task. 

 

 

Figure 68. Realism of Cockpit Surroundings, Screen vs. VR 

 

Realism is a fundamental factor to activate proprioceptive senses in an individual. The 

cognitive modeling using knowledge elicitation revealed a presence of proprioceptive-based 

flying. Although not easily measurable, the users were nonetheless asked to rate their ability 

to use proprioceptive senses in flight. Figure 69 shows that VR enables a higher level of 

proprioceptive based flight as compared to the typical LCD screen. 

The last measure taken was the ability to observe outside surroundings. This is fundamental 

as traffic pattern flying requires a high amount of external observations (as demonstrated in 
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section 5.3.1). For rather obvious reasons the VR scored an almost perfect score as shown in 

Figure 70. 

 

 

Figure 69. Proprioceptive Ability to Fly, Screen vs. VR 
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Figure 70. Visibility of Outside Surroundings, Screen vs. VR 

 

5.2.5 System Comments, Possible Applications, and Limitations 

There have been extensive comments regarding the overall experience in VR, including 

possible future applications and limitations. 

First and foremost, no participants experienced motion sickness during the experiments. 

Naturally, motion sickness could be a factor of time; the study does not exclude the 

possibility that motion sickness could occur in longer duration simulations. The visuals were 

reported to be sufficient for the experience by all participants. Furthermore, most participants 

reported an accurate field of view with a great relation in space (i.e. accelerations were 

accurate). The immersion within the environment was in fact described as comfortable, even 

though some detail was lacking in the sharpness of the visuals (i.e. hardware limitations). A 

participant described the feeling as increasingly natural with time passing. One participant 
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claimed the simulation was even “too real” with the glare of the sun reflecting on the 

airplane’s windshield. Four direct quotes describing the superior simulation level provided 

by VR were the following: 

• “I was there! [in the airplane]” 

• “If I were not an expert pilot I could see someone confusing this for the real airplane” 

• “I reached for the window!” 

• “This is a flawless simulation experience” 

A factor that allowed for an important level of immersion was the head movements that the 

head tracking camera allowed. Pilots moved their heads and bodies around the cockpit to 

facilitate acquiring visual references. 

One of the most important comments is the overall cost-effectiveness and mobility of the 

system.  

The expert pilots were also asked to provide applications for the uses of this simulator type 

simulation setup. Human factors and ergonomics (HFE) seems to have endless study 

possibilities given the immersion ability of VR. Elements such as situation awareness, 

anxiety, and stress could be analyzed within IMC situations that can be simulated in VR. 

The power of VR is that a simulation of IMC conditions could not allow trainees to remove 

themselves from the exercise. In a standard simulator, looking left or right can provide relief 

to the participant (i.e. moving away from the IMC visuals). However, in VR there is no 

“escape” from the simulation, allowing for an extreme level of realism. This type of training 

could in fact be beneficial for inexperienced pilots as they train from VFR to IFR. With 

regards to this “impossibility of evading the simulation”, distractions can be introduced in 

scenarios to train for multiple unexpected events. Another example is night flights over 

water. 
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LOC studies are also included in these possible applications, again, for the high level of 

immersion. One participant claimed that the real aircraft feeling is absent, limiting certain 

studies involving the human. However, this is study-dependent and is a limitation for all 

simulators. One highly experienced pilot claimed that the immersion of the simulator was 

better than the movement of the simulator itself, and that a motion platform could not be 

necessary if the visuals are sufficiently immersive (as demonstrated for this VR setup). A 

participant also claimed that pilot cognition is very realistic in VR. Because this is the case, 

applications can involve critical situation training across domains. An example 

recommended by an astronautical expert is the use of VR aboard the International Space 

Station (ISS) for recurrent procedural training like docking. 

With regards to flight tests, the airplane model was flown “as expected” (direct quote), 

showing that certain systems flight tests could be performed. Participants referred to 

aerodynamics and engineering stability and control type tests, systems design, and also 

interactions among multi-agent systems like ATC or other aircraft.  

Since VR headsets can also be used in a larger ambient (like a certain perimeter in a room), 

applications can include pre/post-flight, engineering model analysis, and other visuals. 

An interesting application, originally thought by the author, and asked to the participants, 

was aerobatics, which is heavily dependent on visuals. The participants had different 

comments. Some mentioned the need for feeling forces (G’s), which is essential in feeling 

the structural limitations of the aircraft. Other participants however mentioned that 

aerobatics sometimes is only visual-based, because the physical senses can be so confused 

that they cannot be trusted. Participants did not limit suggestions to aviation, but included 

focus areas such as search and rescue, law enforcement, emergency services, and even hand-

eye coordination applications for children in special needs. 

The system has however several limitations that need to be mentioned and addressed. 

Multiple participants reported the need for a motion platform (even though a few said that 

the immersion is more important, and motion is not absolutely necessary). A definite 
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requirement is the addition of rudders for a more compatible control configuration. An issue 

that should be addressed in future configurations is the positioning of control levers (like 

flaps or throttle assembly) in a location more equivalent to the simulation scenario. Multiple 

pilots were observed attempting to reach for controls in the cockpit (which is an instinctive 

response). A few participants also requested a real trim wheel since trimming is often 

conducted by “spinning a couple times” the wheel. Another interesting improvement is 

placing physical barriers next to the pilot in order to provide physical sensations (i.e. if the 

pilot attempts to touch the window he/she will feel a physical barrier. 

A fundamental improvement is the addition or modification of the current stick force change. 

The yoke system is designed for gaming and lacks appropriate stick force changes. These 

changes are fundamental in flight test, aerobatics, and flying in general. This could be 

however both a positive and a negative. Certain focused studies could benefit from a 

reduction of other factors so that the experiment can better focus on other ones (i.e. if reaction 

times are to be studies, stick force might not be necessary and actually alter the results).  

A last comment was with regards to the use of AR. Since not being able to see one’s hands 

can be confusing in VR, AR could be used to mix the two realities. It was however found by 

certain participants that the total immersion of the VR is more beneficial even though it could 

be task dependent. 

 

5.3 Cognitive Modeling with Aircraft Dynamics 
Similarly to the cognitive analysis provided through knowledge elicitation, a modeling was 

done through VR. The results are described in this section of the dissertation. To gain 

objective measures, the screen displaying what the pilot was looking at was recorded using 

an external video camera (screen recording was avoided to avoid extra CPU usage). The 

recordings were then imported in the atlas.ti media analysis tool and encoded manually by 

the author. Through this tool the various ODAs were identified. 
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5.3.1 Cognitive Analysis through ODAs in VR 

The first objective measure analyzed in these experiments is the distribution of the pilot’s 

attention and vision between the outside and inside of the cockpit. An average was computed 

with all participants during all pattern legs of interest (extended downwind, base, and final), 

and also overall. Figure 71 through Figure 73 provide graphics of the visual distribution. 

                

          Figure 71. Downwind Visual Distribution               Figure 72. Base Visual Distribution 

              

            Figure 73. Final Visual Distribution                  Figure 74. Overall Visual Distribution 
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The results of the above charts have also been tabulated as done in Section 5.1.4. Table 18 

clearly shows that on an leg-specific analysis only base and final show an insufficient amount 

of internal instrument scanning according to FAA suggestions. These are both significant 

with values of -8% on base and -15% on final. 

It should be noted that for encoding purposes, the “extended downwind leg” begins when 

the aircraft is abeam the runway (or TDP) and ends when the airplane is already on base. 

Similarly, the base leg begins when the aircraft is level on base and ends when the wings are 

level on final. This means that the turn “base to final” falls under the based leg analysis. 

 

Table 18. Comparison between Observed and Guideline Visual Scanning within the 
Cockpit 

Pattern Leg AIM Guideline Reported Value Discrepancy (with minimum) 

Extended Downwind 25-33% 31% 0% 
Base 25-33% 19% -8% 
Final 25-33% 10% -15% 
Overall 25-33% 19% -6% 

 

The overall distribution shows a lower internal visual distribution than recommended (-6%). 

Because this distribution is different than recommended by the FAA, it should be reexamined 

to re-evaluate these recommendations. A reason for which a re-evaluation is in order is the 

evolution of new technologies. Training methods, systems, and procedures change, perhaps 

causing cognitive processes to change as well. 

Table 19 provides a comprehensive list of all ODAs recorded during the VR experiment 

(ODAs with aircraft dynamics). This study recorded a total of 34 distinct ODAs. The number 

of occurrences (or activations) and the number of participants who activated each distinct 

ODA pattern are reported in Figure 75 and Figure 76 below. 
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Table 19. List of ODA Cognitive Patterns Recorded with Aircraft Dynamics in VR 

ODA ID P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 Commonality 

 
1 I   I     25% 

 
2  I      I 25% 

 
3   I      13% 

 
4     I    13% 

 
5      I   13% 

 
6       I  13% 

 
7 IV II IV I  IV II III 88% 

 
8 VI VIII VIII XX VIII VIII IX VII 100% 

 
9   I  I  I  38% 

 
10  I I      25% 

 
11 I   I     25% 

 
12  VI I X IV I IV II 88% 

 
13 II III II VIII II  III I 88% 

 
14 I       I 25% 

 
15   I      13% 

 
16  II   II    25% 

 
17    II     13% 

 
18    I   I  25% 

 
19 I     I   25% 
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20  II I IV I I   63% 

 
21   I      13% 

 22 I    I II   38% 

 
23   I      13% 

 
24    I     13% 

 
25 I   I I I I I 75% 

 
26    III     13% 

 
27 I        13% 

 
28       I I 25% 

 
29 I I  I I  I I 75% 

 
30    I     13% 

 
31     I    13% 

 
32      I   13% 

 
33       III  13% 

 
34       I  13% 

TOTAL  ODAs  PER PARTICIPANT 20 26 22 55 17 22 28 18 

 

There are four ODAs that had a high occurrence rate, with one occurring at a peak of 74 

occurrences. This refers to ODA 8 which is “visual scanning” (observation alone). The 

following three in decreasing order of occurrence are “airspeed verification”, “altitude 

verification”, and “flap position verification” with 28, 21, and 20 occurrences, respectively. 
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Figure 75. Total ODA Occurrences in VR 

 

Figure 76. ODA Commonalities Among Participants in VR 

With regards to commonalities among participants, only 7 ODAs were common to the 

majority (>50%) of the participants. Only one was activated by all participants: visual scan. 

This is an expected result since VFR observations require visual scans. The others, in 

decreasing order, are “flap position verification”, “airspeed verification”, “altitude 

verification”, “final observer – can turn final – pilot turns final”, “on final – can deploy full 

flaps – full flaps deployed”, and “VSI verified”. 
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The various ODAs were then used for cognitive flow analyses and then inserted in concept 

maps to better visualize the whole cognitive activity of the participant. These concept maps 

branch in the form: participant – cognitive functions & processes – respective ODAs. An 

example is shown below in Figure 77 and Figure 78. All the cognitive flow analysis and 

concept maps can be found in Appendix F, and E, respectively. 
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Figure 77. Example of CFA in VR 
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Figure 78. Example of Concept Map for Cognitive Processes, Participant 1 on Downwind 
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The various cognitive functions and processes were encoded and commonalities among 

participants were reported for every leg of the traffic pattern in the tables below. 

On extended downwind only one function and one process appear and this is common to all 

participants. This indicates that the cognition involved in the beginning of the descent 

process is common to all: an identification of a leverage point (usually related to the pattern 

geometry) and a continuous acquiring of situation awareness/assessment. 

 

Table 20. Beginning of Descent Cognitive Function and Cognitive Process 
Commonalities  

Functions Similarity 

Sense Making & Situation Awareness 100% 

Processes  

Leverage Point Identification 100% 

 

On the extended downwind leg there is a major commonality among all process and 

functions except for two: problem detection and adaptation. These occur only in the rare case 

in which a participant did not perform the task optimally and needed to perform minor 

corrections (e.g. altitude too low, airspeed too low, etc.). These are small expected variations 

between participants. 
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Table 21. Extended Downwind Cognitive Function and Cognitive Process 
Commonalities 

Functions Similarity 

Sense Making & Situation Awareness 100% 

Adaptation 25% 

Problem Detection 13% 

Planning 100% 
Processes  

Leverage Point Identification 100% 

Mental Model Development 100% 

Attention Management 88% 

Uncertainty & Risk Management 88% 

 
 

On base leg the situation is as on downwind, with only problem detection and adaptation appearing 

on 3 experiments. The final leg shows a minor presence of “uncertainty and risk management” and 

“planning”. All other functions and processes present occur for the majority of the participants. 

 

Table 22. Base Leg Cognitive Function and Cognitive Process Commonalities 

Functions Similarity 

Sense Making & Situation Awareness 100% 
Planning 88% 

Problem Detection 38% 

Adaptation 38% 

Processes  

Leverage Point Identification 88% 

Mental Model Development 88% 

Attention Management 75% 

Uncertainty & Risk Management 75% 
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Table 23. Final Leg Cognitive Function and Cognitive Process Commonalities 

Functions Similarity 

Sense Making & Situation Awareness 100% 

Planning 40% 

Processes  

Leverage Point Identification 75% 

Mental Model Development 100% 

Attention Management 88% 

Uncertainty & Risk Management 25% 
 

 

5.3.2 Comparison between Knowledge Elicitation and VR ODAs 

The results obtained between the knowledge elicitation and VR cognitive modeling are 

reported in this section. 

The first comparison is the visual distribution between outside and inside. The values are 

reported in Table 24. On downwind the participants looked more inside the cockpit by 19%. 

On base however, the value decreases by 3%. On final, on the other hand, there is no 

difference between the knowledge elicitation and the VR experiments. This is interesting 

because it appears that the beginning of the descent phase in the pattern requires more 

instrument observations than the other legs. This result is in line with the cognitive process 

“mental model development” which will be described later in this section. 
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Table 24. Comparison of Visual Distribution between KE and VR 

Pattern Leg Reported Value 
in KE 

Observed Value 
in VR 

Discrepancy 
(KE vs. VR) 

Extended Downwind 12% 31% +19% 
Base 22% 19% -3% 
Final 10% 10% 0% 

 

With regards to the ODAs, there is a similarity among the most common ones, mainly 

“airspeed verification” and “visual scan”. These appear to be the most fundamental in order 

to guarantee safe operations and correct pattern geometry. An emerging ODA that did not 

appear at all during the KE sessions is the “flap verification” observation. This often served 

as a matter of verification (risk management), or simply mental modeling of the aircraft’s 

status. It has also been observed that more ODAs have been activated during the VR 

experiment than the KE. The average during VR was 26 and 15.5 for the KE. This means 

that the cognitive load was in fact higher in VR than expected. If cognitive load can be 

approximated by the number of observations and decisions as a percentage of observations, 

decisions, and actions, then the load was 71% in KE and 84% in VR. 

The KE study revealed that although the ODAs were very unique among participants, the 

cognitive functions and processes were in fact very similar. This is also the case in VR. The 

study revealed in fact that at the “beginning of descent” differs in three ways. The VR 

experiment lacks “planning”, “mental simulations”, and “mental model development”. This 

is due to the fact that “planning” and “mental simulations” require a segmented traffic pattern 

in which the pilot continuously makes “if” decisions (i.e. if event x, then perform Y). This 

was not the case. “Mental model development” was absent because it appears only after the 

descent has been initiated. This stage is dominated by the “leverage point identification”, the 

identification of the point at which the whole process of landing may begin. 
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On downwind and on base there exists only one difference: the VR experiments did not 

report “mental simulations”. Such process is not present also on final, however also “problem 

detection” and “adaptation” are not present. 

The most important element found in this research is the heavy presence of “mental model 

development” during the VR flight tests and the absence of “mental simulations”. This 

occurs because landing an aircraft in a traffic pattern is not a matter of continuous decisions 

and iterations that make the descent rather “segmented” but instead is a continuous flow that 

occurs as a “single event”. This suggests that the results regarding the energy management 

of the aircraft reported after the KE sessions are pivotal.  

There is also a definite difference in leverage points that determine the geometry of the traffic 

pattern. Although almost all participants began the descent abeam the TDP, only a few used 

the 45º point as a measure of turning base. Most cues were dependent on traffic clearance 

and/or location compared to the other legs (determine geometry by observing the next leg 

and not using the runway). This causes the patterns to be quite semicircular in shape and not 

perfectly rectangular. Interestingly, the United States Navy teaches a continuous turn to final. 

 

5.3.3 Concerning Naturalized Complex Systems 

The VR flight tests have shown the presence of three NCSs, only two of which were 

discovered in the KE sessions. This of course does not necessarily mean that they would not 

occur with more or other participants. The three NCSs are listed below: 

1. Trim Change is Prompted by Parameter Targeting. The use of trim was observed 

only in the case in which a certain airspeed was sought after, or when the pitch of 

the aircraft was observed to decrease too much (i.e. dropping altitude too quickly). 

There was no trim change whatsoever related to stick force changes (because no 

stick forces were observed - limitation of simulated control system). This is in 
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contrast also with some KE results that indicate that preventive trimming should 

have occurred without any cue. 

2. Airspeed Monitoring during Banks. One participant, during a bank, continuously 

scanned airspeed and outside to port given the close proximity of the airspeed 

indicator to the windshield. 

3. Presence of Proprioceptive Flight. The continuous descent requires a level of 

proprioceptive sensing in order to optimize the “unified” pattern as hypothesized in 

the KE sessions. This is also in line with the “mental model development” cognitive 

process. 

 

5.3.4 Concerning Loss of Control 

The VR flight tests have confirmed certain aspects of traffic pattern operations that were 

discovered in the KE sessions. The VR tests have however demonstrated why these aspects 

are so. It was observed that traffic pattern descent operations are in fact “unified” in a single 

“run”. That is, the various legs are in fact part of a single cognitive process and are heavily 

dependent on initial conditions. This is demonstrated by three measures: 

1. Mental Model Development. The cognitive process of mental model development 

is very present in the VR flight tests (as compared to the KE sessions). The mental 

model development differs from “mental simulations” by its non-binary projection. 

While mental simulations are experienced (perhaps) by students who still require 

details to process the information and perform the descent (and therefore need to 

continuously consider the various options, “if this then that”), experts project in the 

future the state of the aircraft by acquiring data throughout the descent. 

2. Sense-Making and Situation Assessment. This cognitive function is present for all 

participants in all traffic pattern legs. This is done through visual scanning, 

instrument checks, and identifying leverage points. The “sense-making and 
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situation assessment” cognitive function feeds the cognitive process of “mental 

model development”. 

3. Visual Scanning Inside the Cockpit on Downwind. The flight tests have recorded 

a higher amount of internal cockpit scanning during the extended downwind leg as 

compared to all other legs. The percentage of internal scanning was at 31%, 

compared to the 19% and 10% for base and final, respectively. 

This result is important because it indicates that experts do not use instrument checks as 

frequently after the initial phase of the descent is complete. This indicates that the 

technologies that should be implemented to aid pilots in these scenarios cannot be 

limited to the aircraft’s instrument panel. 

Flap changes have been observed on 7 specific cues in the ODA cognitive patterns. These 

are listed below: 

1. The aircraft is abeam the TDP. 

2. As the pilot turns base, simultaneously dropping power at 45º to TDP point. 

3. If the airspeed is within the white arc. 

4. When the aircraft is on base. 

5. When the aircraft is on final. 

6. As the aircraft approaches base. 

7. As the aircraft approaches final. 

With the exception of number 2, all other ODAs were observed during the KE sessions. It is 

clear, however, that the ODA is dependent on routine practices. 
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The study in VR reported, very differently from the KE sessions, only two ODAs relevant 

to trim changes. These are reported below in Figure 79. 

 

 

Figure 79. ODAs Concerning Trim Use during the Flight Tests 

The ODA on the left is in line with a trim method described in the KE sessions: trimming 

after a certain airspeed. The second however is contrary to the previous found ODAs since 

the pilot trims up rather than down. Some discussion must be made regarding this finding. 

Previous work by the author in flight test demonstrated that flap changes can have a positive 

or negative pitch motion (nose up or down) after flap configuration changes on some aircraft. 

The study also reported that a change to FARs should be made in order to accommodate a 

change in stick forces and direction of the forces. It was said that stick forces should occur 

nose down during descent and nose up during go-around [5]. The ODA reported on the right 

is completely non-aligned with known aircraft behavior. The lack of appropriate force 

feedback of the simulator’s yoke assembly was however a definite issue in prompting 

trim changes in this study. For this reason the research needs to refer back to the KE 

sessions when it comes to trim use due to flap configuration change. These actions, that are 

found to be part of a human-centered event, need to be adjusted to be more system-

centered or completely removed by appropriately redesigning the aircraft, including 

taking particular analysis at the tail configuration and the effects of flap downwash and 

vortices. 

It would be of furthermore interesting to determine what are the airspeeds, for all GA aircraft, 

for all flap changes, at which the pitch up motion does not occur as violently as reported in 

the previous flight test research. 
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These findings reinforce the theory of the “chain of causation”, in which an accident is a sum 

of a multitude of failed defenses in flight (i.e. no accident is due to one factor alone). The 

fact that initial conditions are so important and that errors propagate between pattern 

legs demonstrates the need to ensure continuous situation awareness for an optimal 

mental model development. 

 

Chapter Conclusion 

This chapter has presented three sets of results: the results from the KE sessions, the 

usability tests of VR vs. an LCD screen, and the VR flight tests. Various hypotheticals were 

determined regarding the nature of LOC in traffic patterns and many of these were 

analyzed in the VR flight tests. It was found, in fact, that traffic patterns follow a unified 

flow rather than a segmented constant mental simulation process. The simulator’s ability 

to produce control forces was severely limited and requires results to be taken by the KE 

sessions when it comes to understanding the use of trim.  
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Recommendations 

Chapter Abstract 

This final chapter will provide a summary of the findings, both in terms of the human-

systems integrated flight test method and of the related study on LOC. The chapter also 

provides insight into a technology that should be developed further by researchers in an 

effort to mitigate LOC in GA. Furthermore, recommendations are provided for 

improvements of not only the flight test method, but also the technologies used in this 

dissertation. 

 

6.1 Conclusive Remarks 
The human-systems integrated flight test method proved to be an effective way of mapping 

pilot cognition with aircraft dynamics in order to yield valuable data. The study was focused 

on LOC in traffic patterns, and the various experiments (KE and VR) provided useful 

information. The first provided hypotheticals for LOC events, and allowed a preliminary 

mental model development with cognitive functions and processes. This subjective set of 

results provided opportunities with comparisons with the actual VR flight tests. These 

comparisons, which are not in any way a measure of pilot performance, demonstrated how 

expert pilots truly operate an aircraft during traffic pattern operations, and what are the 

aspects that require further training to student pilots or how new technologies can be 

implemented. 

With regards to training, this dissertation concludes that training should be enhanced by 

teaching energy-management in flight more attentively. The cognitive process of “mental 

model development” and the cognitive function of “sense-making and situation assessment” 

demonstrate how the traffic pattern is flown as a single flow, and therefore an error made on 

downwind could easily propagate to the other legs (i.e. if the pattern is started at a lower 
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airspeed, it might end at a lower airspeed on final). This is shown also by the fact that the 

experts decreased the amount of visual attention within the cockpit after the extended 

downwind leg. 

Energy management is not only a fundamental aspect of flying, but also of technology 

implementation. This document covered the TRS design performed under Dr. Kasdaglis 

(2016) and how it tackled stall recovery. Stall recovery algorithms have already been 

developed with the intention of optimizing energy and should be implemented further [151]. 

The use of flaps and trim change between participants are used more through proprioceptive 

senses rather than procedures. Some experts did wait for “wings level” or a certain position, 

but nonetheless there was a wider range of cues than expected. Although it is beneficial to 

train students on the safety revolved around deploying flaps when the wings are level and on 

certain pattern legs, there should be more emphasis on the use of flaps in certain locations 

for a given reason. The cognitive results clearly show an incompatibility between the 

“use of flaps” and the “use of trim”, demonstrating a design issue. The cognitive 

modeling provides a clear motive for alarm which should prompt system redesign and 

aerodynamic analysis. 

With regards to airspeed, observations were made that this indicator can be a measure of safe 

AOA, and that no AOA indicator is needed in the cabin. In fact, it is possible that adding 

instrumentation in the cockpit might increase workload and cause impediments to an optimal 

mental model development.  

One of the reasons for the development of this cognitive modeling method was to better 

understand cognition during critical phases of flight to better identify technologies and 

contents (for those technologies) that could mitigate LOC. The QOC performed in Chapter 

3 and reported again below in Figure 80, provides various options considered by the author 

during the doctoral studies. From the results obtained in this dissertation, the optimal option 

is the use of AR technology to transport situation awareness anywhere in the pilot’s field of 

view. Since traffic pattern operations have such a high level of external visual scans, AR 
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provides an excellent way of allowing parameters to be verified without the need to look for 

an indicator inside the cockpit. Haptic wearables are also of course interesting for the 

proprioceptive aspect of flying, but more HSI research should be performed for GA-specific 

applications.  

 

Figure 80. QOC for LOC Mitigation 

To further elaborate on the effectiveness of AR wearable glasses, Table 25 through Table 27 

below provide the list and frequency of instrumentation observed by the participants during 

the traffic pattern operation.  

 

Table 25. Instrumentation Observed during Extended Downwind 

Instrumentation P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 

Flaps Lever 3 1 1   2  1 
Altimeter 1 1  2 1  1 1 
Airspeed  2 1 5 3  2 1 
Mixture Lever    1     
VSI    4     
Heading    3     
Attitude       1  
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Table 26. Instrumentation Observed during Base 

Instrumentation P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 

Flaps Lever   1   2 1 2 
Altimeter 1 1 1 5 1  2  
Airspeed  1  2 1 1 3  
Mixture Lever         
VSI    1   1  
Heading         
Attitude       2  

 

Table 27. Instrumentation Observed during Final 

Instrumentation P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 

Flaps Lever 1 1 2 1   1  
Altimeter  1 1 1 1    
Airspeed  3 1 4    1 
Mixture Lever    1     
VSI  2 1   1 1  
Heading         
Attitude         

 

The three most observed instruments during downwind and base are the same. For downwind 

the most observed are (in decreasing order of frequency) airspeed, flap lever, and altimeter. 

For base these are altimeter, airspeed, and flap lever. Final differs only by one instrument. 

The most observed was airspeed, followed by flap lever and VSI. It is recommended that 

this content be carefully considered when designing the AR wearables. It is fundamental that 

these wearables be mobile, like glasses, and not static like a HUD. Moreover, any pair of 

glasses will have limited surface area, which requires a carefully limited amount of content 

to avoid blocking the actual view and requiring an increase on attention management on the 
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pilot. An example of a currently existing system is the AeroGlass funded by the European 

Union Horizon 2020 research and innovation program. 

It is furthermore recommended that these visuals be compatible with Garmin (or similar) 

TAA glass cockpits in order to create a simple data interface that can allow actual testing in 

the aircraft with minimal risk and invasion. 

 

6.2 Summary of Research Contributions 
This exploratory study required numerous adaptations to existing cognitive modeling and 

analysis tools to correctly capture the entire sets of data related to general aviation flying. 

Moreover, both these methods and the simulation environment used for the VR cognitive 

modeling have limitations that are described in this section. 

6.2.1 Summary of Contributions in Cognitive Modeling and Analysis 

The author has provided contributions in the “methods” aspect of this research through the 

following: 

• KE integration between CDM and protocol analysis. 

• Adaptation of Abstraction-Decomposition structure. 

• Identification of observations, decisions, and actions as individual cognitive 

patterns in CDM. 

• Simplified data complexity through concept map representations. 

• Adaptation of cognitive flow analysis to account for aeronautical scenario. 

• Integrated TAPS and CDM to elicit knowledge in VR. 
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6.2.2 Summary of Potential Applications for Integrated Flight Test Cognitive 
Modeling Method 

The method idealized, tested, and analyzed in this dissertation can be applied to a multitude 

of different disciplines and domains (e.g. aerospace, automotive, nuclear, maritime, etc.). 

For example, the method applies easily to the following: 

(a) Training. The cognitive modeling and analysis of expert users can be used as a 

baseline for comparison with less-experienced users (i.e. students). This training 

method provides a completely different perspective since it encompasses not only 

the skills one needs to accomplish a task but also the proper way of thinking while 

accomplishing that task. 

(b) Design. The cognitive analysis can provide information on what technologies (and 

their integration in the environment or work configuration) would be most beneficial 

from a cognitive perspective.  

(c) Procedural Analysis. Cognitive analysis can identify issues in current procedures 

by reporting cognitive incompatibilities or issues. New procedures can therefore be 

drafted (or updated). 

(d) Accident Investigation. Given the lack of data recorders on certain transportation 

systems or environments (e.g. general aviation aircraft), cognitive modeling can be 

used as a forensic means of identifying issues in current system design, procedures, 

and practices. This research focused also on accident investigation. 

(e) Complexity Analysis. With ever-growing complex systems in today’s world this 

method can provide insight into not only the complexity of a given situation, but 

also the effects it can have over time given expert pilots. Therefore, naturalized 

complex systems can be observed, identified, and studied. Often this leads to 

emerging system (or human-system) properties. 
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(f) Automation and Artificial Intelligence. Automation and autonomy can be 

described as the allocation of cognitive functions and processes from human to 

machine. The identification of cognitive activity in a given task can provide valuable 

data onto to the requirements for automation. This aligns also with needs of artificial 

intelligence (AI). 

 

6.2.3 Contributions in Experimental Setup 

The author has provided contributions in the “experimental” aspect of this research through 

the following: 

• Identification of cognitive compatibility issues between flap configuration changes 

and trim use. 

• Identification of niches for LOC. 

• Identification of technology requirements for LOC mitigation and optimal HIS flight 

operations. 

• Conducting of usability tests comparing VR to traditional screen-based simulators. 

 

6.2.4 Contributions in Technology 

The author has provided contributions in the “technological” aspect of this research through 

the following: 

• Setup of an overall cost-effective simulator configuration using low-fidelity rig with 

high-immersion VR equipment. 

• Benchmark testing of latest generation VR devices. 
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6.3 Recommendations for Future Work 
There are several recommendations for improvements and future work that are heavily 

encouraged by the author. 

To simplify the tests and limit the number of variables in question, the VR experiment was 

conducted as a single-agent task. It would be beneficial to include other agents like ATC, 

traffic, and even confederates in the VR environment to distract the pilot during the task. 

Interesting emerging properties are expected as the number of agents increases. 

The sample size used in the dissertation is limited to nine for usability purposes, six for the 

KE cognitive models, and eight for the VR cognitive models. Finding expert pilots is not 

necessarily an easily accomplishable task, and often a true expert (for the purposes of the 

cognitive modeling) might not even exist (i.e. in critical situations where the result is often 

a fatality). Cognitive engineering methods in fact do not necessarily require a large sample 

size, as long as the participants are true experts in their field. This of courses limits the 

statistical analysis to an “indicative analysis”, since the low sample size will most likely 

result in inconclusive results (statistically speaking). The sample size is also dependent on 

the intent of the study, since HFE studies will require a large sample size. A variation of 

participant type could also be interesting for future studies, yet it would be more HF focused 

(i.e. modeling a student pilot’s cognition can be non-representative of the larger population 

still he/she are still in the learning phase). 

It is recommended that new state of the art research be done for new VR headsets. The 

market is experiencing a large growth in virtual, augmented, and mixed reality technologies, 

and improvements could improve the overall quality of this method. When the technology 

is in fact mature, it is recommended that ET tests be performed as a supplemental objective 

measure in the VR flight tests (Appendix G covers the groundwork for this application). 

When the technology becomes more mobile and less bulky it is also recommended that ET 

studies be conducted on board a real GA aircraft. The tests should not be limited to cognition, 
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and could include other biometric analyses such as stress, blood pressure, variability in heart 

rate, brain activity, etc. 

The cognitive modeling was performed by one facilitator (domain expert); it could however 

use multiple researchers to make sure the correct functions and processes are allocated 

properly. Because however the scenario was sufficiently specific to elicit leverage points 

directly, the results are to be considered valid. A second round of KE sessions should 

however be done because the discrepancies between the VR tests and the KE could have 

other motives that have not been accounted for by the research. Other methodologies could 

also be investigated, including using “Decision-Centered Design” as a way of enhancing the 

AR designs. 

With regards to GA training, a comparison of well-established training institutions could be 

useful to identify the best training methodologies that align with the results obtained in this 

research. 

Since this method can be applied to a variety of scenarios, extensive flight tests should be 

performed to truly determine the behavior of the aircraft physics before the cognitive 

modeling is applied. This study verified the flap changes, but other studies should focus 

carefully on their target scenario. 

Finally, it is recommended that a database be created, perhaps through the use of tools like 

atlas.ti or similar, of all the ODAs (KE and VR). This will allow further studies to have a 

common database that can allow for comparisons of cognition among multiple scenarios 

and different flight profiles. 
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Chapter Conclusions 

The dissertation provided conclusions on both the HSI flight test method and the test-run 

on LOC. The results express an efficient method that can nonetheless be improved 

through multiple cycles of KE and ET studies. With regards to LOC it was determined 

that the traffic pattern requires situation assessment and mental model development 

which can be acquired through optimal energy management of the aircraft. It is the hope 

of the author that this dissertation may prove valuable in the effort of mitigating LOC 

through enhanced training methods and innovative AR technologies. 
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Appendix A 
Trajectory Recovery System Algorithms 

 
This appendix will be describing the algorithm designed by Bernard (2016) to operate the 

Trajectory Recovery System Mk. I and Mk. II. The algorithm is also briefly described in 

the dissertation by Kasdaglis (2016), and various publications focused on TRS [76] [48] 

[47] [46]. 

 

Lift produced by an airplane is described mathematically by (A.1): 

 

 

𝐿 =
1
2
	𝜌	𝑉>	? 𝑆	𝐶" (A.1) 

 

 

where 𝜌 is the fluid density, 𝑉> is the airspeed, S is the area of the lifting surface (wing), and 

	𝐶" is the lift coefficient. Stall speed is shown in (A.2).  

 

 

𝑉ABCDD = E
2	𝑊

𝜌	𝑆	𝐶",HCI
 (A.2) 

 

 

If the pitch angle equals the flight path angle, then the AOA is effectively zero. This presents 

a solution for an aerodynamic recovery. The relation used by the algorithm is shown in (A.3).  

 

 

𝜃K7L = 𝛾 = 𝜃 − 𝛼 (A.3) 
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To account for non-steady-level flight, the load factor was included in the equations for stall 

speed, as seen in (A.4). 

 

𝑉ABCDD = E
2	𝑊𝑛

𝜌	𝑆	𝐶",HCI
 (A.4) 

 

 

TRS engages when the critical angle of attack is exceeded, and the airspeed drops below stall 

speed, as shown in (A.5) and (A.6). 

 

𝛼PQRPSCBTR > 𝛼SVPBPSCD = 15º (A.5) 

 

  

𝑉 < 𝑉ABCDD (A.6) 

 

 

TRS presents the target in terms of pitch for achieving 0º angle of attack. This is done through 

(A.3). Although this process is indeed effective, it is very aggressive. A buffer of +5º was 

therefore added after several usability and system flight testing in the B737 simulator. The 

new condition is shown in (A.7). 

 

 

𝜃K7L = 𝛾 + 5º (A.7) 
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An airspeed equivalent to V2, “safe take-off speed”, was chosen as the triggering airspeed 

for the target to start the pitching up motion. Similarly to (A.7), a buffer was added also for 

this condition (A.8). 

 

 

𝑉BVP[[TV,VTS\]TV^ = 1.2𝑉ABCDD − 15	𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑠 (A.8) 

 

 

The algorithm is in fact supplemented with human factors related influences, like the buffers 

in (A.7) and (A.8). The speed of the target upward movement (to bring the airplane back into 

a normal attitude) was found to be 7º/second through several usability tests. 

 

(A.9) shows how TRS is designed to provide recovery about the longitudinal axis of the 

aircraft as well (banking). 

 

𝜙K7L = −𝜙 (A.9) 

 

 

The TRS finally disengages when a safe AOA of 8º and a positive vertical speed of 1000 

feet per minute are acquired. 
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GENERAL QUESTIONS 
 

 
 

AGE? 
 
GENDER? 
 
INSTRUCTOR RATING ACHIEVED? 
 
TOTAL FLIGHT HOURS ACHIEVED 
 
TOTAL INSTRUCTION FLIGHT HOURS ACHIEVED? 
 
TYPE TRAINING RECEIVED? (PART 61/141) 
 
WHERE DID YOU RECEIVE TRAINING? (COLLEGE, PRIVATE) 
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Protocol Analysis 
 

PROTOCOL ANALYSIS 
 

1. ENGAGE IPHONE AUDIO RECORDER. 
2. ENGAGE MACBOOK PRO DICTATION RECORDER. 
 
RESEARCH QUESTION TO ASK THE PARTICIPANT: 
 

WELCOME TO THIS KNOWLEDGE ELICITATION SESSION, WE WILL BEGIN 
WITH A VERY SIMPLE DISCUSSION ON THE APPROACH PROCEDURE IN 
GENERAL AVIATION OPERATIONS. WE ARE LOOKING AT TRAFFIC PATTERNS 
SPECIFICALLY. LET’S ASSUME YOU ARE ON THE DOWNWIND LEG OF A 
TRAFFIC PATTERN AND ARE GETTING SET UP TO LAND. THE AIRPLANE IS 
NOT CONFIGURED FOR LANDING (I.E. FLAPS UP, NO SPECIFIC THROTTLE 
LEVEL, ETC.) AND YOU ARE FLYING A NON-COMPLEX GENERAL AVIATION 
AIRCRAFT. I WOULD LIKE YOU TO DESCRIBE TO ME IN AS MUCH DETAIL 
AS YOU CAN THE PROCEDURE FOR LANDING THE AIRCRAFT. DESCRIBE THE 
SITUATION UP UNTIL LANDING UNTIL YOU ARE ON FINAL, ABOUT TO 
TOUCH DOWN (I.E. DON’T WORRY ABOUT GROUND EFFECT, ETC.). 

 
3. DISENGAGE UPHONE AUDIO RECORDING. 
4. DISENGAGE MACBOOK PRO DICTATION RECORDER. 
 
 
NOTES: 
 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
 
_______________________________________________________ 
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Encoded Analysis Columns 
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Abstraction-Decomposition Matrix  
 

 
Aircraft Instrument Controls Environment 

Goals 

    

Measurement of 
Goals 

    

General 
Functions & 

Activities 

    

Specific 
Functions & 

Activities 

    

Workload 
Configuration 
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Critical Decision Method 
 
These interview sheets were adapted from [134]. Specific permission was asked via email to 

the document’s author to use the protocol sheets, as outlined on page 2 of the document. Dr. 

Hoffman from the Institute for Human and Machine Cognition (IHMC) has authorized the 

use on October 1, 2017 via email. Records are available upon request. 

 
CRITICAL DECISION METHOD 

 
1. ENGAGE IPHONE AUDIO RECORDER. 

 
RESEARCH QUESTION TO ASK THE PARTICIPANT: 
 

ON THIS SECOND SESSION WE WILL BE DISCUSSING A LOSS OF CONTROL 
CAUSAL FACTOR: FLAP CONFIGURATION CHANGE. FLIGHT TEST RESEARCH 
HAS SHOWN THAT CHANGING FLAP ANGLE CAUSES PITCHING MOTION AND 
A CHANGE IN STICK FORCE REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN TRIMMED AIRSPEED. 
I WOULD NOW LIKE YOU TO THINK BACK AT AN APPROACH YOU HAVE DONE 
RECENTLY AND DESCRIBE THE APPROACH WITH SPECIFIC DETAILS ON THE 
USE OF FLAPS.  
 
STEP 1. 
 
CAN YOU THINK OF A TIME IN WHICH THIS HAS OCCURRED? 
 
____________________________________________________________ 

 
STEP 2. 
 
LET’S BEGIN WITH A GENERAL DESCRIPTION. I WILL TAKE NOTES ON 
WHAT YOU SAY.  

 
NOTES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

STEP 3. (ANNOTATE ABOVE IF NECESSARY - MODIFICATIONS IN BLUE 
AND CORRECTIONS IN RED) 
 
I WILL NOW REPEAT IT. IF SOMETHING DOES NOT MATCH OR YOU WISH TO 
ADD SOMETHING, LET ME KNOW IMMEDIATELY. 
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STEP 4.  TIMELINE VERIFICATION & DECISION POINT IDENTIFICATION 
 

  

ID EVENT DESCRIPTION O/D/A 
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REMOVE THIS PAGE OUT AND APPLY QUESTIONS TO TABLE FROM STEP 4. AS 
APPLICABLE. 
 
 

• What were you seeing? 
• Were you reminded of any previous experience? 
• Does this case fit a standard or typical scenario? Were 

you trained to deal with this? 
• What other courses of actions were you considering? 
• What rule was being followed? 
• Did you imagine a possible consequence? 
• What specific training was helpful for this scenario?  
• What information might have been helpful? 
• Is pressure involved during this scenario? 
• How long did it take you to make the decision? 
• If decision was not the best, what training might have 

helped? 
• If you were to describe this situation to an aviation 

safety investigator, how would you describe it like? 
• What mistakes are likely in this situation? 
• How might a novice have behaved differently? 
• If a key element (cue) was missing, how would it have 

affected your decision? 
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STEP 5. DEEPENING 

ID PROBE RESPONSE 
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REMOVE THIS PAGE OUT AND APPLY QUESTIONS TO TABLE FROM STEP 4. AS 
APPLICABLE. 
 

• What might have happened differently at this point? 
• What were the alternative decisions that could have been 

made here? 
• What choices were not made or what alternatives were 

rejected? 
• At this point in the incident, what if it had been a 

novice present, rather than someone with your level of 
proficiency, would this have been noticed? 

• What sorts of errors might have been made at this point? 
• Why might errors have occurred here? 
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STEP 6. HYPOTHESES AND WHAT-IF SCENARIOS 

 

ID PROBE RESPONSE 
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FINAL INTEGRATION 

ID EVENT DESCRIPTION O/D/A 
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DECISION REQUIREMENT TABLE 

 

Cues and Variables 

 

Needed Information 

 

Hypotheticals 

 

Options 

 

Goals 

 

Rationale 

 

Situation Awareness 

 

Time/Effort 
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Proprioceptive vs. Visual Distribution; Outside vs. Inside 
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3-Dimensional Cognitive Compatibility Situation Awareness 
Rating Technique (3D CC SART)  
 
These figures are either taken or inspired from [136] [137] [138]. 
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Adapted NASA Task Load Index (TLX) 
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System Usability Scale (SUS) 
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Appendix C 
Institutional Review Board Approval Documents 

 





CALL FOR PARTICIPANTS 
LOSS of CONTROL KNOWLEDGE ELICITATION  

and  
VIRTUAL REALITY USABILITY STUDY 

 

           
 

The Human-Centered Design Institute (HCDi) is conducting loss of control research from 
a cognitive engineering perspective at Florida Tech. For this study, certified flight 
instructors are required as they represent a baseline of “expert pilots”. Please note that 
the study is not related to performance, but only to cognition during critical phases of 
flight (i.e. the study will not judge pilot performance). All participant results will be 
anonymous. The study is divided in two main phases: 
 
5. Knowledge Elicitation Sessions (20-30 minutes): These are informal meetings in 

which the participant is interviewed regarding a specific situation. For convenience, 
group interviews are acceptable, and the location can be chosen to accomodate CFIs. 

6. Virtual Reality Usability Sessions (1 hour): The participant will fly a virtual reality 
flight simulator at the Harris Commons HCDi Laboratory at FIT and answer a series of 
usability questions.  

 
The first phase (knowledge elicitation) begins immediately, while the second phase (VR 
flight experience) will take place later in the semester. All experiments have received 
approval from the Institutional Review Board.  
 
To participate please send an email with your availability at: 
 
Tiziano Bernard 
tbernard2011@my.fit.edu 
These studies are under the academic supervision of Dr. Lucas Stephane.
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Appendix D 
Critical Decision Method Final Integration Data 
The following tables provide the final integration data for the observations, decisions, and 
actions during the scenario. “O” refers to observation, “D” refers to decision, and “A” 
refers to action. 

Table 28. Observations, Decisions, and Actions, Participant 1 

ID EVENT DESCRIPTION O/D/A 

1 Pilot observes aircraft is abeam the touch down point O 

2 Landing sequence may begin given correct location D 

3 Power is reduced A 

4 Flaps 1 deployed A 

5 Airspeed is observed to decrease until approach airspeed O 

6 Retrim when approach airspeed is reached D 

7 Retrim to approach airspeed A 

8 Altitude decreases by external scan until 45º to TDP O 

9 Airplane is at 45º to TDP D 

10 Pilot turns on base A 

11 Pitch attitude is verified O 

12 Airspeed is verified O 

13 Airplane on base, so flaps 2 can be deployed D 

14 Flaps 2 deployed A 

15 Force is observed on controls O 

16 Retrim is necessary to neutralize observed control force D 

17 Aircraft is retrimmed based on feeling A 

18 Pilot looks for optimal location for turn to final O 

19 Turn final because of correct location D 

20 Pilot turns final A 
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21 Pilot observes correct position on final O 

22 Pilot decides that flaps 3 can be deployed D 

23 Pilot deploys flaps 3 A 

24 Force observed on controls O 

25 Retrim is necessary to neutralize control force D 

26 Aircraft is retrimmed based on feeling A 

27 Airspeed is verified O 

28 Pilot performs visual scan outside O 
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Table 29. Decision Requirement Table, Participant 1 

Cues and Variables 

Location of aircraft in traffic pattern, stick force cue for retrim 

Needed Information 

Airspeed, altitude, pitch attitude, engine locations 

Hypotheticals 

If altitude is too high, increase flap angle, remove more power; Pilot 
might miss the abeam TDP cue resulting in more flaps; If pilot is not 
holding the controls, might not recognize force: LOC; if other aircraft 
in pattern, more visual scanning, not recognizing pitch up, or flaps 
during turn won’t cause large pitch attitude change: LOC inducer 

Options 

If geometry is not right, different combinations of flaps and power 
setting; If equipment changes, cues might be more difficult to observe 
(i.e. faster airplane) 

Goals 

Maintain appropriate geometry in traffic pattern (location + altitude); 
safe airspeed 

Rationale 

See main dissertation text 

Situation Awareness 

Outside visual scanning, airspeed verification 

Time/Effort 

See cognitive flow analysis chart 
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Table 30. Observations, Decisions, and Actions, Participant 2 

ID EVENT DESCRIPTION O/D/A 

1 Pilot observes aircraft is abeam touch down point O 

2 Flaps may be deployed since correct position D 

3 Flaps 2 deployed (2 settings, 0->2) A 

4 Retrim will be necessary (stick force expected) D 

5 Retrim to approach airspeed A 

6 Airspeed is verified O 

7 Altitude is verified O 

8 Heading is verified O 

9 Visual scan performed O 

10 Airplane is at 45º point to TDP O 

11 Pilot can turn base given correct position D 

12 Pilot turns base A 

13 Airspeed is verified O 

14 Altitude is verified O 

15 Heading is verified O 

16 Pilot looks outside when to turn final O 

17 Pilot can turn final when geometry is right D 

18 Pilot turns final A 

19 Pilot verifies VSI O 

20 Pilot requires stable final leg D 

21 Pilot enters a crab for XW A 

22 Aircraft is stabilized O 

23 Pilot checks mixture rich O 

24 Pilot decides to verify mixture rich D 

25 Mixture level checked full forward A 

26 Pilot observes full flaps are needed O 

27 Pilot decides to deploy full flaps (2->3) D 
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28 Pilot deploys flaps 3 A 

29 Pilot anticipates control force and knows retrim necessary D 

30 Pilot retrims based on sensation A 

31 Pilot verified airspeed O 

32 Pilot verifies altitude externally O 

33 Pilot verifies heading externally O 

34 Pilot verifies VSI O 

35 Pilot follows VASI light signals O 
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Table 31. Decision Requirement Table, Participant 2 

Cues and Variables 

Location of aircraft in traffic pattern, stick force cue for retrim 

Needed Information 

Airspeed, altitude, engine, heading, vertical speed 

Hypotheticals 

If less experienced pilot: Will not recognize pitch attitude change 
after flap -> approach LOC quickly.; Less proprioceptive ability; rapid 
descent + deceleration because of pitch attitude changes-> deep stall 

Options 

Enhance training 

Goals 

Maintain appropriate geometry in traffic pattern (location + altitude); 
safe airspeed 

Rationale 

See main dissertation text 

Situation Awareness 

Outside visual scanning, airspeed verification, heading verification, 
altitude verification 

Time/Effort 

See cognitive flow analysis chart 
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Table 32. Observations, Decisions, and Actions, Participant 3 

ID EVENT DESCRIPTION O/D/A 

1 Pilot observes aircraft abeam TDP O 

2 Pilot decides to begin landing sequence D 

3 Pilot reduces power A 

4 Pilot deploys flaps 1 A 

5 Pilot observes a stick force O 

6 Pilot decides to retrim D 

7 Pilot pushes control forward to safe airspeed A 

8 Pilot observes airspeed for safe approach O 

9 Pilot decides to retrim since A/S approached D 

10 Pilot retrims forces off by sensation A 

11 Pilot observes outside for geometry of traffic pattern O 

12 Pilot decides to turn base since at 45º point D 

13 Pilot turns base A 

14 Aircraft on base O 

15 Pilot decides to deploy flaps 2 since on base D 

16 Pilot deploys flaps 2 A 

17 Pilot observes stick force change O 

18 Pilot decides to retrim D 

19 Pilot pushes control column forward to airspeed A 

20 Pilot retrims forces off by sensation A 

21 Pilot verifies airspeed O 

22 Pilot observes outside for geometry of traffic pattern O 

23 Pilot decides to turn final because geometry is right D 

24 Pilot turns final A 

25 Pilot observes runway outside O 

26 Pilot decides to deploy final flaps D 

27 Pilot deploys flaps 3 A 
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28 Pilot observes a stick force O 

29 Pilot decides to retrim D 

30 Pilot pushes control column forward to airspeed A 

31 Pilot retrims by sensation A 

32 Pilot verifies airspeed O 

33 Pilot looks outside O 
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Table 33. Decision Requirement Table, Participant 3 

Cues and Variables 

Location of aircraft in traffic pattern, stick force cue for retrim 

Needed Information 

Airspeed 

Hypotheticals 

Students might look inside too much and lose situation awareness; 
Students not accustomed to having feeling of control pressure; Student 
need to learn that flap change causes a pitch attitude change. 

Options 

If geometry is not right, different combinations of flaps and power 
setting 

Goals 

Maintain appropriate geometry in traffic pattern (location + altitude); 
safe airspeed 

Rationale 

See main dissertation text 

Situation Awareness 

Outside visual scanning to determine airspeed, heading, and altitude 
verification + actual glancing at airspeed indicator 

Time/Effort 

See cognitive flow analysis chart 
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Table 34. Observations, Decisions, and Actions, Participant 4 

ID EVENT DESCRIPTION O/D/A 

1 Pilot observes aircraft is abeam the TDP O 

2 Landing sequence may begin D 

3 Power is reduced A 

4 Nose is observed to drop O 

5 Flaps can be deployed D 

6 Flaps 1 deployed A 

7 Expected stick force change, so will need to retrim D 

8 Pilot maintains pitch attitude A 

9 Pilot retrims by sensation A 

10 Attitude is verified O 

11 Airspeed is verified O 

12 VSI is verified O 

13 Altitude is verified O 

14 Visual scanning performed until at 45º to TDP O 

15 Airplane is at 45º to TDP D 

16 Pilot turns base A 

17 Pilot is on base O 

18 Because on base, pilot can deploy flaps 2 D 

19 Flaps 2 deployed A 

20 Expected stick force change, so will need to retrim D 

21 Pilot maintains pitch attitude A 

22 Pilot retrims by sensation A 

23 Attitude is verified O 

24 Airspeed is verified O 

25 VSI is verified O 

26 Altitude is verified O 

27 Visual scanning to see when to turn final O 
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28 Geometry is right to turn final D 

29 Pilot turns final A 

30 Aircraft on final O 

31 Flaps 3 can be deployed D 

32 Flaps 3 deployed A 

33 Expected stick force change, will need to retrim D 

34 Pilot maintains pitch attitude A 

35 Pilot retrims by sensation A 

36 Runway heading compared to heading indicator O 

37 Airspeed is verified O 

38 Altitude is verified O 

39 VSI is verified O 

40 Pilot observes outside O 
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Table 35. Decision Requirement Table, Participant 4 

Cues and Variables 

Location of aircraft in traffic pattern, stick force cue for retrim 

Needed Information 

Airspeed, altitude, pitch attitude, vertical speed 

Hypotheticals 

If power lowered too much on downwind, with correct pitch attitude, 
airspeed will drop. If power is too high, the altitude will be too high, 
multiple flaps deployment can get close to stall -> LOC; If missed flap 
deployment, large flap change on final requires large force to get nose 
down to safe attitude or -> stall, LOC 

Options 

If geometry is not right, different combinations of flaps and power 
setting 

Goals 

Maintain appropriate geometry in traffic pattern (location + altitude); 
safe airspeed 

Rationale 

See main dissertation text 

Situation Awareness 

Outside visual scanning 

Time/Effort 

See cognitive flow analysis chart 
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Table 36. Observations, Decisions, and Actions, Participant 5 

ID EVENT DESCRIPTION O/D/A 

1 Pilot observes airplane is abeam TDP O 

2 Descent may begin given correct airplane position D 

3 Power is reduced A 

4 Flaps 1 deployed A 

5 Pitch is not observed to be dropping O 

6 Push controls forward to drop nose D 

7 Push controls forward A 

8 Visual scan O 

9 Airspeed is verified O 

10 Tachometer is verified O 

11 Inclinometer is verified O 

12 Visual scanning until 45º to TDP O 

13 Airplane is at 45º to TDP D 

14 Pilot turns base A 

15 Wings level on base O 

16 Because wings are level, flaps can be deployed D 

17 Flaps 2 deployed A 

18 Airspeed felt not to be correct O 

19 Pitch nose down should assure correct airspeed D 

20 Forward pressure on controls applied A 

21 Visual Scan O 

22 Airspeed is verified O 

23 Tachometer is verified O 

24 Inclinometer is verified O 

25 Visual scan for optimal base to final O 

26 Visual scan traffic on final O 

27 Good geometry for base to final, and no traffic D 
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28 Pilot turns final A 

29 Wings level on final O 

30 Because wings are level, deploy flaps 3 D 

31 Deploy flaps 3 A 

32 Visual scan O 
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Table 37. Decision Requirement Table, Participant 5 

Cues and Variables 

Location of aircraft in traffic pattern, pitch attitude consistency, 
proprioceptive factors (engine noise) 

Needed Information 

Visual scanning, airspeed, tachometer, inclinometer (all verified but 
not necessary) 

Hypotheticals 

If bank past 20º w/ flap change -> throttle reduced, unbalanced stall, 
full throttle -> left turning tendencies; If pitch not consistently 
maintained, if weak physically and no trim used, pitch attitude 
increases and stall speed approaches. 

Options 

If pitch attitude consistently maintained, use trim; Use trim to hold 
pitch attitude -> get correct airspeed 

Goals 

Maintain appropriate geometry in traffic pattern (location + altitude); 
+ safe parameters 

Rationale 

See main dissertation text 

Situation Awareness 

Outside visual scanning, proprioceptive factors 

Time/Effort 

See cognitive flow analysis chart 
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Table 38. Observations, Decisions, and Actions, Participant 6 

ID EVENT DESCRIPTION O/D/A 

1 PILOT IS ABEAM TDP O 

2 BECAUSE ABEAM TDP, PILOT CAN START DESCENT D 

3 CARBURATOR HEAT ON A 

4 POWER IS REDUCED A 

5 NOSE IS OBSERVED TO DROP BELOW THE HORIZON O 

6 BECAUSE NOSE DROPS, FLAPS CAN BE USED D 

7 FLAPS 1 DEPLOYED A 

8 AIRSPEED OBSERVED TO DROP O 

9 VISUAL SCAN TO FIND THE 45º POINT O 

10 PILOTS CAN TURN BASE D 

11 PILOT TURNS BASE A 

12 PILOT VERIFIES AIRSPEED DURING THE TURN BASE O 

13 AIRCRAFT IS ON BASE O 

14 BECAUSE ON BASE, FLAPS CAN BE USED D 

15 FLAPS 2 DEPLOYED A 

16 AIRSPEED OBSERVED TO DROP O 

17 VISUAL SCAN FOR OPTIMAL TURN O 

18 PILOT CAN TURN FINAL GIVEN GEOMETRY D 

19 PILOT TURNS FINAL A 

20 PILOT VERIFIES AIRSPEED DURING TURN FINAL O 

21 AIRCRAFT IS ON FINAL O 

22 BECAUSE ON FINAL, FINAL FLAPS CAN BE DEPLOYED D 

23 PILOT DEPLOYS FULL FLAPS (2 TO 4 DIRECTLY) A 

24 PILOT OBSERVES AIRSPEED TO DROP O 

25 AIRSPEED DROP CAUSES POWER TO INCREASE D 

26 PILOT ADDS POWER A 

27 PILOT OBSERVES AIRCRAFT IS BALLOONING O 
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28 BECAUSE THE AIRCRAFT BALLOONS, TRIM IS NECESSARY D 

29 PILOT RETRIMS TO AIRSPEED FOR APPROACH A 

30 VISUAL SCAN FOR OTIMAL DESCENT TO RUNWAY O 
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Table 39. Decision Requirement Table, Participant 6 

Cues and Variables 

Location of aircraft in traffic pattern. 

Needed Information 

Airspeed, Visual scanning. 

Hypotheticals 

If trim is necessary and not used at full power, pitch attitude 
increases causing airspeed to drop quickly; lower airspeed on trim 
causes you to reach too low airspeed on final (propagation). Wrong power 
setting will cause all sorts of trim and pitch attitude problems; If 
nose too high, then airspeed will drop. 

Options 

Correct use of flaps and power setting and always know that go-arounds 
are possible. 

Goals 

Maintain appropriate geometry in traffic pattern (location + altitude); 
safe airspeed. 

Rationale 

See main dissertation text. 

Situation Awareness 

Outside visual scanning, use of compass for critical angle of attack 
check and airspeed check during banking. 

Time/Effort 

See cognitive flow analysis chart. 
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Appendix E 
Cognitive Function and Cognitive Process Concept Maps 
The following figures provide, for all traffic pattern legs investigated, the various cognitive 
functions and processes present for each ODA for every participant in KE and VR 
experiments. 
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Figure 81. Concept Map for Cognitive Functions for Participants 1-3 during the Extended 
Downwind, KE Test 
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Figure 82. Concept Map for Cognitive Functions for Participants 4-6 during the Extended 
Downwind, KE Test 
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Figure 83. Concept Map for Cognitive Processes for Participants 1-3 during the Extended 
Downwind, KE Test 
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Figure 84. Concept Map for Cognitive Processes for Participants 4-6 during the Extended 
Downwind, KE Test 
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Figure 85. Concept Map for Cognitive Functions for Participants 1-3 during Base, KE Test 
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Figure 86. Concept Map for Cognitive Functions for Participants 4-6 during Base, KE Test 
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Figure 87. Concept Map for Cognitive Processes for Participants 1-3 during Base, KE Test 
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Figure 88. Concept Map for Cognitive Processes for Participants 4-6 during Base, KE Test 
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Figure 89. Concept Map for Cognitive Functions for Participants 1-3 during Final, KE Test 
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Figure 90. Concept Map for Cognitive Functions for Participants 4-6 during Final, KE Test 
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Figure 91. Concept Map for Cognitive Processes for Participants 1-3 during Final, KE Test 
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Figure 92. Concept Map for Cognitive Processes for Participants 4-6 during Final, KE Test 
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Figure 93. Concept Map for Cognitive Functions for Participants 1-8 during the Beginning of 
Descent, VR Test 
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Figure 94. Concept Map for Cognitive Processes for Participants 1-8 during the Beginning of 
Descent, VR Test 
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Figure 95. Concept Map for Cognitive Functions for Participants 1-2 during Extended 
Downwind, VR Test 
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Figure 96. Concept Map for Cognitive Functions for Participants 3-4 during Extended 
Downwind, VR Test 
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Figure 97. Concept Map for Cognitive Functions for Participants 5-6 during Extended 
Downwind, VR Test 
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Figure 98. Concept Map for Cognitive Functions for Participants 7-8 during Extended 
Downwind, VR Test 
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Figure 99. Concept Map for Cognitive Processes for Participants 1-2 during Extended 
Downwind, VR Test 
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Figure 100. Concept Map for Cognitive Processes for Participants 3-4 during Extended 
Downwind, VR Test 
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Figure 101. Concept Map for Cognitive Processes for Participants 5-6 during Extended 
Downwind, VR Test 
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Figure 102. Concept Map for Cognitive Processes for Participants 7-8 during Extended 
Downwind, VR Test 
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Figure 103. Concept Map for Cognitive Functions for Participants 1-2 during the Base Leg, 
VR Test 
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Figure 104. Concept Map for Cognitive Functions for Participants 3-4 during the Base Leg, 
VR Test 
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Figure 105. Concept Map for Cognitive Functions for Participants 5-6 during the Base Leg, 
VR Test 
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Figure 106. Concept Map for Cognitive Functions for Participants 7-8 during the Base Leg, 
VR Test 
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Figure 107. Concept Map for Cognitive Processes for Participants 1-2 during the Base Leg, 
VR Test 
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Figure 108. Concept Map for Cognitive Processes for Participants 3-4 during the Base Leg, 
VR Test 
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Figure 109. Concept Map for Cognitive Processes for Participants 5-6 during the Base Leg, 
VR Test 
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Figure 110. Concept Map for Cognitive Processes for Participants 7-8 during the Base Leg, 
VR Test 
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Figure 111. Concept Map for Cognitive Functions for Participants 1-2 during Final, VR Test 
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Figure 112. Concept Map for Cognitive Functions for Participants 3-4 during Final, VR Test 
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Figure 113. Concept Map for Cognitive Functions for Participants 5-6 during Final, VR Test 

 

 

Figure 114. Concept Map for Cognitive Functions for Participants 7-8 during Final, VR Test 
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Figure 115. Concept Map for Cognitive Processes for Participants 1-2 during Final, VR Test 
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Figure 116. Concept Map for Cognitive Processes for Participants 3-4 during Final, VR Test 
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Figure 117. Concept Map for Cognitive Processes for Participants 5-6 during Final, VR Test 
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Figure 118. Concept Map for Cognitive Processes for Participants 7-8 during Final, VR Test 
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Appendix F 
Cognitive Flow Diagrams 
This appendix reports all the cognitive flow diagrams for all participants in both KE and 

VR tests. 
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Figure 119. Cognitive Flow Analysis, Participant 1, KE Test 
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Figure 120. Cognitive Flow Analysis, Participant 2, KE Test 
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Figure 121. Cognitive Flow Analysis, Participant 3, KE Test 
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Figure 122. Cognitive Flow Analysis, Participant 4, KE Test 
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Figure 123. Cognitive Flow Analysis, Participant 5, KE Test 
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Figure 124. Cognitive Flow Analysis, Participant 6, KE Test 
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Figure 125. Cognitive Flow Analysis, Participant 1, VR Test 
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Figure 126. Cognitive Flow Analysis, Participant 2, VR Test 
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Figure 127. Cognitive Flow Analysis, Participant 3, VR Test 
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Figure 128. Cognitive Flow Analysis, Participant 4, VR Test (Part 1/3) 
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Figure 129. Cognitive Flow Analysis, Participant 4, VR Test (Part 2/3) 
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Figure 130. Cognitive Flow Analysis, Participant 4, VR Test (Part 3/3) 
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Figure 131. Cognitive Flow Analysis, Participant 5, VR Test 
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Figure 132. Cognitive Flow Analysis, Participant 6, VR Test 
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Figure 133. Cognitive Flow Analysis, Participant 7, VR Test 
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Figure 134. Cognitive Flow Analysis, Participant 8, VR Test 
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Appendix G 
Groundwork for Eye Tracking Study 

 

G.1 Introduction to Eye-Tracking Technology 

Eye-tracking (ET) has been used for decades in research and development (R&D). The 

earliest uses of eye-tracking date back to the 19th century and involved physical contact 

between a mechanical device and the eye’s cornea [152]. The first “non-invasive” method 

was developed in 1901 by Dodge and Cline with their “Dodge Photochronograph”. They 

were able to map eye movements through reflected light from the cornea [153]. These studies 

marked the beginning of research into different types of eye movements and the 

identification of “point-of-regard” [154]. 

Today ET technology is mainly based on the “corneal reflection method” to identify the 

point-of-regard. This method is also known as the pupil-center method [155]. Eye-tracking 

is also found through fluctuations in the electromagnetic field caused by the movement of 

the eye [156]. 

 

G.2 Uses of eye-Tracking Technology 

This technology has been used across domains. The main domain is however psychology, 

since eye movement can be correlated to various psychological interests such as search 

strategies, problem solving, reasoning, cognitive load, mental stress, and many more. Many 

have been the studies in psychology that have related to the tracking of eye movement. For 

example, Yoon and Narayanan in 2004 published a study using ET related to mental model 

problem solving [157]. More studies have also been conducted to study spatiotemporal 
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dynamics of visual search patterns: all projects that have contributed to a greater 

understanding of how ET could be implemented in other domains [158]. 

With a strong technological growth observed in the 1980’s, the field of human-computer 

interaction became a solid fundament to what is now the field of human-centered design. 

The molding of psychology and engineering led to the creation of this field, whose interest 

is that of studying, from the conceptual design to the product retirement, the interaction 

between the technological component and the human mind. ET technology is therefore also 

applied in this field to better design, better evaluate, and of course, improve new or existing 

technology [152]. 

 

G.3 Eye-Tracking in Aviation 

ET technology has already been adopted in the aviation world for many years. These studies 

include both human factors and engineering as well as psychology. For example, a very 

recent study by ISAE-SUPAERO, Truestream Aerospace GmbH and Colorado State 

University (CSU) used ET to do research how decision making was performed during 

unstable landings (on Boeing 737-800s) [159] [149]. ET revealed how successful pilots 

focused their attention on certain instruments rather than others. This showed not only 

cognitive activity, but also useful information for designers and airliners to integrate into 

their training and procedures. 

Another example of ET is shown by Stephane’s (2007) work that led to two international 

patents with Airbus Industries – EADS (now Airbus Group). Stephane (2007) used ET to 

determine sequences in cockpit operation that allows for a high detailed analysis of cognitive 

patterns [160] [161]. 

Another recent use of ET technology was the evaluation of the first Trajectory Recovery 

System (TRS) iteration. Kasdaglis (2016) used Ergoneers ET equipment to determine if the 
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TRS was successful in its design. Calculations based on ET parameters proved TRS to be a 

positive element in the cockpit. The next chapter will describe the TRS design. 

Details on general measurement criteria for ET will be provided in G.4 [76]. 

 

G.4 Measurement Criteria in Eye-Tracking 

The observational method used in this research does involve multitasking. This was 

accomplished through ET. Because ET is passive, it does not affect the cognitive ability of 

the user, allowing the participant to complete the task without even knowing that an 

observational analysis tool is being used. This of course increases the reliability of the 

collected data since the user is performing it while the analysis is in progress [162]. 

Eye-Tracking can provide not only visual results, but also quantifiable observations that aid 

the researchers in concretizing the research results. This section is designed to provide an 

overview of these criteria. 

Because eye-tracking is obviously related to eye movements, a brief explanation of eye 

responses should be provided. These eye responses are subdivided into two main categories: 

static eye movement and dynamic movement. The dynamic ones can be either conjugate or 

disconjugate (whether eyes rotate in synchronous or not). Figure 135 provides a schematic 

with all the various movements  [163, 149, 156]. For ease of understanding, for every 

movement two boxes are provided. The green boxes indicate a definition, while the orange 

boxes provide a cognitive meaning.  

Within the static category there is blinking, accommodation, and pupillary response. 

Diversely, on the dynamic category there exist saccades, smooth pursuit, optokinetic 

nystagmus, vestibule-ocular reflex, and vergence [156]. A summary of the most important 

eye-tracking parameters is provided in Table 40 [149] [156]. 
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Table 40. Fundamental Eye-Tracking Parameters and Definitions. 

ITEM DEFINITION 

Area of Interest (AOI) 
The area subject to interest. It is at the 
researcher’s discretion and is used as a 
location for statistical analysis. 

Gaze (often referred to as Dwell) A series of fixations within a small area. 

Saccade Fast eye movement between two fixation points. 

Point of Regard The specific location where the thought is 
cognitively processed. 

Fixation Location where eye movement is relatively 
stationary. 

Scan Path A combination of saccades and fixations that 
often lead to a pattern. 

Micro-saccade Minimal eye movements to compensate for 
fixation point movement. 
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Figure 135. Categories of Eye Movements as Eye Responses. Adapted from A. Stephane.   
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Although the understanding of the above definitions provide cognitive meaning to a given 

process, a simple eye-tracking experiment will be limited to attention monitoring. A 

powerful tool of eye-tracking is the identification of repetitive combinations of processes 

and patterns. This identification, if successful, can provide insight into higher cognitive 

structures, allowing for mapping deeper behavior. [164] [163] [165] [166]. 

Eye-Tracking parameters require simple mathematical operations as well as a lot of pattern 

analysis. There are various operations that can lead to quantifiable observations, however 

this research will mainly focus on five. These are listed for convenience below [167] [149]. 

1. Number of Fixations per Area of Interest: the number of fixations within a 

designated AOI tend to indicate the level of importance that the participant considers 

for that AOI. This relation is also shown in (A.10). 

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟	𝑜𝑓	𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠	𝑝𝑒𝑟	𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎	𝑜𝑓	𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒	𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒	(𝑚𝑠)	𝑝𝑒𝑟	𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎	𝑜𝑓	𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡

 (A.10) 

  
2. Percentage of Gaze per Area of Interest: a positive relation of this parameter has 

two possible meanings: difficulty in interpretation as well as high relative 

importance. (A.11) shows the mathematical relation. 

𝐷𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙(𝐺𝑎𝑧𝑒)	𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒	𝑝𝑒𝑟	𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎	𝑜𝑓	𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙	𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡	𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

× 100% (A.11) 

  
3. Gaze Average Duration per Area of Interest: higher the duration, higher the 

difficulty of understanding or interpretation. This might also mean that the element 

is of particular interest. Equation (A.12) shows the relation. 

𝐷𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙(𝐺𝑎𝑧𝑒)	𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒	𝑝𝑒𝑟	𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎	𝑜𝑓	𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒	𝑝𝑒𝑟	𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎	𝑜𝑓	𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡

 (A.12) 

  
4. Scan Path: this is defined as the continuation of the fixation points and the saccades 

between them. This results in a graphical representation over the various AOIs. It 

could also reveal new specific AOIs of interest. 
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5. Relations between entities, AOIs, behavior, and time: the researchers need to 

investigate the overall results without focusing solely on individual AOIs. 

Behaviors, patterns, and time differences can provide a larger perspective. 

 

G.5 Cockpit Feature Subdivision (Areas of Interest) for Eye-Tracking 

As already described in earlier sections, ET works through the designation of areas of interest 

(AOIs). These are at the researcher’s discretion and depend highly on the scenario. For 

example, instruments used during the landing phase will be designated AOIs for this 

research. AOIs are provided below, however the knowledge elicitation sessions provided 

further insight. Because GA includes a variety of models, the users were placed in a Cessna 

172 aircraft. The aircraft was intended to be without a glass cockpit. Figure 136 identifies 

areas of interest on the dashboard of a Cessna 172 [116].  

 

Figure 136. Cessna 172 Cockpit with Areas of Interest 
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There are both internal and external AOIs. Items 1-6 are the standard “six pack” set of gauges 

(airspeed, attitude, altitude, turn coordinator, heading, and vertical speed). Item 7 includes 

engine RPM, item 8 is the throttle and mixture levers, item 9 is the carb heat, item 10 is the 

heading, and item 11, found on the overhead, are fuel pump and alternator switches. 

External AOIs will also be present since pilots in the traffic pattern use various visual cues 

outside the cockpit. These are shown in Figure 137 where view (A) shows a view on the 

downwind abeam the numbers, view (B) shows a view on the downwind (facing ahead/port), 

and view (C) shows the aircraft on final [149]. The aircraft in the depiction is a Cessna 172 

in the X-Plane flight simulator. 

 

Figure 137. External AOIs 

The actual ET parameters will be recorded through a personally scripted algorithm that 

reports times in extreme detail. The algorithm will have two time stamps, for example, for 
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areas of interest. The difference in time between the entrance and exit will be used as the 

time in which the user looked at the AOI. Given the fact that a solution has not been selected 

yet, this section will provide details once a method is finalized. 
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Appendix H 
Participant Demographics 

H.1 KE Sessions 

Participant Number has been randomized and does not necessarily reflect the participant 

number indicated in the analysis and other graphics. The participant with no CFI rating was 

the GA domain expert as described in the methodology section of this dissertation. 

 

Table 41. Participant Demographics, KE Sessions 

Participant 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Age 77 67 65 23 23 37 

Gender M M M M M M 

Rating CFI/CFII/MEI - CFI/CFII/MEI CFI CFI/CFII CFI/CFII/MEI 

Total Flight Hrs. 9000 7000 9970 870 560 10000 

Total Instruction 
Hrs. Given 1000 - 8474.5 630 310 2000 

Part 61/141 
Training? 61 USN 61 141 141 141/61 

Institution 
Training Type? Private USN Private College College College 
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H.2 Usability Sessions 

Participant Number has been randomized and does not necessarily reflect the participant 

number indicated in the analysis and other graphics. The participant with no CFI rating was 

the GA domain expert as described in the methodology section of this dissertation. 

 

Table 42. Participant Demographics, Usability Tests 

Participant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Age 23 23 22 47 67 31 65 77 24 

Gender M M M F M M M M M 

Rating CFII CFI/ 
CFII 

CFI/ 
CFII 

CFII/ 
MEI 

super 
expert 

CFII/ 
MEI 

CFI/ 
CFII/ 
MEI 

CFI/ 
CFII/ 
MEI 

CFI/ 
CFII/ 
MEI 

Total Flight 
Hrs. 3000 560 416.5 1900 7000 421 9970 9000 480 

Total 
Instruction 
Hrs. Given 

1000 310 80 600 NA 20 8474.5 1000 250 

Part 61/141 
Training? 141 141 141/61 61 USN 61 61 61 141/61 

Institution 
Training 
Type? 

College College Private Private USN Private Private Private College 

VR Exp 
hrs. 0 4 0 0 20 0 0 0 5 

Sim Exp 
hrs. 80 160 5.1 300 1000 75 150 150 200 

Prescriptio
n Glasses? No No No No No Yes No Yes No 
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H.3 VR Flight Tests 

Participant Number has been randomized and does not necessarily reflect the participant 

number indicated in the analysis and other graphics. The participant with no CFI rating was 

the GA domain expert as described in the methodology section of this dissertation. 

 

Table 43. Participant Demographics, VR Flight Tests 

Participant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Age 23 22 47 67 31 65 77 24 

Gender M M F M M M M M 

Rating CFI/ 
CFII 

CFI/ 
CFII 

CFII/ 
MEI - CFII/ 

MEI 

CFI/ 
CFII/ 
MEI 

CFI/ 
CFII/ 
MEI 

CFI/ 
CFII/ 
MEI 

Total Flight 
Hrs. 560 416.5 1900 7000 421 9970 9000 480 

Total 
Instruction 
Hrs. Given 

310 80 600 - 20 8474.5 1000 250 

Part 61/141 
Training? 141 141/61 61 USN 61 61 61 141/61 

Institution 
Training 
Type? 

College Private Private USN Private Private Private College 

VR Exp hrs. 4 0 0 20 0 0 0 5 

Sim Exp hrs. 160 5.1 300 1000 75 150 150 200 

Prescription 
Glasses? No No No No Yes No Yes No 
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Appendix I 
Doctoral Coursework 
Ph.D. Student: Bernard, Tiziano 
Academic Advisor: Stephane, Lucas 
 

Table 44. Doctoral Coursework 

TERM COURSEWORK (credit hours) 

Fall 2015 HCD 6820: Advanced Interaction Media (3, T) 

Fall 2016 HCD 6850: Organizational Design & Management (3) 
HCD 6860: Modeling & Simulation (3) 

Spring 2017 HCD 6830: Cognitive Engineering (3) 
HCD 6840: Complexity Analysis (3) 

Fall 2017 

HCD 5802: Usability Engineering (3) 
HCD 6999: Dissertation (3)  
[N/A] Proposal Conference 
[N/A] Admittance to Candidacy 

Spring 2018 HCD 6999: Dissertation (9) 

Summer 2018 HCD 6999: Dissertation (6) 

Fall 2018 HCD 6999: Dissertation (6)  
[N/A] Defense Conference 
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Table 45. Coursework Projects 

COURSE PROJECT  

HCD 6820 Development, Integration, and Initial Evaluation of an Algorithm for the 
Trajectory Recovery System (TRS) 

HCD 6830 
Design and Preliminary Usability Testing of a New On-Board Integrated 
Infotainment System to Enhance Passenger Comfort through 
Participatory Design 

HCD 6840 Virtual Systems of Systems: A High-Level Architecture for Self-
Governing Air Traffic Management 

HCD 6850 Participatory Design of a Curricular Architecture for an Undergraduate 
Curriculum in Human-Centered Design 

HCD 6860 
A Newly Idealized Loss of Control Flight Protocol with Autonomous 
Flight Dynamics and initial Evaluation through Modeling and 
Simulation 

HCD 5802 Usability Testing to Determine Applicability and Validity of Virtual 
Reality for Advanced Aerospace Simulation Research 
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Table 46. Publications during Doctoral Studies 

CONFERENCE PUBLICATION TITLE 

HCI International 2016 
Toronto, Canada 

Trajectory Recovery System: Angle of Attack Guidance for 
Inflight Loss of Control 

HCI Aero 2016 
Paris, France 

Affordant Guidance for In-Flight Loss of Control: The 
Trajectory Recovery System (TRS) 

IEEE Aerospace 2017 
Big Sky, MT, USA 

Development of an OpenGL Stall Recovery System in a 
Restricted-Resource Boeing 737 Simulator 

IEEE Aerospace 2017 
Big Sky, MT, USA 

LOC-S: Improved Model and Control Algorithm for a Stall 
Recovery On-board Avionics System 

AHFE 2017 
Los Angeles, CA, USA 

Autonomous Stall Recovery Dynamics as a Prevention Tool 
for General Aviation Loss of Control 

AIAA Space 2017 
Orlando, FL, USA 

Haptic Feedback Astronaut Suit for mitigating Extra-
Vehicular Activity Spatial Disorientation 

SFTE 2017 
Destin, FL, USA 

Human-Systems Integration Methods in Flight Test: A 
Consolidated Framework for Sociotechnical Modeling 
during Critical Phases of Flight in General Aviation 

AHFE 2018 
Orlando, FL, USA On the Complexity of Loss of Control in Aviation 

AHFE 2018 
Orlando, FL, USA 

An Exploratory Study of Pilot Observations, Decisions, and 
Actions during Traffic Pattern Approach Operations 

AIAA Space 2018 
Orlando, FL, USA 

Proposed Architecture of a Sensory Enhanced Suit for Space 
Applications 

AIAA Space 2018 
Orlando, FL, USA 

A Novel Mars Rover Concept for Astronaut Operational 
Support on Surface EVA Missions 
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